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“It is astonishing that the apostle Paul describes the local gathering of Christians as ‘the church of God, which he obtained with his own blood’ (Acts 20:28, esv). That raises the stakes of church life and health and mission about as high as it can be. We are dealing with a blood-bought body of people. I do not want human ideas. I want God’s word about the church. I turn with hope and confidence to Mark Dever’s radically biblical commitment. Few people today have thought more or better about what makes a church biblical and healthy. I thank God for the book and for 9Marks ministries.”

**John Piper**, founder, Desiring God Ministries; chancellor, Bethlehem College and Seminary

“Books on the church are a dime a dozen. This one is different. Only rarely does a book on the church come along that marries responsible biblical and theological reflection to godly, experienced, good judgment and practical application. This book is one of them. If you are a Christian leader, be careful of the work you are now holding in your hand: it may change your life and ministry.”

**D. A. Carson**, Research Professor of New Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

“In a day when a church is most likely evaluated on her cosmetics, it’s vital to know how to assess her true health. They put cosmetics on corpses! Mark Dever gives the biblical criteria for discerning the spiritual well-being of a church, not what it looks like on the outside before the world, but what it is on the inside before God. This is a foundational work which I highly recommend.”

**John MacArthur**, Pastor, Grace Community Church, Sun Valley, California

“*Nine Marks of a Healthy Church* is one of the very best, most readable, and useful books for learning how to lead a church into spiritual change. Its focus is not on church growth but on church health, which is the proper goal of a God-centered ministry. Each chapter gives the biblical rationale and offers practical suggestions for preaching, evangelism, discipleship, or some other aspect of church life. These principles and practices have been tested in Dever’s own dynamic ministry as senior pastor of a thriving urban congregation.”

**Philip Graham Ryken**, President, Wheaton College

“Postmodern America is awash with spirituality—but not with authentic Christianity. Clear evidence of this fact is seen in the loss of a biblical ecclesiology in so many sectors. Reformation is always directed to the church—and we must pray to see the church reformed in our age. Mark Dever points toward a truly biblical recovery of the New Testament church in his manifesto, *Nine Marks of a Healthy Church*. Every page is loaded with thoughtful analysis and careful consideration. It belongs in the hands of every faithful pastor and all those who pray for reformation in this age.”

**R. Albert Mohler**, President and Joseph Emerson Brown Professor of Christian Theology, The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
“The future of biblical Christianity in the Western world is inextricably bound to the future of the local church. Mark Dever knows this, and his *Nine Marks of a Healthy Church* is a biblical prescription for faithfulness.”

**J. Ligon Duncan**, John E. Richards Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology, Reformed Theological Seminary; Senior Minister, First Presbyterian Church, Jackson, Mississippi

“*Nine Marks of a Healthy Church* is required reading for my students in ecclesiology. Even though I do not always come to the same conclusions as the author, the book is one of the few recent serious engagements with trenchantly important ecclesiological issues. This is also a great book for pastors to share with their congregations.”

**Paige Patterson**, President, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary

“A powerful and passionate call for congregations to take seriously their responsibilities, for the glory of God and the saving of lost souls.”

**Timothy George**, Founding Dean, Beeson Divinity School; General Editor, *Reformation Commentary on Scripture*

“In the tradition of Martyn Lloyd-Jones and John Stott, Mark Dever calls the church to rediscover her biblical heritage. Perhaps never in history has the church tried so hard to be relevant to a culture and become less relevant in doing so! While many modern church gurus encourage us to be ‘in the world,’ Mark reminds us that our calling is to do so without being ‘of the world.’ This volume is consumed with church ‘being’ rather than church ‘doing.’ After all, being comes before doing, for what we ultimately ‘do’ is always determined by who we ‘are.’ Let the church be the church! Read it and reap!”

**O. S. Hawkins**, President, Annuity Board of the Southern Baptist Convention

“For a young pastor wrestling with questions of what success and faithfulness look like for a church, Mark Dever's book is a godsend. It helps you see past the hype and fanfare of numbers, statistics, and the latest methodology. Instead it guides you back to the old paths and the simple, world-changing beauty of God’s plan for the local church.”

**Joshua Harris**, Senior Pastor, Covenant Life Church, Gaithersburg, MD; author, *Dug Down Deep*

“Books that affirm the priority of the church are rare. Books that define the practice of the local church from the pages of Scripture rather than from cultural trends are even more rare. Mark Dever has given us just such a book. Written by a pastor and theologian who has built a strong local church in Washington, DC, this is the best book I have read on this topic of critical importance.”

**C. J. Mahaney**, Sovereign Grace Ministries
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To my shame, I used to sleep through discussions of ecclesiology (the doctrine of the church). I would think to myself, “Does all of this really matter?” Unfortunately, I don’t think I was alone. All across our culture and all around the world, we as Christians are prone to cheapen the church in different ways.

In our independence, we ignore the church. We are self-reliant, self-sufficient people, and the thought of mutual submission, accountability, and interdependence seems foreign, if not frightening, to us. We sometimes pride ourselves on independence from the church, as some self-professing Christians say, “I can grow in Christ and even accomplish more for Christ doing things on my own, apart from the church.”

Further, in our pragmatism, we pollute the church. We’re fixated on what works, and if something doesn’t seem to work according to our standards of success, then it must not be right. Oftentimes, with the best of motives, we do whatever it takes to attract as many people as possible to the church. Almost un-
knowingly, however, we subtly compromise God’s Word in our efforts to supposedly reach the world. As we draw people into the church, we end up polluting the very church we are drawing them into.

Even in our missions, we minimize the church. Parachurch organizations have arisen all over our culture focusing on various facets of ministry, yet many of them virtually ignore the local church. Or they dilute the church in dangerous ways. Many mission organizations boast thousands of churches planted in different countries, yet their definitions of “church” are frankly untrue. Biblically, the construction of a building or the gathering of two or three believers does not constitute a church. If we want to truly accomplish the Great Commission, we would be wise not to minimize the agent that God has promised to bless for the spread of the gospel in the world: the local church.

We also cheapen the church when we elevate our traditions over God’s truth. So much of our approach to the church today is based upon the ways we’ve done it before instead of upon the Word God has spoken forever. We value our preferences over God’s priorities, organizing the church around what is most pleasing to us instead of what is most faithful to Christ. In the end, we practically define the church according to our own personal comforts. A church is a good church if it makes us feel good, so we hop and shop from one church to the next, looking for the place and programs that most cater to our needs.

For all of these reasons, we desperately need to hear what God says about his church in our day. Instead of cheapening the church, we need to recover a cherishing of the church. Over and above the cultural tides and church traditions that dominate our contemporary thinking, we need to ask God, “What do you value in your church?”

We need to ask this question in the church because we desire God’s glory in the world. According to Jesus in John 17, the unity of the church is intended to be a reflection of the Godhead. A watch-
ing world will know that Jesus has been sent from God when they see his glory on display in his people (John 17:20–23).

We need to ask God what he values in his church not only because we desire his glory, but also because we adore his Son and we treasure his Spirit. Jesus is the one who established the church, and the church is his to grow, not ours to manipulate. Jesus is the one who purchased the church; in the words of Acts 20:28, “He obtained [the church] with his own blood” (ESV). And the church is the chosen dwelling place for the Holy Spirit of God (1 Cor. 3:16–17; Eph. 2:19–22).

We need to ask God what he values in his church because we love his gospel in our lives and we want to accomplish his mission in the world. The church is the means God has established for the defense, display, and declaration of the gospel. God has designed this distinct community called the church to satisfy and gratify his people while we spread his grace among all peoples.

As a result of all these things, we need, want, and long to hear God’s Word concerning God’s will for his church. For this reason, I am grateful to God for this book. As a pastor swimming amid a sea of principles and practices for church health and church growth, this one book has impacted and influenced my understanding of the church far above any other. Such impact and influence owe to the fact that this book is grounded in God’s Word. The nine marks contained here may not be the marks you would immediately identify as central in the church. You may think some of them are questionable and others of them are controversial. But brother or sister, these nine marks are biblical, and that is why they are so valuable.

Mark Dever has not written this book in an attempt to appeal to popular trends in our time. He has written this book in an effort to be faithful to divine truth that supersedes all time. I am overjoyed to see yet another edition of it, which I trust is a testimony to the timelessness of the Word it reflects. In addition, this book is a testimony to a pastor and a people at Capitol Hill Baptist Church
in Washington, DC. As they would humbly admit, they are not the perfect church. But after many hours in front of crowds and many days behind the scenes with this pastor, and after worshiping, praying, and serving alongside this people, I can confidently commend to you not only this book, but also this pastor and this people. Simply put, together they are a clear, compassionate, poignant, powerful, beautiful, and most of all biblical portrayal of the bride of Christ.

In turn, my hope and prayer is that these nine marks would be found in increasing measure in the church that I pastor, in churches across our culture, and in churches around the world. May we leave behind all cheapening of the church to cherish the church in ways that reflect God’s grace to us and resound to God’s glory through us. “Now to him who is able to do far more abundantly than all that we ask or think, according to the power at work within us, to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, forever and ever. Amen” (Eph. 3:20–21 esv).
Preface to the

Few authors get a third chance to try to get a message across to their readers. As I finish this revision, I’m now closing in on twenty years of pastoring the same congregation. When I first preached this series of sermons to our church, I hadn’t been pastoring them even five years. My family was young. Our church was small and older. Now the church is larger and younger and my family is smaller and older. It is from this changing perspective that I take up the topic of church health yet again.

For this opportunity I am profoundly grateful to our friends at Crossway. Lane Dennis, Al Fisher, and many others have been allies in ministry since before they first approached me about doing this book some fifteen years ago.

The nine marks that I’ve chosen to cover seem every bit as relevant now as they did then. Many other aspects of the church can be fruitfully discussed, but I would like to continue pressing on these topics. Conversations with pastors and other church leaders in the intervening years have done nothing to cause me to think otherwise.

In this revised third edition, some arguments have been added (on, for example, expositional preaching, the nature of the gospel, and complementarianism), illustrations updated, and appendices changed and added. But the basic structure of the book remains the same.
Extensive help has been given to me in these revisions by friends too numerous to mention. Three that I cannot omit, however, because of the amount of attention they gave to this project and the help they were to me, are Mike McKinley, Bobby Jamieson, and Jaime Owens. Beyond that, my dear wife Connie reread the entire book, making thoughtful comments for the improvement of it throughout.

As with every edition, all errors of expression and judgment are my own. For any good done through it, all the glory goes to God.

Mark Dever
Senior Pastor
The Capitol Hill Baptist Church
Washington, DC
September 2012
As I'm writing this preface to the new expanded edition of *Nine Marks of a Healthy Church*, I'm also about to celebrate ten years pastoring the same congregation. To some reading this sentence, that sounds like an eternity; to others, it may seem as if I've just begun. To be honest, to me it feels a bit like both.

I confess that pastoring a church sometimes feels like difficult work. There have been times when my tears have not been tears of joy, but of frustration, or sadness, or even worse. The people who are least happy and who leave have often been those who have required the most time, and who have talked the most to others as they have gone. And sometimes their talk has been neither edifying nor encouraging. They have little thought of how their actions affect others—the pastor, the pastor’s family, those who have loved them and worked with them, young Christians who are confused, others to whom they talk wrongly. There are things I work for that don’t work out, and things I care about that nobody else does. Some hopes go unfulfilled, and occasionally even tragedies intrude. It is in the nature of sheep to stray and of wolves to eat. I guess if I can’t deal with that, I should just get out of under-shepherding.
But most of my work is, to be honest, exhilarating! I thank God for those many times when I have known tears of joy. In God’s grace, the number of people leaving the congregation unhappy has been dwarfed by the number of people leaving with tears of gratitude, and by those coming in. We have known growth in our congregation that hasn’t been dramatic when considered in any one year, but which staggers me when I pause and look back. I’ve seen young men become converted and then eventually go into the ministry. While I’m writing this, two of the men now on our pastoral staff were first friends of mine when they were non-Christians. I studied the Gospel of Mark with them. By God’s grace, I saw both of them come to know the Lord, and I now sit and listen to them preach the everlasting gospel to others. My eyes moisten even while I write these words.

The church as a whole has prospered. It seems clearly healthy. Strains in relationships are dealt with in godly ways. A culture of discipleship seems to have taken root. People go from here to seminary, or to their work as teachers, architects, or businessmen with more resolve in both their work and their evangelism. We’ve seen many marriages and young families begun. We’ve seen political types instructed in their worldviews; Christians in all walks of life helped in their understanding of the gospel; and discipline exercised to try to disabuse those who may be self-deceived. Pain has been exceeded by joy. God’s grace toward us seems only to increase with every life encountered.

As God’s Word has been taught, the congregation’s appetite for good teaching has increased. A palpable sense of expectation has developed in the congregation. There is excitement as the congregation gathers. Older saints are cared for through their difficult days. One dear man’s ninety-sixth birthday was celebrated by a bunch of the younger people in the church taking him to McDonald’s (his favorite restaurant)! Wounded marriages have been helped; wounded people have found God’s healing. Young people have come to appreciate hymns, and older people the vigorous
singing of choruses. Countless hours have been given in quiet service to the building up of others. Courageous choices have been prayed for, made, and celebrated. New friendships are being made every day. Young men who have spent time with us here are now pastoring congregations in Kentucky and Michigan and Georgia and Connecticut and Illinois. They are preaching in Hawaii and Iowa. Missions giving has gone from a few thousand dollars a year to a few hundred thousand dollars a year. Our compassion for the lost has grown. I could go on. God has obviously been good to us. We have known health.

**My Surprising Change**

I didn’t intend all of this when I came. I didn’t come with a plan or program to bring all this about. I came with a commitment to God’s Word, to give myself to knowing, believing, and teaching it. I had seen the blight of the unconverted church member, and was particularly concerned about that, but I didn’t have a carefully worked out strategy to deal with the problem.

In God’s providence, I had done a doctorate focusing on a Puritan (Richard Sibbes) whose writings about the individual Christian I loved, but whose concessions on the church came to seem increasingly unwise to me. Unhealthy churches cause few problems for the healthiest Christians; but they are cruel taxes on the growth of the youngest and weakest Christians. They prey on those who don’t understand Scripture well. They mislead spiritual children. They even take the curious hopes of non-Christians that there might be another way to live, and seem to deny it. Bad churches are terribly effective antimissional forces. I deeply lament sin in my own life, and sin’s corporate magnification in the life of so many churches. They seem to make Jesus out to be a liar when he promised life to the full (John 10:10).

This all became more central to my life when, in 1994, I became the senior pastor of the congregation I now serve. The responsibility weighed on my mind. Texts such as James 3:1 ("judged more
strictly”) and Hebrews 13:17 (“must give an account”) loomed larger in my mind. Circumstances conspired to emphasize to me the importance with which God regards the local church. I thought of a statement by nineteenth-century Scottish pastor and trainer of pastors, John Brown, who, in a letter of paternal counsel to one of his pupils newly ordained over a small congregation, wrote,

I know the vanity of your heart, and that you will feel mortified that your congregation is very small, in comparison with those of your brethren around you; but assure yourself on the word of an old man, that when you come to give an account of them to the Lord Christ, at his judgment-seat, you will think you have had enough.1

As I looked out over the congregation I had charge of, I felt the weightiness of such an accounting to God.

But it was ultimately through preaching expositional sermons, serially going through book after book, that all of the Bible’s teachings on the church became more central to me. It began to seem obviously a farce that we claimed to be Christians but didn’t love each other. Sermons on John and 1 John, Wednesday night Bible studies going through James for three years, and conversations about membership and church covenants all came together.

The “each other” and “one another” passages began to come alive and enflesh the theological truths that I had known about God caring for his church. As I’ve preached through Ephesians 2–3, it has become clear to me that the church is the center of God’s plan to display his wisdom to the heavenly beings. When Paul spoke to the Ephesian elders, he referred to the church as something that God “bought with his own blood” (Acts 20:28). And, of course, on the road to Damascus earlier, when Saul was interrupted on his course of persecuting Christians, the risen Christ did not ask Saul why he persecuted these Christians, or even the church; rather, Christ so identified with his church that the accusing question he put to Saul was, “Why do you persecute me?”
(Acts 9:4). The church was clearly central in God’s eternal plan, in his sacrifice, and in his continuing concern.

I’ve come to see that love is largely local. And the local congregation is the place which claims to display this love for all the world to see. So Jesus taught his disciples in John 13:34–35, “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.” I have seen friends and family alienated from Christ because they perceive this or that local church to have been such a terrible place. And, on the other hand, I have seen friends and family come to Christ because they have seen exactly this love that Jesus taught and lived—love for one another, the kind of selfless love that he showed—and they’ve felt the natural human attraction to it. So the congregation—the gathered people of God as the sounding board of the Word—has become more central to my understanding of evangelism, and of how we should pray and plan to evangelize. The local church is God’s evangelism plan. The local church is God’s evangelism program.

Over these last ten years, the congregation has also become more central to my understanding of how we are to discern true conversion in others, and how we are to have assurance of it ourselves. I remember being struck by 1 John 4:20–21 when preparing to preach on it: “If anyone says, ‘I love God,’ yet hates his brother, he is a liar. For anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen. . . . Whoever loves God must also love his brother.” James 1 and 2 carries the same message. This love doesn’t seem to be optional.

More recently, this consideration of the centrality of the congregation has brought about in my thinking a new respect for the local congregation’s discipline—both formative and corrective. We’ve had some painful cases here, and some wonderful recoveries; and all of us are clearly still works in progress. But it has become crystal clear that if we are to depend upon each other in our congregations, discipline must be part of discipleship. And if there
is to be the kind of discipline that we see in the New Testament, we must know and be known by others, and we must be committed to one another. We must also have some trust of authority. All the practicalities of trusting authority in marriage, home, and church are hammered out on the local level. Misunderstanding these matters and coming to dislike and resent authority seems very near to what the fall was all about. Conversely, understanding these matters seems very near to the heart of God’s gracious work of reestablishing his relationship with us—a relationship of authority and love together. I’ve come to see that relationship with a local congregation is central to individual discipleship. The church isn’t an optional extra; it’s the shape of your following Jesus. I’ve come to understand that now in a way I never did before I came to this church. And I think that I’m seeing something of the health that God intends us to experience in a congregation.

**What This Book Is Not**

I should just say another word about what this book is not. Let me front-load your disappointment. This book leaves out a lot. Many of our favorite topics may not be covered. Rereading this book now, after a few years of others reading it too, I am even more aware of much I have not said. Friends have said to me, “What about prayer?” or “Where’s worship?” John Piper asked, “Mark, why isn’t missions in this?” I don’t really like to disappoint friends who’ve taken the time to read the book; and I certainly don’t like disappointing John Piper! But this book is not an exhaustive ecclesiology. We’ve been given good ideas for “more marks” that we could add. And a second edition might seem just the time to do this.

But we’ve decided not to. I continue to think that common errors in these particular nine matters are responsible for so much that goes wrong in our churches. It seems to me economical, strategic, faithful, and simply correct to continue to try to focus the attention of Christians on these particular matters. More missions, persevering prayer, wonderful worship—all will be best encour-
aged, I think, by tending better to these basic matters. Nobody is going to believe in the need that missions presupposes if they’re not taught about that need from the Word. No one is going to go if they don’t have an understanding of God’s great plan to redeem a people for himself. And they won’t do missions well if they don’t understand the gospel.

If people do begin to think more carefully about conversion, it will affect their prayers. If we are more biblical in our practice of evangelism, we will find ourselves giving more of our prayer time to praying for non-Christians, and we will realize more of why we must pray for people to be converted. If we come to understand more about biblical church membership, we will find our corporate prayer times more central, better attended, more invigorating to our faith, and more challenging and reordering to our priorities.

If we begin to appreciate again the significance of church discipline, our times of corporate worship will be infused with more of a sense of awe at God’s grace. If we find ourselves in churches that are increasingly marked by discipleship and spiritually flourishing members, the excitement and anticipation for singing praises and confessing sins together will grow. If we work to be led by those who meet the Bible’s qualifications, we will find joy and confidence in our times together growing, we will be more free and enlivened in our times together, and our obedience will be more consistent.

This book isn’t a complete inventory of every sign of health. It is intended to be a list of crucial marks that will lead to such a full experience.

**An Outward-Looking Church**

If I had to add one more mark to what you’re about to read, it wouldn’t be missions or prayer or worship; but it would touch on all of those things. I think that I would add that we want our congregations to be outward-looking. We are to be upwardly focused—God-centered. But we are also, I think, supposed to reflect
God’s own love as we look out on other people and on other congregations.

This can show itself in many ways. I long for our congregation to integrate better our vision for global missions and our efforts in local evangelism. If we have a commitment to help evangelize an unreached people group abroad, why haven’t we done a better job in trying to find members of this people group in our metropolitan area? Why aren’t our missions and evangelism better integrated?

We do pray in the pastoral prayer each Sunday morning for the prosperity of the gospel in other lands and through other local congregations. We’re just now bringing someone on staff to help us plant another church. We as a church help to sponsor 9Marks, and through it work with many other churches for their benefit. We have “Weekenders” at which we welcome guest pastors and elders, seminarians and other church leaders to be with us for a weekend. They sit in on a real elders meeting, in real membership classes. We put on special lectures and have attendees in our homes to eat and talk. We have internships for those preparing for the pastorate. We have curriculum we write and talks we give. All of this is for the building up of other congregations. As a pastor, I am certain that I need to realize that, under God, the local church is responsible for raising up the next generation of leaders. No Bible college, course, or seminary can do this. And such raising up of new leaders—for here and abroad—should be one of the goals of our church.

Looking back, I’m encouraged by how I’ve seen God’s work here and in so many other congregations. In this congregation’s life together I’ve seen evident, increasing, joyful, God-glorifying health.

Some people don’t think this image of “health” is a good one. They may think that it’s too man-centered, or too therapeutic. But as I’ve considered this, it seems to me more and more that health is actually a very good image for soundness, wholeness, correctness, and rightness.

Jesus talked of the health of our bodies as an image of our spiritual state (see Matt. 6:22–23 [Luke 11:33–34]; cf. 7:17–18). He
said that, “It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick” (Matt. 9:12 [Mark 2:17; Luke 5:31]). Jesus brought soundness to people’s bodies to point to the soundness he offered for their souls (see Matt. 12:13; 14:35–36; 15:31; Mark 5:34; Luke 7:9–10; 15:27; John 7:23). The disciples in Acts continued the same health-giving Christ-exalting ministry (Acts 3:16; 4:10).

Paul used the image of the church as Christ’s own body, and he described its prosperity in organic images of growth and health. For example, Paul wrote that “speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work” (Eph. 4:15–16). Paul described correct doctrine in Titus 2:1 as “sound” or “healthy” doctrine. John greeted fellow Christians by telling them that, “I pray that you may enjoy good health and that all may go well with you, even as your soul is getting along well” (3 John 2).

None of this is to say that we can know it’s God’s will for his children to experience good physical health in this life, but simply to say that health is a natural image that God himself has sanctioned for that which is right and correct. As I said above, some Christians, out of concern over a wrongly therapeutic culture, shy away from using such images. But the abuse of the language shouldn’t detract from its appropriate use. And with such understanding of health—its connection to life and prosperity; the objective norms of what is good and right that are presumed in it; the joy involved in it; the care to be taken over it—we can easily see the wisdom in our desiring to pursue the spiritual health of our own souls, and to work for healthy churches. It is to that end that this book was first written. And it is to that end that I pray that God will now use it in your life, and in the life of your church.

Mark Dever
Washington, DC
June 2004
Introduction

Author and theologian David Wells reported some interesting findings of a survey taken in seven seminaries in 1993. One in particular struck me: “These students are dissatisfied with the current status of the church. They believe it has lost its vision, and they want more from it than it is giving them.” Wells himself agreed: “Neither their desire nor their judgement in this regard is amiss. Indeed, it is not until we experience a holy dissatisfaction with things as they are that we can plant the seeds of reform. Of course, dissatisfaction alone is not enough.”

Dissatisfaction, indeed, is not enough. We find dissatisfaction with the church on every hand. Bookstore shelves groan under the weight of books with prescriptions for what ails her. Conference speakers live off the congregational diseases that always seem to survive their remedies. Pastors wrongly exult and tragically burn out, confused and uncertain. Christians are left to wander like sheep without a shepherd. But dissatisfaction is not enough. We need something more. We need positively to recover what the church is to be. What is the church in her nature and essence? What is to distinguish and mark the church?

For Historians

Christians often talk about “marks of the church.” In his first published book, *Men with a Message*, John Stott summed up the teaching of Christ to the churches in the book of Revelation this way: “These then are the marks of the ideal Church—love, suffering,
holiness, sound doctrine, genuineness, evangelism and humility. They are what Christ desires to find in His churches as He walks among them.”

But this language has a more formal history as well, which must be acknowledged before engaging in the task of a book-length consideration of “nine marks of a healthy church.”

Christians have long talked of the “marks of the church.” Here, as in so much of the church’s thinking—from earlier definitions of Christ and the Trinity to Jonathan Edwards’s musings upon the work of the Spirit—the question of how to distinguish true from false has led to a clearer definition of the true. The topic of the church did not become a center of widespread formal theological debate until the Reformation. Before the sixteenth century, the church was more assumed than discussed. It was considered to be the means of grace upon which the rest of theology rested. Roman Catholic theology uses the phrase “the mystery of the church” to refer to the depth of the reality of the church, which can never be fully explored. Practically, the church of Rome links its claim to being the true, visible church to the succession of Peter as the bishop of Rome.

With the advent of the radical criticisms of Martin Luther and others in the sixteenth century, however, discussion of the nature of the church itself became inevitable. As one scholar explains, “The Reformation made the gospel, not ecclesiastical organization, the test of the true church.” Calvin questioned Rome’s claims to be the true church on the basis of apostolic succession: “Especially in the organization of the church nothing is more absurd than to lodge the succession in persons alone to the exclusion of teaching.” Since that time, therefore, the notae, signa, symbola, criteria, or marks of the church have been a necessary focus of discussion.

In 1530, Melanchthon drew up the Augsburg Confession, which in Article 7 stated that “this Church is the congregation of the saints in which the gospel is rightly taught and the sacraments are rightly administered. And for that true unity of the Church it
is enough to have unity of belief concerning the teaching of the
gospel and the administration of the sacraments.”⁵ In his *Loci Com-
munes* (1543), Melanchthon repeated the idea: “The marks which
point out the church are the pure gospel and the proper use of
the sacraments.”⁶ Since the Reformation, Protestants have typically
viewed these two marks—the preaching of the gospel and the
proper administering of the sacraments—as delineating the true
church over against imposters.

In 1553 Thomas Cranmer produced the Forty-Two Articles of
the Church of England. While not officially promulgated until
later in the century as part of the Elizabethan settlement, they
show the thinking of the great English Reformer concerning the
church. Article 19 read (as it still does in the Thirty-Nine Articles):
“The visible Church of Christ is a congregation of faithful men
in which the pure word of God is preached and the sacraments
be duly administered, according to Christ’s ordinance in all those
things that of necessity are requisite to the same.”⁷

In John Calvin’s *Institutes of the Christian Religion*, the issue of
the distinction of the false from the true church was taken up in
book 4. In chapter 1, section 9, Calvin wrote, “Wherever we see
the Word of God purely preached and heard, and the sacraments
administered according to Christ’s institution, there, it is not to be
doubted, a church of God exists.”⁸

A third mark of the church, right discipline, has often been
added since then, though it is widely acknowledged that this is
implied in the second mark—the sacraments being rightly admin-
istered.⁹ The Belgic Confession (1561), Article 29, said,

The marks by which the true Church is known are these: If the
pure doctrine of the gospel is preached therein; if she maintains
the pure administration of the sacraments as instituted by Christ;
if church discipline is exercised in punishing of sin; in short, if
all things are managed according to the pure Word of God, all
things contrary thereto rejected, and Jesus Christ acknowledged
as the only Head of the Church.”¹⁰
Edmund Clowney has summarized these marks as “true preaching of the Word; proper observance of the sacraments; and faithful exercise of church discipline.”

We can see in these two marks—gospel proclamation and observance of the sacraments—both the creation and the preservation of the church—the fountain of God’s truth and the lovely vessel to contain and display it. The church is generated by the right preaching of the Word; the church is contained and distinguished by the right administration of baptism and the Lord’s Supper. (Presumed in this latter mark is that church discipline is being practiced.)

**The Church Today Reflects the World**

This book is a lesser thing than a consideration of these marks of the church. I accept the traditional Protestant understanding of the true church being distinguished or marked off from the false by the right preaching of the Word and the right administration of the sacraments. But inside the set of all true local churches, some are more healthy and others less so. This book describes some marks that distinguish the more healthy churches from the true but more sickly ones. Therefore this book does not attempt to say everything that should be said about the church. To use theological language, it is not a full ecclesiology. To use an image, it is more a prescription than a course in general anatomy of the body of Christ.

Certainly no church is perfect. But, thank God, many imperfect churches are healthy. Nevertheless, I fear that many more are not—even among those that affirm the full deity of Christ and the full authority of Scripture. Why is this the case?

Some say the ill health of many churches today is related to various cultural conditions that have infested the church. Carl Braaten has expressed his alarm over the presence of a subjective, ahistorical neopaganism in some churches. Os Guinness, in his provocative little book *Dining with the Devil*, has suggested that the...
problem is secularization. Guinness writes that even theologically
conservative churches that self-consciously oppose secularism are
nevertheless often unwitting bastions of a secularized version of
Christianity, and that “the two most easily recognizable hallmarks
of secularization in America are the exaltation of numbers and of
technique.”

Some of the most common scapegoats have been the institu-
tions that prepare people for the ministry. Richard Muller has
described something of what he has seen of the seminaries’ de-
defaulting on their stewardship:

Seminaries have been guilty of creating several generations of
clergy and teachers who are fundamentally ignorant of the ma-
terials of the theological task and prepared to argue (in their
own defense) the irrelevance of classical study to the practical
operation of ministry. The sad result has been the loss, in many
places, of the central, cultural function of the church in the West
and the replacement of a culturally and intellectually rich clergy
with a group of practitioners and operations-directors who can
do almost anything except make sense of the church’s theological
message in the contemporary context.

This book, then, is a plan for recovering biblical preaching
and church leadership at a time when too many congregations
are languishing in a notional and nominal Christianity, with all
the resulting pragmatism and pettiness. The purpose of too many
evangelical churches has fallen from glorifying God to growing
larger, assuming that numerical growth, however achieved, must
glorify God.

One problem, theologically and even practically, with lowering
our vision is the self-defeating pragmatism that results:

If the aim of the church is to grow, the way to do it is to make
people feel good. And when people discover that there are other
ways to feel good, they leave the church they no longer need.
The relevant church is sowing the seeds of its own irrelevance,
and losing its identity to boot. The big question today has become how to get the baby boomers back, what techniques and methods will do the trick. Polls are taken on what baby boomers want and churches are competing to make sure they get it.\[15\]

Neopaganism, secularization, pragmatism, and ignorance are all serious problems facing churches today. But I am convinced that the problem most fundamentally lies in the way Christians conceive of their churches. Too many churches misunderstand the priority that they are to give to God’s revelation and to the nature of the regeneration he offers therein. Reevaluating these must be a part of any solution to the problems of today’s churches.

**Popular Models of the Church**

Three models of the church are found today in my own association of churches (Southern Baptist Convention) and in many others as well. We might summarize these models as liberal, seeker-sensitive, and traditional.

Drawing with bold lines for a minute, we might conceive of the liberal model as having F. D. E. Schleiermacher as its patron saint. In an attempt to be successful in evangelism, Schleiermacher tried to rethink the gospel in contemporary terms.

We might find something of the same goal in the seeker-sensitive model, seen in the writing and ministry of Bill Hybels and his associates at Willow Creek and the many churches associated with them. They have tried to rethink the church, like the liberals, with the goal of evangelism always in mind—from the outside in, again, in an attempt to make the gospel’s relevance obvious to all.

The patron saint of traditional evangelical churches could be said to be Billy Graham (or perhaps one of several other great evangelists of the present or preceding generation). Again, the motive is to be successful in evangelism, with the local church treated as a stationary evangelistic rally. Actually, the “traditional” evangelical church in America is much like the seeker-sensitive model, only to an older culture—the culture of fifty or a hundred years ago.
So instead of Willow Creek skits, the First Baptist Women’s Trio is regarded as the thing that will draw nonbelievers in.

While there are important doctrinal distinctions between these various kinds of churches, all three have important commonalities. All assume that evident relevance and response is the key indicator of success. The social ministries of the liberal church, the music of the seeker-sensitive church, and the programs of the traditional evangelical church all must work well and work now to be considered relevant and successful. Depending on the type of church, success may mean so many fed, so many involved, or so many saved, but the assumption the three kinds of churches share is that the fruit of a successful church is readily apparent.

From both a biblical and a historical standpoint, this assumption seems incalculably dangerous. Biblically, we find that God’s Word is replete with images of delayed blessing. God, for his own inscrutable purposes, tests and tries his Jobs and his Josephs, his Jeremiahs, and even Jesus himself. The trials of Job, the beating and selling of Joseph, the imprisonment and mocking of Jeremiah, the rejection and crucifixion of Jesus all remind us that God moves in mysterious ways. He calls us more fundamentally to a relationship of trust with him than to a full understanding of him and his ways. The parables of Jesus are full of stories of the kingdom of God beginning in surprisingly small ways but growing finally to a glorious prominence. Biblically, we must realize that the size of what our eyes see is rarely a good way to estimate the greatness of something in the eyes of God.

From a historical standpoint, we would do well to remember that looks can be deceiving. When a culture is saturated with Christianity and biblical knowledge, when God’s common grace and even his special grace are spread widely, one might perceive obvious blessings. Biblical morality may be affirmed by all. The church may be widely esteemed. The Bible may be taught even in secular schools. In such a time, it may be hard to distinguish between the apparent and the real.
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But in a time when Christianity is being widely and rapidly disowned, where evangelism is considered intolerant or even classified as a hate crime, we find the stakes are changed. On the one hand, the culture to which we would conform in order to be relevant becomes so inextricably entwined with antagonism to the gospel that to conform to it must result in a loss of the gospel itself. On the other hand, it is more difficult for nominal Christianity to thrive. In such a day, we must rehear the Bible and reimagine the concept of successful ministry not as necessarily immediately fruitful but as demonstrably faithful to God’s Word.

Great missionaries who have gone to non-Christian cultures must have known this. When they went to places where there were no obvious “fields white unto harvest” but only years and even decades of rejection, they must have had some other motivation to keep them going. William Carey was faithful in India and Adoniram Judson in Burma not because their immediate success showed them that they were being obviously relevant. They were faithful because the Spirit of God in them encouraged them to obedience and trust. We in the secular West must recover a sense of satisfaction in such biblical faithfulness. And we must recover it particularly in our lives together as Christians, in our churches.

Needed: A Different Model

We need a new model for the church. Actually, the model we need is an old one. Even though I’m writing a book about it, I’m not quite sure what to call it. “Mere”? “Historic”? “Biblical”?

Simply put, we need churches that are self-consciously distinct from the culture. We need churches in which the key indicator of success is not evident results but persevering biblical faithfulness. We need churches that help us to recover those aspects of Christianity that are distinct from the world, and that unite us.

What follows is not intended to be a full portrait of this new (old) model of the church but a timely prescription. It focuses on two basic needs in our churches: preaching the message and leading disciples.
Preaching the Message

The first five marks of a healthy church we will consider reflect the concern to preach rightly the Word of God. *Mark One* is about preaching itself. It is a defense of the primacy of expositional preaching as a reflection of the centrality of God’s Word.

Why is the Word central? Why is it the instrument of creating faith? The Word is so central and so instrumental because the Word of the Lord holds out the object of our faith to us. It presents God’s promise to us—from all kinds of individual promises (throughout the Bible) all the way to the great promise, the great hope, the great object of our faith, Christ himself. The Word presents that which we are to believe.

Then, as *Mark Two*, we consider the framework of this message: biblical theology. We must understand God’s truth as a coherent whole, coming to us first and foremost as a revelation of himself. Questions of who God is and of what he is like can never be considered irrelevant to the practical matters of church life. Different understandings of God will lead us to worship him in different ways, and if some of those understandings are wrong, some of those ways in which we approach him can also be wrong. This is a major theme in the Bible, even if it is almost entirely neglected these days.

In *Mark Three* we consider the heart of the Christian message as we seek a biblical understanding of the gospel. How many other messages are churches hawking as the saving good news of Jesus Christ? And yet how discerning are we in how we understand the gospel ourselves, how we teach it, and how we train others to know it? Is our message, though larded with Christian pieties, basically a message of self-salvation, or is there something more in it? Does our gospel consist only of universal ethical truths for our daily lives, or are there once-for-all, historical, special saving actions of God in Christ at the root of it?

That brings us to the reception of the message, *Mark Four*: a biblical understanding of conversion. One of the most painful tasks
pastors face is trying to undo the damage of false converts who have been too quickly and thoughtlessly assured by an evangelist that they are indeed Christians. Such apparently charitable activity may lead to short bursts of excitement, involvement, and interest, but if an apparent conversion does not result in a changed life, then one begins to wonder at the unwitting cruelty of convincing such people that because they once prayed a prayer, they have fully investigated all the hope that God has for them in life. “If that failed,” we may leave them to think, “then Christianity has nothing more to offer me. No more hope. No more life. I tried, and it didn’t work.” We need churches to understand and teach what the Bible teaches about conversion.

*Mark Five* sets forth a biblical understanding of evangelism. If, in our evangelism, we imply that becoming a Christian is something that we do ourselves, we disastrously pass on our misunderstanding of the gospel and of conversion. John Broadus, well-known New Testament scholar and nineteenth-century preacher, wrote a catechism of Bible teaching and in it posed the question, “Does faith come before the new birth?” And he answered, “No, it is the new heart that truly repents and believes.” Broadus understood that in our evangelism we must be partners with the Holy Spirit, presenting the gospel but relying on the Holy Spirit of God to do the true convicting and convincing and converting. Are your church’s or your own evangelistic practices in line with this great truth?

**Leading the Disciples**

The other nexus of problems in today’s churches has to do with the right administration of the borders and markers of Christian identity. More generally put, they have to do with problems in leading disciples.

First, in *Mark Six*, we address the question of the whole framework for discipleship: a biblical understanding of church membership. In this past century, Christians have all but ignored biblical
teaching on the corporate nature of following Christ. Our churches are awash in self-centered narcissism, hyperindividualism thinly veiled in everything from “gift inventories” to “targeted churches” that “aren’t for everybody.” When we read 1 John or the Gospel of John, we see that Jesus never intended us to be Christians alone and that our love for others who aren’t just like us shows whether we truly love God.

Many churches today have problems with the basic definition of what it means to be a disciple. So in Mark Seven we explore a biblical understanding of church discipline. Is there any behavior that churches should not tolerate? Are any teachings in our churches “beyond the pale”? Do our churches indicate a concern for anything beyond their own institutional survival and expansion? Do we evidence an understanding that we bear the name of God and live either to his honor or to his shame? We need churches to recover the loving, regular, and wise practice of church discipline.

In Mark Eight we examine Christian discipleship and growth. Evangelism that does not result in discipleship is not only incomplete evangelism but is entirely misconceived. The solution is not that we need to do more evangelism but that we need to do it differently. We don’t simply need to remember to tell people to come to church after we have prayed the prayer with them; we need to tell them to count the cost before they pray that prayer!

Finally, Mark Nine focuses on the need to recover a biblical understanding of church leadership. Leadership in the church should not be granted as a response to secular gifts or position, to family relationships, or in recognition of length of service in the church. Leadership in the church should be invested in those who seem to evidence in their own lives, and who are able to promote in the life of the congregation as a whole, the edifying and sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit.

The end and purpose of all this is the glory of God as we make him known. Throughout history, God has desired to make himself known. This is why he delivered Israel from Egypt in the exodus,
and why he delivered them again from the Babylonian exile. Scores of passages in Scripture tell of God’s desire to make himself known (e.g., Ex. 7:5; Deut. 4:34–35; Job 37:6–7; Pss. 22:21–22; 106:8; Isa. 49:22–23; 64:4; Ezek. 20:34–38; 28:25–26; 36:11; 37:6; John 17:26). He has created the world and has done all that he has done for his own praise. And it is right and good that he should do so.

Calvin used to call this world the theater of God’s splendor. Others have referred to history as one great parade culminating in the glory of God. Mark Ross has put it this way:

We are one of God’s chief pieces of evidence. . . . Paul’s great concern [in Ephesians 4:1–16] for the church is that the church manifest and display the glory of God, thus vindicating God’s character against all the slander of demonic realms, the slander that God is not worth living for. . . . God has entrusted to His church the glory of His own name. ¹⁷

Everyone—those who are church leaders and those who are not—is made in the image of God. We are to be walking pictures of the moral nature and righteous character of God, reflecting it around the universe for all to see—especially in our union with God through Christ. This, therefore, is what God calls us to and why he calls us to it. He calls us to join together with him, and together in our congregations, not for our glory but for his own.

This Book
This book comes from a series of sermons. According to George Barna, sermons should be easier to understand, less abstract, more spontaneous, shorter, filled with more stories of the preacher’s personal experience, and they should even allow for the participation of the audience. ¹⁸ Barna is not alone in suggesting that we do something to mitigate the one-sidedness and the bare appeal to reason that marks so much preaching, particularly expositional preaching. David Hilborn, in Picking Up the Pieces, has suggested the same thing. ¹⁹ Permit me to suggest that the one-sidedness of
preaching is not only excusable but is actually important. If in our preaching we stand in the place of God, giving his Word by his Spirit to his people, then surely it is appropriate that it be one-sided—not that it should be one-sided in the sense that the one preaching is never to be questioned; but, in the event of preaching itself, the univocal character of God’s Word comes as a monologue to us, not hoping to elicit interest and participation but requiring that we respond. Something of this character must be retained. This does not mean that the sermon must be deliberately boring, obscure, or abstract. I hope that, in these sermons masquerading as chapters, something of a serious engagement with the great truths of the Bible and with the context today will come through.

OTHER RESOURCES

- For group study: *Built upon the Rock: The Church*, a seven-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For pastoral application: *The Deliberate Church*, by Mark Dever and Paul Alexander
- For handing out to church members: *What Is a Healthy Church?*, by Mark Dever
What’s Coming Up

Mark One: Expositional Preaching

Expositional Preaching

The Central Role of the Word of God

The Role of God’s Word in Bringing Life
The Role of God’s Word in Preaching
The Role of God’s Word in Sanctifying
The Role of the Preacher of God’s Word
This is how I began my sermon one Sunday morning in January, not too long ago:

So, how’s it going? Did you get enough sleep last night? Did you have trouble finding a good parking place this morning? Were the doors clearly marked? Did the people welcome you as you came in? Did the building seem nice and neat? I wonder, did the church’s name make it more difficult for you to decide whether to come in? Or maybe that was part of the reason why you decided to come in.

And when you did come in, were the people friendly and welcoming? Any trouble dropping the kids off? And what do you think about the stained glass? I know I have the best view of it, but it’s really pretty, isn’t it? Then again, maybe it’s a little too traditional for you.

Are the pews comfortable? Do you have a good view of all the activities from where you are sitting? Can you see clearly? Can you hear okay? Is it warm enough for you right now? Do you feel pretty comfortable?

And how about the bulletin? Nice, clear, simple, pretty straightforward, wouldn’t you say? Not too complicated. Maybe a little too staid. Did you notice all the announcements in it? And did you see all the programs listed in the church card? There are a lot of them, aren’t there? Probably more than you’ve even read.
Of course, it’s easy to read, but I guess the print is kind of small, isn’t it? And there aren’t any pictures. I mean, it’s so type-heavy. That probably tells you a lot about the church, doesn’t it? You think this is probably the kind of church where they’d rather have the thousand words than the picture, right?

And what about the people sitting around you? Are they the kind you like to go to church with? Yeah, I know you’re too nervous to look around you right now, but you know who they are. What do you think? Are they the right age? Are they the right race? Are they the right social class? Are they just like you?

And what about the service so far? I mean, was it too difficult switching between the two hymnals? You know, most churches just use one and here you’ve got two; you’ve got to go to the green one and then sometimes the beige one. Has the leader seemed informed, yet not know-it-allish? Competent, yet not overbearing? There weren’t too many announcements in the service, were there? I don’t think so this morning. Have the prayers been involving? Have they engaged your heart and mind?

It is a bit unusual these days to read so much Scripture in church, isn’t it? You don’t often find that done.

And of course, there’s the music. You know, we’re still trying to get some things worked out, as you can tell—contemporary or traditional, classical or more modern, liturgical or more informal. As with every other church in America this very morning, there are probably some people who have come to this church in the past who this morning are out looking at other churches because they would like a different musical experience. And, you know, there are probably some people who are still here, in part, because they like this musical experience.

And how’s it been for you with the offering? Can you believe that? They actually took up an offering in public with visitors and all! That is the kind of thing they tell you in seminary these days you should never do. How did it make you feel? Did it make you feel that the church is full of a bunch of money-grubbing people who just want to get from you when you come?

What are you doing here? Whether you’ve been coming to this church for fifty years or this is your first Sunday—why do you come?
And now, of course, well, you know what’s coming now. Maybe it has already begun: the sermon! For some people, this is what you just have to sit through to get to the good bit—maybe some more singing, or meeting and talking to people afterwards.

The preacher does have a difficult job, doesn’t he? He has to be someone that you feel you could relate to and talk with and let your hair down with or trust in some measure. But he needs to seem holy, too. But not too holy. He needs to be knowledgeable, but not too knowledgeable. He needs to be confident, but not too confident. He needs to be compassionate, but not too compassionate. And his sermon needs to be good enough, relevant enough, entertaining and engaging enough, and certainly short enough.

There is so much to consider when you are evaluating a church, isn’t there? Have you ever really stopped to think about it? There are so many different things to think of and, as much as Americans move these days, we have to evaluate churches. It happens all the time. We have to ask ourselves what makes a really good church.

In my study I have shelf after shelf and stack after stack of books about exactly this question: What really makes a good church? And you would be amazed at how widely the answers vary. They range from friendliness to financial planning to pristine bathrooms to pleasant surroundings to vibrant music to being sensitive to visitors to plentiful parking to exciting children’s programs to elaborate Sunday school options to the right computer software to clear signage to homogeneous congregations. You will find books written and sold that advocate all of those things as the key to a good church.

So, what do you think? What makes for a healthy church? You need to know that. If you are a visitor today, looking around for some church where you can come regularly and to which you can commit yourself, you need to consider this question. Even if you are already a member here, you need to consider this question—you might move, you know. And even if you don’t ever move again, you need to know what constitutes a healthy church. If you’re going to stay in the church and be a part of building it and shaping it, don’t you need to know what you’re trying to build? What you want it to look like? What you want to aim for? What should be foundational?
Be very careful how you answer these questions. As I said, you’ll find experts who will tell you the answer is everything from how religion-free your language is to how invisible your membership requirements are.

So, what do you think? Are secure nurseries and sparkling bathrooms, exciting music and look-alike congregations really the way to church growth and church health? Is that really what makes a good church?

And so I began the series of sermons that has become this book—*Nine Marks of a Healthy Church*. The purpose of this book is to ask and answer the question, what distinctively marks a really good church?

I suggest nine distinguishing marks of a healthy church. You can find them listed in the table of contents. These nine marks certainly are not the only attributes of a healthy church. They’re not even necessarily the most important things that could be said about a church. For example, I address only in passing the topics of baptism and communion, even though these are essential aspects of a biblical church, commanded by Christ himself. This book is not a complete ecclesiology. It focuses on certain crucial aspects of healthy church life that have grown rare among churches today. Though they may often be misunderstood, baptism and the Lord’s Supper have not vanished from most churches; but many of the attributes that we will consider in these pages *have* disappeared from many churches.

Of course, there is no such thing as a perfect church, and I certainly don’t mean to suggest that any church I ever pastor will be a perfect church. But that doesn’t mean our churches can’t be more healthy. It is my goal to encourage such health.

**Expositional Preaching**

The first mark of a healthy church is expositional preaching. It is not only the first mark; it is far and away the most important of them all, because if you get this one right, all of the others should
follow. This chapter will help you to understand what pastors are to give themselves to, and what congregations are to demand of them. My main role, and the main role of any pastor, is expositional preaching.

This is so important that if you were to miss this one and happen to get all the other eight marks right, in a sense they would be accidents. You would have just happened to get them right. They may be distorted, because they wouldn’t have sprung from the Word and they would not continually be reshaped and refreshed by it. But if you establish the priority of the Word, then you have in place the single most important aspect of the church’s life, and growing health is virtually assured, because God has decided to act by his Spirit through his Word.

So what is this all-important thing called expositional preaching? It is usually contrasted with topical preaching. A topical sermon is like this chapter—it takes a subject and talks about it, rather than taking a particular text of the Bible as its subject. The topical sermon begins with a particular matter that the preacher wants to preach about. The topic could be prayer or justice or parenting or holiness or even expositional preaching. Having established the topic, the preacher then assembles various texts from various parts of the Bible and combines them with illustrative stories and anecdotes. The material is combined and woven together around this one topic. The topical sermon is not built around one text of Scripture but around this one chosen theme or idea.

A topical sermon can be expositional. I could choose to preach on a topic and pick one passage of Scripture that addresses exactly this concern. Or I could preach with a number of texts that address this same theme. But it is still a topical sermon, because the preacher knows what he wants to say and he is going into the Bible to see what he can find to say about it. For example, when I preached a version of this material as a sermon, I largely knew when I set out what I wanted to say. When I preach expositionally, this is not usually the case. In preparing my normal expositional
sermon, I am often a bit surprised by the things I find in the passage as I study it. Generally, I do not choose series of expositional sermons because of particular topics that I think the church needs to hear about. Rather, I assume that all of the Bible is relevant to us all of the time. Now, I trust that God may lead to some particular books, but very often when I’m working on a text and reading through it in my quiet times the week before preaching, and working with it very seriously on Friday, I will find things in it that I didn’t expect to find at all. I will sometimes be surprised by the point of the passage and therefore by what must become the point of my message.

Expositional preaching is not simply producing a verbal commentary on some passage of Scripture. Rather, expositional preaching is preaching that takes for the point of a sermon the point of a particular passage of Scripture. That’s it. The preacher opens the Word and unfolds it for the people of God. That is not what I’m doing in this chapter, but it is what I normally intend to do when I step into the pulpit on Sunday.¹

Expositional preaching is preaching in service to the Word. It presumes a belief in the authority of Scripture—that the Bible is actually God’s Word; but it is something much more than that. A commitment to expositional preaching is a commitment to hear God’s Word—not just to affirm that it is God’s Word but to actually submit to it. The Old Testament prophets and the New Testament apostles were given not a personal commission to go and speak, but a particular message to deliver. Likewise Christian preachers today have authority to speak from God only so long as they speak his message and unfold his words. As loquacious as some preachers may be, they are not commanded simply to go and preach. They are commanded specifically to go and preach the Word.

Many pastors happily accept the authority of God’s Word and profess to believe in the inerrancy of the Bible; yet if they do not in practice regularly preach expositionally, I’m convinced that they will never preach more than they knew when they began
the whole exercise. A preacher can take a piece of Scripture and exhort the congregation on a topic that is important, but that isn’t really the point of that particular passage. You can pick your Bible up right now, close your eyes, open it to a certain place, put your finger down on a verse, open your eyes and read that verse, and you can get a great blessing from it for your soul—but you still might not learn what God intended to say through that passage. What is most important in real estate is most important in understanding the Bible: location, location, location. You understand a text of Scripture where it is. You understand it in the context in which it was inspired.

A preacher should have his mind increasingly shaped by Scripture. He shouldn’t use Scripture as an excuse for what he already knows he wants to say. When someone regularly preaches in a way that is not expositional, the sermons tend to be only on the topics that interest the preacher. The result is that the preacher and the congregation only hear in Scripture what they already thought before they came to the text. There’s nothing new being added to their understanding. They’re not continuing to be challenged by the Bible.

In being committed to preach a passage of Scripture in context, expositionally—that is, taking as the point of the message the point of the passage—we should hear from God things that we didn’t intend to hear when we set out to study the passage. God surprises us sometimes. And from your repentance and conversion to the latest thing the Holy Spirit has been teaching you, isn’t that what it means to be a Christian? Don’t you again and again find God challenging you and convicting you of some things you would never have thought about a year ago, as he begins to unearth the truth of your heart and the truth of his Word? To charge someone with the spiritual oversight of a church who doesn’t in practice show a commitment to hear and to teach God’s Word is to hamper the growth of the church, in essence allowing it to grow only to the level of the pastor. The church will slowly be conformed to the
pastor’s mind rather than to God’s mind. And what we want, what as Christians we crave, are God’s words. We want to hear and know in our souls what he has said.

**The Central Role of the Word of God**

Preaching should always (or almost always) be expositional because the Word of God should be at its center, directing it. In fact, churches should have the Word at their center, directing them. God has chosen to use his Word to bring life. That’s the pattern that we see in Scripture and in history.

At a reception I once attended, the conversation turned to a book that had recently been published. I had read it, because I was about to give a speech on the topic of the book. My host, a Roman Catholic, had also read it—for a review he was writing. I asked him what he thought.

“Oh, it was very good,” he said, “except it was marred by the author’s repeating that old Protestant error that the Bible created the church, when we all know that the church created the Bible.”

Well, I was in a bit of quandary. It was his gathering and I was a guest. What should I say? I saw the whole Protestant Reformation flash before me!

I decided that if he could politely be so openly dismissive, then I could be as forthright and honest as I wished. So I came right out and said, “That’s ridiculous!” Trying to be as pleasantly contradictory as I could, I continued, “God’s people have never created God’s Word. From the very beginning God’s Word has always created his people! From Genesis 1, where God literally creates all that is, including his people, by his Word; to Genesis 12, where he calls Abraham out of Ur by the word of his promise; to Ezekiel 37, where God gives Ezekiel a vision to share with the Israelite exiles in Babylon about the great resurrection to life that would come about by God’s Word; to the supreme sending of God’s Word in Jesus Christ, the Word made flesh; to Romans 10, where we read that spiritual life comes to us by the Word—God has always
created his people by his Word. It has never been the other way around. God’s people have never created God’s Word.”

Now, I can’t remember exactly what happened in the rest of that conversation, but I remember that part very clearly because it helped to crystallize for me the absolute centrality of the Word.

Let’s follow this path through the Scriptures and see what it tells us about the centrality of God’s Word in our lives, and then consider what that means for the nature and importance of preaching in our churches. I want to focus on four points: the role of the Word in bringing us life; the role of God’s Word in preaching; the role of the Word in sanctifying us; and, therefore, the role a preacher of God’s Word should have in the church.

The Role of God’s Word in Bringing Life

Let’s start at the beginning, where the Bible starts. In Genesis 1, we see that it was by his Word that God created the world and all the life in it. He spoke, and it was so. In Genesis 3, we see the grim story of what happened next: the fall. There we see that our first parents sinned, and that when they sinned they were cast out from God’s presence. They quite literally lost sight of God. But in God’s great grace they did not lose all hope. Though God was vanishing from their sight, he mercifully sent his voice to them so that they could hear the word of promise. In Genesis 3:14–15, God cursed the serpent. He warned him that the offspring of the woman would crush him. That word is the first word of hope Adam and Eve had in the aftermath of their own sin.

In Genesis 12, we find that it was by God’s Word that Abraham was called out of Ur of the Chaldeans. The word of God’s promise, recorded in the first few verses of Genesis 12, was the attractive force, the drawing promise, literally calling Abraham out of Ur to follow after God. God’s people were created—they became visible—by hearing that word of promise and by responding to it—by coming out after it. God’s people were created by God’s Word.

Abraham never set up a committee to craft God’s Word. No,
he was made the father of God’s people because God’s Word came specially to him and he believed it. He trusted God for what he said. Then we read of how the children of Abraham expanded in the Promised Land, then went down into Egypt, eventually falling into slavery there for centuries. Just when that bondage looked so permanent, what did God do? He sent his Word. In Exodus 3:4, God began with Moses, calling out to him. A burning bush was an extraordinary thing to see, but a burning bush in and of itself wouldn’t tell Moses anything. Even learned scholars disagree on the symbolism of the burning bush. The key is that God spoke out of the bush. He gave his words to Moses. He called out to him by his Word. God’s Word came not just to Moses and his descendants but to the whole nation of Israel, calling them to be his people.

In Exodus 20, we find that God gave his law to his people, and by accepting God’s law they became his people. It was by God’s Word that the people of Israel were constituted as God’s special people.

Continuing through the Old Testament, we see that God’s Word plays both a seminal and a discriminating role, as some people hear it and others refuse to hear it. Consider, for example, the story of Elijah in 1 Kings 18: “After a long time, . . . the word of the Lord came to Elijah: ‘Go and present yourself to Ahab, and I will send rain on the land’” (v. 1). The phrase “the word of the Lord came” or its equivalents occurs more than 3,800 times in the Old Testament. The Word of the Lord came as he created and led his people. God’s people were those who heard God’s words of promise and responded in faith. In the Old Testament, God’s Word always came as a means of faith. It was, in a sense, a secondary object of faith. God, of course, is always the primary object of our faith—we believe in God—but that doesn’t mean very much if that object is not defined. And how do we define who God is and what he calls us to do? We could make it up, or our God could tell us. We believe that God has told us. We believe that God has himself actually spoken. His Word is to be trusted and relied upon with all the faith that we would invest in God himself.
So we see in the Old Testament that God led his people by his Word.

Do you see why the Word of God is central as an instrument in creating faith? It presents God and his promises to us—from all kinds of individual promises throughout the Old and New Testaments, all the way to the great promise, the great hope, the great object of our faith, Christ himself. The Word shows us what we are to believe.

For the Christian, the speed of sound (the Word that we hear) is in a sense greater than the speed of light (the things we can actually see). It is as if, in this fallen world, we perceive the future first by our ears rather than by our eyes.

In the great vision of Ezekiel 37, we see most remarkably that life comes by the Word of God:

The hand of the Lord was upon me, and he brought me out by the Spirit of the Lord and set me in the middle of a valley; it was full of bones. He led me back and forth among them, and I saw a great many bones on the floor of the valley, bones that were very dry. He asked me, “Son of man, can these bones live?”

I said, “O Sovereign Lord, you alone know.”

Then he said to me, “Prophesy to these bones and say to them, ‘Dry bones, hear the word of the Lord! This is what the Sovereign Lord says to these bones: I will make breath enter you, and you will come to life. I will attach tendons to you and make flesh come upon you and cover you with skin; I will put breath in you, and you will come to life. Then you will know that I am the Lord.”” (vv. 1–6)

This is one encouraging vision! If you have ever been called to pastor a church that looks like it might be on its last legs, or if you can recall your own feelings of spiritual hopelessness before you found salvation, then you can see why this is a great passage of hope.

In verses 7–10 we see what happens when Ezekiel responds in obedience to the vision:
I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I was prophesying, there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together, bone to bone. I looked, and tendons and flesh appeared on them and skin covered them, but there was no breath in them.

Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man, and say to it, ‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says: Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe into these slain, that they may live.’” So I prophesied as he commanded me, and breath entered them; they came to life and stood up on their feet—a vast army.

Then God interprets this vision for Ezekiel. He says that these bones stand for the whole house of Israel, who say, “Our hope is gone” (v. 11). God’s answer to Israel, as it was to the dry bones, is: “I will put my Spirit in you and you will live” (v. 14). And how does he do this? He does it by his Word. To make the point crystal clear, God calls Ezekiel to start preaching to this bunch of dry bones, and through that preaching of the Word God brings life to the bones. God has Ezekiel speak his Word to them while they are dead, and as he does so, they come to life!

The vision of the dry bones reflects the way God called Ezekiel to speak to a nation that wouldn’t listen to him. It also reflects the way God himself spoke into the void and created his world—by the power of his Word. We are reminded, likewise, of what happened when God’s Word came into the world in the person of Christ: “And though the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him” (John 1:10). Yet through that Word, through the Lord Jesus, God has begun creating his new society on earth.

God told Ezekiel to speak to the dry bones. Life came through breath; the Spirit traveled through speech; and that Word of God, his breath, gave life. Do you see the close connection between life, breath, spirit, speech, and word? It reminds us of times in Jesus’s own ministry. For instance: “Some people brought to him a man who was deaf. . . . He looked up to heaven and with a deep sigh said to him, . . . ‘Be opened!’ . . . At this, the man’s ears were opened” (Mark 7:32, 34–35). Jesus spoke to a deaf man, and his ears were
opened. Life came back into his ears! Jesus called his people to himself in just the way that Ezekiel prophesied: “I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh” (Ezek. 36:26).

This is the glorious reality that we Christians have experienced. As I once said to a Jehovah’s Witness worker, Christians know that in and of ourselves we are spiritually dead, and that we need God to initiate his life in us. We need him to reach down and rip out our old, stony hearts and put in us new, fleshy hearts of love toward him—hearts that are soft and pliant to his Word. And that’s just what Jesus Christ does for us. He is creating a different kind of people, a people who show the life of God in them as they hear his Word and as by his grace they respond to it.

This brings us to the supreme picture of God’s Word bringing life:

*In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. . . . Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made. In him was life, and that life was the light of men.* (John 1:1, 3–4)

It is in Christ that the Word of God has fully and finally come to us.

Jesus modeled that great reality in his own ministry. At the very beginning of his ministry, when his disciples told him that many people were looking for him because they wanted him to do some more miracles and to heal them, Jesus replied, “Let us go somewhere else . . . so I can preach there also. That is why I have come” (Mark 1:38). If we keep reading Mark’s Gospel, we find that Jesus knew that he had come fundamentally to lay down his life for our sins (see 10:45); but in order for that event to be understood, he first had to teach.

It was God’s Word that Peter preached at Pentecost in Acts 2. God brought life through his Word. Men and women heard the truth about God, their sins, and the provision God had sent in Jesus. And when they heard the message, they were cut to the heart, and
they cried out, “Brothers, what shall we do?” (Acts 2:37). God’s Word created his people. The church was founded by the Word.

I don’t mean to give the impression that Christianity is only a bunch of words—but words are important. In the Bible, we see that God acts, but he doesn’t stop there. After he acts, God speaks. He interprets what he has done so that we can understand it. God doesn’t allow his acts to speak for themselves; he speaks, in order to interpret for us his great saving acts.

This “verbal” nature of God fits with the way he has made us. Consider our human relationships. How do we come to know each other? We can get to know each other through just watching. Husbands and wives can learn about each other through physical intimacy. But there is a profound part of our knowing each other that can come only through some kind of cognitive communication. Words are important for our relationships.

You tell me you have a great relationship with your dog (he’s man’s best friend, after all!), and that you love your dog, though he could never speak to you or cognitively communicate with you. You come home, and he wags his tail. He rushes to you. He wants to lick you. You look in his eyes and see they’re oh-so-sympathetic. He understands all of life and will never desert you. You figure this is love, so who needs words?

Well, words are important. If you went home one Sunday and your dog looked up at you and casually said, “So how was church today?” I submit that that would change your relationship with your dog! It would show you exactly how important words are in relationships.

Because we have separated ourselves from God by our sin, God must speak if we are to know him. This is why the work of one of the former members of our church, Carl F. H. Henry, has been so important. In his *magnum opus*, the six-volume *God, Revelation and Authority*, he makes exactly this point—that God will not be known if he does not speak, and we cannot know him if he has not spoken a word that we can rely on. God must reveal himself.
That’s the point of the Bible. Because of our own sins, we could never know God otherwise. Either he speaks or we are forever lost in the darkness of our own speculations.

We see this clearly throughout the New Testament. Consider Romans 10:17: “Consequently, faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ.” This “word of Christ” is the great message of the gospel: that God has made us to know him, but that we have sinned and separated ourselves from him; that therefore God in his great love has come in the person of Jesus Christ, who has lived a perfect life, taking on our flesh and our infirmities; that he died on the cross specifically as a substitute for all of those who would ever turn to him and trust in him; that he has been raised by God from the dead as a testimony that God has accepted this sacrifice; and that he calls us now to repent and to trust in him, even as Abraham trusted in the Word of God as it came to him in Ur of the Chaldeans so many centuries ago.

Paul writes just before this, in Romans 10:9, “If you confess with your mouth, ‘Jesus is Lord,’ and believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.”

Trusting in and relying on the truth of God’s raising Jesus Christ is the way to salvation, the way to inclusion in the people of God. And so we see, once again, that God has always created his people by speaking his Word! As believers living after the fall but before the Heavenly City, we are in a time when faith is central, and so the Word must be central—because God’s Holy Spirit creates his people by his Word! We can create a people by other means, and this is the great temp-
tation of churches. We can create a people around a certain ethnicity. We can create a people around a fully-graded choir program. We can find people who will get excited about a building project or a denominational identity. We can create a people around a series of care groups, where everyone feels loved and cared for. We can create a people around a community service project. We can create a people around social opportunities for young mothers or Caribbean cruises for singles. We can create a people around men’s groups. We can even create a people around the personality of a preacher. And God can surely use all of these things. But in the final analysis the people of God, the church of God, can only be created around the Word of God.

Asked about his accomplishments as a Reformer, Martin Luther said, “I simply taught, preached, wrote God’s Word: otherwise I did nothing. . . . The Word did it all.” The Word of God brings life.

The Role of God’s Word in Preaching

The most extended treatment in the New Testament of what the Christian gathering should be like is in chapters 11–14 of 1 Corinthians. Paul’s chief concern is well summarized in 14:26: “All of these must be done for the strengthening of the church.” Throughout 1 Corinthians, this is Paul’s standard for deciding what should be done in the congregation. It follows then, that such a standard of usefulness in edification should especially be applied to that which we have said is central to the Christian congregation—preaching. What preaching will most edify the church? The answer must certainly be teaching that exposes God’s Word to God’s people.

Certainly not all preaching is biblical. John Broadus once quipped that “If some sermons had the small-pox the text would never catch it.” Do you have any doubt that expositional preaching should be the basic diet of preaching in your congregation? When God gave Moses instructions for the kings that would surely come in Israel, do you remember what God required of them? In Deuter-
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onomy 17:18–20 we read, “When he takes the throne of his kingdom, he is to write for himself on a scroll a copy of this law, taken from that of the priests, who are Levites. It is to be with him, and he is to read it all the days of his life so that he may learn to revere the Lord his God and follow carefully all the words of this law and these decrees and not consider himself better than his brothers and turn from the law to the right or to the left.” And what marks the righteous man in Psalm 1? “His delight is in the law of the Lord, and on his law he meditates day and night” (v. 2). This delight is echoed in stanza after stanza of the great 119th Psalm: “Seven times a day I praise you for your righteous laws” (v. 164); “I obey your statutes, for I love them greatly” (v. 167); “Your law is my delight” (v. 174). Given this delight in God’s Word, delivering that Word is to be the wonderful burden of Christian preaching.

Furthermore, we live in a literate age, where the printed word is familiar to us all and where God’s Word has been chapterized and versified and translated and made readily available. Why would we not take advantage of that in our preaching? In earlier times, when preachers had few of these advantages, Chrysostom, Augustine, and others preached consecutive series of sermons through portions of Scripture. In his Third Sermon: Lazarus and the Rich Man, Chrysostom said, “I often tell you many days in advance the subject of what I am going to say, in order that you may take up the book in the intervening days, go over the whole passage, learn both what is said and what is left out, and so make your understanding more ready to learn when you hear what I will say afterwards.”

In such a commitment to bring his people God’s Word, Chrysostom was following in the footsteps of Moses, whom Jethro charged with teaching the people the law (see Ex. 18:19–20). Moses was following in the steps of Josiah who “read in [the people’s] hearing all the words of the Book of the Covenant, which had been found in the temple of the Lord” (2 Chron. 34:30). And Josiah was following in the steps of Ezra and the returning Levites who “read from the Book of the Law of God, making it clear and giving
the meaning so that the people could understand what was being read” (Neh. 8:8).

This pattern of the teaching of God’s Word being central to the gathering of God’s people continued into the time of Christ. The synagogues of Jesus’s day would read through the Scriptures in lectionary cycles of a year or two. Readers of God’s Word would make comments on the text, as Jesus did in Luke 4. Exactly how much the first churches were modeled after the synagogue meetings of the time is impossible to determine. Nevertheless, the expositional series that survive from Chrysostom and other earlier Christian preachers suggest that the consecutive, expositional pattern was widespread. The sermons (or summaries) in the New Testament are few in number, and they show a concern to be relevant to the hearers’ cultural setting, but even more fundamentally to be rooted in the Scriptures. Of course, the early Christians lacked some of our advantages, like having the text of Scriptures available to be examined even during the sermon, so the mechanics of expositional preaching would more often rely on mnemonic devices like the repetition of the lectionary. But, Peter’s sermon at Pentecost seems to have substantially been a meditation, exposition, and application of portions of Joel 2 and Psalms 16 and 110. The writer to the Hebrews also spends long sections instructing on Psalms 95 (chs. 3–4) and 110 (chap. 7).

In all of this, we see that it is good to preach the truth; it is even better to preach in such a way that people can see where they can get the truth. As C. E. B. Cranfield, former professor of theology at Durham, said, “The practice of preaching through biblical books section by section, in order, can be, I have long believed, if followed intelligently and sensitively, enormously beneficial to the church.”

This is true whether the texts are from the Old Testament or the New, whether they are single verses or long passages.

I love what Hughes Old has said of John MacArthur and his expository preaching: “Here is a preacher who has nothing in
the way of a winning personality, good looks, or charm. Here is a preacher who offers us nothing in the way of sophisticated homiletical packaging. No one would suggest that he is a master of the art of oratory. What he seems to have is a witness to true authority. He recognizes in Scripture the Word of God, and when he preaches, it is Scripture that one hears. It is not that the words of John MacArthur are so interesting as it is that the Word of God is of surpassing interest. That is why one listens."

The Role of God’s Word in Sanctifying

We must also consider the role of God’s Word in sanctifying us. The Word of God must be central to our lives as individuals and as a church because God’s Spirit uses the Word to create faith in us and to make us grow. We won’t explore this point as carefully as the last, but it is just as clear in Scripture. As Jesus replied to Satan, quoting from Deuteronomy, “Man does not live on bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God” (Matt. 4:4; quoting Deut. 8:3). We know also those famous words of the psalmist, “Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light for my path” (Ps. 119:105).

When we look at the history of Israel and Judah in the Old Testament, we see the sanctifying power of God’s Word again and again. During the reign of King Josiah, in the declining days of Judah (2 Chronicles 34), the Law—the written Word of God—was rediscovered and read to him. Josiah’s response was to tear his clothes in repentance and then to read the Word to the people. A national recovery came as God’s Word went out. God uses his Word to sanctify his people and to make them more like himself.

This is what the Lord Jesus taught, too. In his High Priestly Prayer he prayed, “Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth” (John 17:17). And Paul wrote that “Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water through the word” (Eph. 5:25–26).

We need God’s Word to be saved, but we also need it to continually challenge and shape us. His Word not only gives us life; it
also gives us direction as it keeps molding and shaping us in the image of the God who is speaking to us.

At the time of the Reformation, the Roman Catholic Church had a Latin phrase that became something of a motto: *semper idem*. It means “always the same.” Well, the Reformed churches, too, had a “semper” motto: *ecclesia reformata, semper reformanda secundum verbum Dei*. “The church reformed, always being reformed according to the Word of God.” A healthy church is a church that hears the Word of God and continues to hear the Word of God. Such a church is composed of individual Christians who hear the Word of God and continue to hear the Word of God, always being refashioned and reshaped by it, constantly being washed in the Word and sanctified by God’s truth.

For our own health, individually as Christians and corporately as a church, we must continue to be shaped in new and deeper ways by God’s agenda in our lives, rather than by our own agendas. God makes us more like himself through his Word, washing over us, refreshing us, reshaping us.

That brings us to a fourth important point.

The Role of the Preacher of God’s Word

If you are looking for a good church, the role of the preacher of God’s Word is the most important thing to consider. I don’t care how friendly you think the church members are. I don’t care how good you think the music is. Those things can change. But the congregation’s commitment to the centrality of the Word coming from the front, from the preacher, the one specially gifted by God and called to that ministry, is the most important thing you can look for in a church.

In *Dining with the Devil*, Os Guinness cites an article from *The New Yorker* magazine lamenting the “audience-driven” nature of much preaching today:

The preacher, instead of looking out upon the world, looks out upon public opinion, trying to find out what the public would
like to hear. Then he tries his best to duplicate that, and bring his finished product into a marketplace in which others are trying to do the same. The public, turning to our church culture to find out about the world, discovers there is nothing but its own reflection.

That’s not the way it should be. Preachers are not called to preach what’s popular according to the polls. People already know all that. What life does that bring? We’re not called to preach merely moral exhortations or history lessons or social commentaries (though any of those things may be a part of good preaching). We are called to preach the Word of God to the church of God and to everyone in his creation. This is how God brings life. Each person who is reading this book—and I, the one who has written it—is flawed and has faults and has sinned against God. And the terrible thing about our fallen natures is that we are greedy for ways to justify our sins against God. Every single one of us wants to know how we can defend ourselves from God’s charges. Therefore we are in desperate need to hear God’s Word brought honestly to us, so that we don’t just hear what we want to hear but rather what God has actually said.

All of this is important, remember, because God’s Holy Spirit creates his people by his Word.

This is why Paul told Timothy to “form a committee.” Right? Of course not! “Take a survey”? No! Paul never told anyone to take a survey, either. “Spend yourself in visiting”? “Read a book”? No! Paul never told young Timothy to do any of those things.

Paul told Timothy, straight and clear, to “preach the Word” (2 Tim. 4:2). This is the great imperative. This is why the apostles earlier had determined that, even though there were problems with the equitable distribution of financial aid in Jerusalem, the church would have to find others to solve their problems, because, “We . . . will give our attention to prayer and the ministry of the word” (Acts 6:3–4). Why this priority? Because this Word is “the word of life” (Phil. 2:16). The great task of the preacher is to “hold out the word of life” to people who need it for their souls.
Today some critics suggest that we need a less rational, more artistic, less authoritarian and elitist, more communal and participatory way of communicating God’s truth than this ancient method of one person standing up front and talking in a monologue to others. We need video clips, they say, and dialogues and liturgical dance. And yet there’s something right and good about this ancient method that makes it appropriate, perhaps even especially appropriate, for our culture today. In our isolatingly subjectivist culture where everyone’s just into their own thing, in this anti-authority culture where everyone is confused and confusing, it is appropriate for us to gather together and listen to one who is standing in the place of God, giving his Word to us as we contribute nothing to it other than hearing and heeding it. There is an important symbol in this process in and of itself.

Of course there will come a day when faith will give way to sight and sermons will be no more. And let me tell you there is no one who looks forward to that more than I and most of my fellow preachers. When you don’t need faith anymore because you can see the Lord—that’s the climax of the Bible. “They will see his face” (Rev. 22:4). And at that point this old cane of faith can be cast aside as we run and see him with our own eyes.

But we’re not there yet. We’re still laboring under the results of the sins of our first parents and of our own sins. On that day, faith will finally give way to sight, but for now we are in a different time—but by God’s grace this is not a time of total despair. He gives us his Word and he gives us faith. We are in a day of faith. And so, like our first parents before us, like Noah and Abraham, the Israelites and the ancient apostles, we rely on God’s Word.

What does all this mean for our churches? The preaching of the Word must be absolutely central. Sound, expositional preaching is often the fountainhead of growth in a church. Let a good expositional ministry be established and watch what happens. Forget what the experts say. Watch hungry people have their lives transformed as the living God speaks to them through the power of his
Word. As it was in Martin Luther’s own experience, such careful attention to God’s Word is the way to salvation and is often the beginning of reformation. As Paul said, “Since in the wisdom of God the world through its wisdom did not know him, God was pleased through the foolishness of what was preached to save those who believe” (1 Cor. 1:21).

This doesn’t mean that such a ministry will always be popular and blessed with increasing numbers of people hearing and being baptized. But it does mean that such a ministry will always be right. And it will feed God’s children with the food they need. “Man does not live on bread alone but on every word that comes from the mouth of the Lord” (Deut. 8:3).

Are you in a job where you get a lot of phone calls? Some of those calls you know you don’t ever have to return. Some of them you know you can return sometime in the next week or month. But some of those calls are of such a nature that you look at the message and know you need to get to them right away. What if the Lord himself phoned you? I think you would snap right to it. We say that we believe the Bible is actually God’s Word, God speaking to us, and yet so often we ignore it and set it aside and refuse to give time to thinking about it. Instead, our lives are absorbed by things such as going out to dinner with a friend, watching television, or reading books other than the Bible. None of those things are bad. But what does it mean when we say that the Bible is the Word of God? It means that we must hear it and heed it.

So many people in these strange days, even those who say that the Bible is the Word of God, don’t intend to follow it. It is not surprising, then, to hear that 35 percent of self-professed born-again Christians say they are still searching for the meaning of life—the very same percentage as for non-Christians. What good does it do for you to think you have the Word of God, if you won’t give attention to it, if you won’t read it and pray over it and put your life under it?

Preaching should have a certain content, a certain transparency.
of form. The people listening to preaching should know they are hearing God’s Word preached. Church members should encourage preachers, pray for them, and look for such preaching, thanking God for it when it comes. It is good to preach the truth, and to preach it in such a way that people can see where the truth is coming from. That, more than anything else, is what Christians need.

So what makes a really good church?

Even more than parking and pews and greetings and programs and nursery and music and all the things that I asked you about at the beginning of this chapter, even more than the preacher, it is what is preached—the Word of God. Because “man does not live on bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God” (Matt. 4:4).

OTHER RESOURCES

- For group study: Hearing God’s Word: Expositional Preaching, a six-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For deeper study: Preach: Theology Meets Practice, by Mark Dever and Greg Gilbert
- For further meditation: Reverberation: How God’s Word Gives Light, Freedom, and Action to His People, by Jonathan Leeman
What’s Coming Up
Mark Two: Biblical Theology

*The God of the Bible Is a Creating God*
*The God of the Bible Is a Holy God*
*The God of the Bible Is a Faithful God*
*The God of the Bible Is a Loving God*
*The God of the Bible Is a Sovereign God*
I remember sitting in a doctrinal seminar and making an observation about God from the Bible. Bill, another student in the class, responded politely but firmly that he liked to think of God rather differently. He liked to think of God as being wise, but not meddling; compassionate, but never overpowering; ever so resourceful, but never interrupting. “This,” Bill said, “is how I like to think of God.”

My reply was perhaps somewhat sharper than it should have been. “Thank you, Bill,” I said, “for telling us so much about yourself, but we are concerned to know what God is really like, not simply about our own desires.”

The seminar attendees were silent for a moment as they took in my breach of politeness, but they were also taking in my point. I then made some appreciative noises toward Bill, and we got on with our discussion about the nature and character of God as revealed in the Bible.

What do you think God is like? Not what do you want God to be like, but how do you put together the God of Christmas with the God of the great judgment of the final day? To some, this whole discussion may seem nonsensical. Why expend any energy at all over what various people believe about an invisible being?

I can understand skepticism over the importance of the na-
ture of God. In many ways, religious beliefs seem irrelevant to our world. On television we see Roman Catholics fawning over the pope while ignoring his teachings about contraception and abortion. Southern Baptists, who used to be known for decrying illicit sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll music—lest they lead to dancing, drinking, or playing cards—are now portrayed as antinomian Christians who have made peace with an anything-goes morality.

This inattention to belief fits our culture’s impatience with detail. In society today, beliefs have been domesticated. We no longer argue about them. Many don’t even care about them anymore. After all, we think, so many beliefs are merely passing fashions or momentary expressions of individual wants or desires. Americans create designer religions and smorgasbord faiths—“Oh, I’ll take a little of this from Hinduism, a little of this from Christianity, a little of this from my grandmother”—and make our own individual religions. Today people believe to be true simply what they desire to be true.

Long-held Christian beliefs about everything from the nature of God to morality have been reshaped and have become unimportant to many people. They have been jettisoned in the name of making Christianity more relevant, more palatable, more acceptable to today’s hearer.

How relevant are your own beliefs to your daily life? When you last sat in church, how much did you consider the words of the prayers you heard? How much did you think about the words of the songs you sang? Or how about the words you heard from Scripture? Does it really matter to you if what you said or sang in church was true?

How much does truth really matter, anyway? If I attend church, and I’m friendly, and I feel encouraged, and if I give my time to being there and even give my money, how much does it really matter if in my heart of hearts I really don’t believe the stuff that the people around me say, and maybe even that I say?

To the best of my knowledge, my only famous relative is Sam-
uel F. B. Morse, inventor of the telegraph code that bears his name. He was, I am told, my mother's mother's father's mother's cousin. (And don’t tell me his parents didn’t have any brothers or sisters!) In February 1999, after being in use more than ninety years, Morse code was dropped as the official means of communication for ships, in favor of an on-board satellite system. It is, of course, necessary to have some kind of overall framework for ships to navigate by, whether it is the North Star or global positioning satellites.

Such frameworks are important, not just for ships but for individuals and churches. We need to have what literary types call a “metanarrative”—a meaning, a framework. Today we find negligence of and even hostility toward such overarching meanings. This hostility isn’t something new that’s come in with postmodernism; it has been around for a long time. More than fifty years ago, Karl Popper wrote his great work *The Open Society and Its Enemies*. He devoted the last chapter specifically to denying the idea that history has any meaning at all. Popper was convinced that saying that history has a meaning is dangerous. He believed this because he was an Austrian Jew and had fled the Nazi occupation of Vienna. The Nazis, like the Marxists, justified their actions in terms of the purpose they saw in history.

As I reflect on Popper’s book and on this theme of biblical theology—the theology of the whole Bible—I see a demonic irony in the postmodern claim that overarching meanings oppress us. Postmodernists believe that metanarratives are “totalizing.” That is, they oppress us by making us see everything from their point of view. Many are now calling all such “metanarratives” oppressive, but God’s “metanarrative” doesn’t oppress—it liberates!

In the previous chapter we considered the importance of expositional preaching. Our concern, however, should not be only with how we are taught, but—more importantly—with specifically what we are taught. We should want pastors who preach from the Word of God, but we should also carefully listen to what the pastor says and determine whether what he says is according
to the Word of God. We don’t need preachers who just claim to preach from the Word; we need pastors whose sermons are clearly in line with what the Word of God actually teaches. That is especially important when it comes to what is taught about the nature and character of God himself. One of the chief marks of a healthy church is a biblical understanding of God in his character and his ways with us.

In this chapter, therefore, we will seek to discover the main lines of the great story of the Bible—its metanarrative, if you will. If we understand those main lines more clearly, then we will understand the God of the Bible more clearly. Five words summarize what the Bible teaches us about God: he is creating; he is holy; he is faithful; he is loving; and he is sovereign.

Consider each one of these five truths as we look at the Bible’s presentation of them, and see if you can imagine the difference it would make if any of these things were not true.

**The God of the Bible Is a Creating God**

From the very beginning of the Bible, we see that God is a creating God. We learn that he created the world, and a special people for himself in the world.

The Bible is sometimes represented as a collection of noble ethical sentiments. But if you have really read the Bible at all, you know that it is full of history. Much of the Bible is a long story about what goes on with God and the world he has made. I know that some people tune out the minute they hear the word history, but the history of the Bible is an amazing story. It begins with nothing, and then nothing becomes something. That’s the most amazing thing ever conceived of. Then, after nothing has become something, God makes the first inanimate creation. And then comes animate life. Then finally God makes man and woman in his own image.

God gives us the story of the garden of Eden, and then the story of the fall. Things continue to go downhill from there, from Cain
down to Noah. We then read about the flood, and after Noah there is disintegration again, down to the time of the Tower of Babel.

Then God calls Abraham. Here begins the very special story of God creating a particular people for himself. His people experience a brief time of prosperity, but then Israel falls into centuries of slavery. Moses leads the exodus, when God frees his people from slavery, and later God gives them the Law. Finally, the people enter the Promised Land.

So we see that the Old Testament gives us not some disembodied theology about God, not simply a list of philosophical ideas, but a very specific, earthy revelation of who God is and of what he is like.

Though with important discontinuities, we have a story with all these same themes in the New Testament. We have a people entirely by God’s grace who are utterly dependent on his promises.

When employers advertise a new job opening, resumes from prospective employees come pouring in. Bosses know that it is one thing to look at a written resume; it is another thing to actually work with a person. That’s why employers call references—they want to know what it is like to actually interact with a particular person. In the Old Testament, God hasn’t just given us a resume of some abstract truths about himself. He has provided an account of what it is like to actually live with God, what it is like to know and interact with him. When we read this history, we learn what it means to be God’s people, and we see much of what God is like.

We need to understand the truth that the Bible presents about God and about us. Sound teaching in our churches must include a clear commitment to the teachings of the Bible, even if those teachings are neglected by many churches. If we are to learn the sound doctrine of the Bible, we must study even the doctrines that may be difficult or potentially divisive, but that are foundational for our understanding of God. Theology is not merely an abstruse, abstract, academic affair. Biblical theology is a mark of a healthy church.
One thing that is clear from our brief Bible survey of God as Creator is that he created and chose a particular nation of people as his special people. Some say that God’s so choosing was in some way unfair. But “unfair” is not a category we should apply to God. And even if it were a category we would apply to God, we are not the ones to apply it! We are too self-interested, to be so arrogant as to determine when God, the Creator of the universe, is being fair or unfair.

The history recorded in the Bible shows us very plainly that God is a creating God and that he is an electing God. Even if we cannot fully understand these truths, the Bible undeniably teaches that our salvation ultimately comes from God rather than from ourselves, even if we cannot presently grasp all the implications of this truth.

We must acknowledge that God is the Great Initiator, the Great Giver, the Creator of the world, the Creator of his people, the Author of our faith. That is what God is like. He is a creating God.

**The God of the Bible Is a Holy God**

If we are to understand the whole story of the Bible, not only must we understand that God is a creating God, but we must also understand that he is not a morally indifferent God, as if he built the clock, wound it up, and then just walked off and let it run. God is not unconcerned with his creation. When we read the pages of the Bible, we see a God who has a passion for holiness.

When our church family celebrates the Lord’s Supper, we hear the words that Jesus said: “This cup is the new covenant in my blood” (Luke 22:20). This language of covenant is straight out of the Old Testament. Sometimes theologians say that this language sounds cold or dry, but the idea of covenant is not like that at all. It is not just a legal relationship. In the Old Testament, we find that the language of covenant is the language of personal relationship. Consider your own life. The covenant commitments that you make are the most important, deep, tender relationships in your life. The
marriage relationship, especially, is a covenant relationship you enter into before God, promising to love and to care and to give. And when we read in the Bible about God’s passion for holiness, we find it within the context of his covenant with us.

God’s passion for holiness, however, causes a problem as he seeks a relationship with us. For instead of being holy, we humans sin—and yet we are called to relate to a holy God. In English we have the word *atonement*, which literally means “at-one-ment.” Atonement is needed because we need to be reconciled to—to become at one with—this holy God. We as sinners had separated ourselves from God, and so we need to be reconciled to him. Everyone needs to ask himself, how can I relate to a holy God?

We need reconciliation because sin separates us from God (Prov. 15:29; Isa. 59:2; Hab. 1:13; Col. 1:21; Heb. 10:27). According to the Bible, all people are sinners (1 Kings 8:46; Ps. 14:3; Prov. 20:9; Eccles. 7:20; Mark 10:18; Rom. 3:23) and are not able to deal with sin themselves (Rom. 3:20; Gal. 2:16). Sin, as broken divine commandments, requires reparation.

In the Old Testament, this idea of atonement is linked with sacrifice as the way God provides for us to make reparation and to restore our relationship with him. That doesn’t mean pitifully trying to propitiate some volcano, like something in a book or movie. The Old Testament idea of sacrifice does not involve human efforts to win God’s favor. Rather, it is God’s own revelation to his people of how we can come to know him, of how we can find our way to him in spite of our sin. The living God has spoken, providing a way of reconciliation.

The idea of sacrifice seems to be innate in the Bible. Cain and Abel offered sacrifices. The Passover lamb (Exodus 12), which had to be without defect, was to be slaughtered and offered as a sacrifice. Its blood was to mark the houses God would save. The life of the firstborn (who represented the whole family) would be required. God said, “When I see the blood...” (Ex. 12:13). The object of this sacrifice was clearly God’s satisfaction.
We find sacrifice again and again in the book of Leviticus, teaching people that sin was defiling; that it cost life; that it separated us from God. A holy God must be separate from a sinful people. These sacrifices showed God’s people that holiness was needed and that, because they weren’t holy, they needed some kind of atonement, some way of reconciliation with God. These sacrifices pointed to the restoration of the people’s relationship with God. All the offerings had to be voluntary, costly, the offerer’s own, and accompanied by confession of sins, according to God’s prescriptions.

There was an important distinction between biblical sacrifices and other ancient sacrifices. Biblically, sacrifices were not to be brought by the grateful but by the guilty; they were not brought by the ignorant but by the instructed. The life of the animal victim, symbolized by its blood, was required in exchange for the life of the guilty human worshiper. The sacrifices showed that sin is serious and that it costs life. All the offerings had to be voluntary and costly—the offerer’s own property. Perhaps God was implanting in his people’s minds symbolically the idea of the innocent being given in place of the guilty. These sacrifices taught that sin was defiling. That’s why the temple was designed as it was, with the restricted access to the Holy of Holies showing how sin hinders access to a holy God. These sacrifices showed that purification was needed, and that sin is so serious that death is needed to atone for it. Salvation and forgiveness are costly.

We see the cost of forgiveness especially in the Day of Atonement, the one day of fasting prescribed for all of Israel. The Day of Atonement centered on a special sin offering for the whole nation. It served as a reminder that all the other regular sin offerings did not completely atone for sin (see Leviticus 16). The high priest, as representative of the people, entered the Holy of Holies one day of the year for access to God, because this atonement had to be made in the very presence of God. The high priest bore the blood of the goat, the sin offering (cf. Heb. 9:7). First he made atonement for
himself—because he himself had to be clean—then for the people. And when he brought that blood into the Holy of Holies, who could see it? Only God. The point of this sacrifice, the point of the atonement, was for God to be reconciled to his people.

It is particularly interesting that this sacrifice of atonement is repeated annually. Other nations would go into frenzies of sacrifices whenever they thought things were going badly for them. But Israel was taught from the very beginning that regardless of how good or how bad their circumstances, they must annually make this sacrifice—as if to remind them that they were continuously in a state of sin, that sin separates people from God, that they could never offer a perfect sacrifice, and that it is God himself who provides the way of access to him as he forgives sins.

What does all this mean for us? I think it very practically raises questions like, What kind of people are we? Are we as bad as the people in the Old Testament must have been to require such a complicated system of sacrifices? Are people basically bad or good? Our answers will determine what we think a church needs to do. If people are basically good, then a church needs to be a place where people seek encouragement or perhaps the enhancement of their self-esteesms. People need to take the good that’s in them and build on it. However, if something is radically wrong with us humans, if we are spiritually dead, guilty before God, and separated from him, then churches must do something different. Churches need to present the gospel clearly. Churches need to tell people how to find forgiveness for their sins and how to find new life.

How we “do church” depends on how we understand God and ourselves. To be biblical, we must know that God is a holy God and that we, by nature, are dead in our sins and transgressions and justly stand under his condemnation.

**The God of the Bible Is a Faithful God**

God is a creating God and a holy God, and he is also a faithful God. This brings us to the riddle of the Old Testament. In Exodus
34:6–7, the Lord says the most amazing thing to Moses—especially given that God is the great Creator who made the world and that our sin then caused a rupture in his creation. Consider God’s passion for holiness and how that fits with the following passage, when the Lord reveals himself and his character:

The Lord, the Lord, the compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness, maintaining love to thousands, and forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin. Yet he does not leave the guilty unpunished.

How can the last couple of phrases fit together? The Lord is “abounding in love and faithfulness, maintaining love to thousands, and forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin,” and yet, “he does not leave the guilty unpunished.”

To understand the God of the Bible, we have to understand this passage. This is the promise of hope for the redemption of God’s people. The biblical picture of the Lord is not of an uncaring God of grim condemnation. God is not only holy and just in his unwavering commitment to oppose and punish sin; he is also faithful to his promises. Throughout history, God planned and promised to reveal his glory to his people. And he did. But how could the Lord “forgive wickedness” and yet “not leave the guilty unpunished”?

The answer to that mystery wasn’t found in these Israelites, but in God and his promise—particularly in his promised person. In the Old Testament, hope required an atoning sacrifice, a propitiation to assuage the righteous wrath of God. Hope required a substitution of suffering and death on the part of the innocent for the deserved punishment of the guilty. And it would seem that hope required some relationship between the offerer and the victim.

In the time of Christ, people were not wondering whether a Messiah would come. They took it for granted. The early chapters of each of the Gospels show that people were looking for a Messiah, for the Anointed One that the Lord had promised would come. The Lord had said through Moses that he would raise up
a prophet (see Deut. 18:15–19). But when this prophet came, he took everyone by surprise, because he—Jesus—fulfilled not just the kingly prophecies of the Messiah (which most people were quite comfortable with), but also the prophecies about the suffering Messiah, who would be rejected and suffer in the place of his people.

In fact, both the Old and the New Testaments teach us that this kingly, suffering Messiah is our only hope. Jesus solves the riddle of Exodus 34. He shows how God can forgive our wickedness while at the same time punish the guilty.

At the heart of understanding Jesus Christ is understanding what he came to do. He came as the One by whom you and I can have a restored relationship with God. He is the One for whom God’s people had long been waiting. Where Adam and Israel had failed and been unfaithful, Jesus survived temptations without sin. Here is the Prophet promised by Moses, the King prefigured by David, and even the divine “son of man” of Daniel 7. These all came in Jesus of Nazareth. He is the Word of God made flesh. He is our prefigured substitute. He is the Lamb of God, slain for the sins of his people.

Jesus Christ is the faithful fulfillment of God’s promises. Our creating God and our holy God is also an amazingly faithful God.

**The God of the Bible Is a Loving God**

Closely tied to the idea of God’s faithfulness is the fact that he is a God of love, with a special love for his covenant people. God made us to reflect his image. He made us to be in covenant with him. So how could the Lord “forgive wickedness” and yet “not leave the guilty unpunished”? The answer, as we saw earlier, is found in Jesus. He is the one who, though not guilty himself, took on our guilt and was punished for it. This is what Jesus taught his disciples in Luke 24:

> Beginning with Moses and all the Prophets, he explained to them what was said in all the Scriptures concerning himself. . . . Then
he opened their minds so they could understand the Scriptures. He told them, “This is what is written: The Christ will suffer and rise from the dead on the third day, and repentance and forgiveness of sins will be preached in his name to all nations, beginning in Jerusalem.” (vv. 27, 45–47)

“This is what is written”; this is what the Lord had prophesied—that he would show his love to his people in this very particular way. Remember the famous prophecies from Isaiah 53:

Surely he took up our infirmities and carried our sorrows, yet we considered him stricken by God, smitten by him, and afflicted. But he was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was upon him, and by his wounds we are healed. We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each of us has turned to his own way; and the Lord has laid on him the iniquity of us all. (Isa. 53:4–6)

This is what Christ did in his love! As he taught his disciples, “The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” (Mark 10:45).

Paul, too, described Christ Jesus as the one

Who, being in very nature God, did not consider equality with God something to be grasped, but made himself nothing, taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he humbled himself and became obedient to death—even death on a cross! (Phil. 2:6–8)
On the third day Christ rose again. And his disciples, filled with the Holy Spirit, began to preach. In the first Christian sermon, Peter said,

Men of Israel, listen to this: Jesus of Nazareth was a man accredited by God to you by miracles, wonders and signs, which God did among you through him, as you yourselves know. This man was handed over to you by God’s set purpose and foreknowledge; and you, with the help of wicked men, put him to death by nailing him to the cross. But God raised him from the dead, freeing him from the agony of death, because it was impossible for death to keep its hold on him. (Acts 2:22–24)

In the New Testament we find, then, that God keeps all of his promises because of his covenant love for his people. And if we are Christians today, it is because God continues to keep those promises.

What does it mean to become a part of God’s covenant people, to be a Christian? What happens when someone becomes a Christian? Is it simply a matter of making a decision? Is it a matter of praying a prayer? Do we need to repent? Do we need to believe? If we do repent and believe, how is it that we’re able to do that—if we’re as bad as Scripture says we are? If we are dead in our sins and transgressions, how do we all of a sudden repent and believe?

Ultimately, our repentance and belief has more to do with God than with us. The reality of our salvation must show us something very important about God. As John wrote, “This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for our sins. . . . We love because he first loved us” (1 John 4:10, 19).

The God of the Bible is a God of amazing love!

The God of the Bible Is a Sovereign God

Finally, we find that God is a sovereign God and that, in his sovereignty, all of creation is to be involved in his renewing love.

The prayer Jesus taught his disciples roots their faith firmly
in the rule and reign of God—whose will should be done. “Your kingdom come, your will be done on earth as it is in heaven” (Matt. 6:10). Have you ever wondered what that means?

Some people limit their hopes very deliberately to today, to things they can promise and fulfill in their own power and strength—things they know they can be certain of. They don’t want to set their hearts on anything else. They’ve been burned too many times. They’re not going to put their trust in some promise whose fulfillment they cannot guarantee.

But Christianity has never been like that. Christians have always had a hope that extends beyond ourselves and exceeds what we could ever do in our own power. Peter wrote, “We are looking forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of righteousness” (2 Pet. 3:13). This points to the fulfillment of that final and first hope of the Bible—the hope of the whole world being put right, as God’s sovereign plan extends from Christ to his covenant people to creation itself.

We find this hope at the very end of the Bible. The book of Revelation picks up the prophetic tradition of the Old Testament, but with some changes. Revelation is presented as the consummation of God’s plans to have a people in right relationship to him. As the church militant becomes the church triumphant, the heavens and the earth are re-created (see Rev. 21:1–4; 21:22–22:5). We see the climax of the fulfillment of all of God’s promises to his people. Finally God’s people are truly holy and with him. The garden of Eden is restored. The presence of God is once again with his people. The Holy City (21:2) is in the shape of a cube, like the Holy of Holies in the Old Testament where God’s presence was—only now it includes all of God’s people, from all times and places. The whole world becomes the Holy of Holies.

This is the great news that Christians have to offer. This is our vision of the future—not because we thought it up; not because a committee somewhere wrote it; not because it’s a response to what
we would wish to be the case (like my friend Bill)—but because this is what God has revealed.

In our time of waiting, it is appropriate that the New Testament closes with this book. The book of Revelation was not written by someone who was on top of the world, who could see God’s kingdom coming because his ship had come in and so he was sure everyone’s fortunes were on the way. Revelation was written by an old man whose life was just about over. He was in exile, utterly desperate and dependent, and yet full of hope in a sovereign God because he knew that whoever sat on the throne in Rome did not finally decide what would happen in the world. He knew that there was a God who sat in heaven who would bring all of his promises to fulfillment. John could sit on Patmos full of hope, because he knew what this God was like.

This kind of biblical theology is practical. It makes a difference. God’s promise to fill the earth with the knowledge of its Creator would be kept in his new creation. The God of the Bible makes promises, and the God of the Bible sovereignly keeps them.

Do you see the importance of this? As Christians, we need to know that God will continue to care for us, and that his continuing care is based not on our faithfulness but on his. It may be exciting for a little while to run around pretending that the world is some great spiritual laser-tag contest between the forces of darkness and the forces of light. And certainly there are very real evil forces that we as Christians come up against in the world and in our own hearts. But the outcome does not hang in the balance. Our God is a sovereign God. John the Revelator had hope, not because he knew what he would do but because he knew what God would do.

These questions are not simply matters for bookish theologians or young seminary students. They are important to each one of us as Christians. How we think about God affects the way we live and what our churches will be like. We must have a biblical understanding of God.

Those of us who are pastors especially need to know these
things. If we were to change our thoughts about any one of the attributes of God, we would change the way we do our job. We would shepherd differently. We will understand nothing about the Bible if we do not understand the God whom it is about.

Our understanding of what the Bible teaches about God is crucial. We have seen that the biblical God is creating, holy, faithful, loving, and sovereign. This last item, his sovereignty, is for some reason often denied, even within the church. But we must be very careful. For confessing Christians to resist the idea of God’s sovereignty in creation or salvation is to flirt with pious paganism. Many Christians have honest questions about God’s sovereignty. But a sustained, tenacious denial of God’s sovereignty should concern us. To baptize a person who is antagonistic to God’s sovereignty may be to baptize someone who in his heart still isn’t really willing to trust God. That, after all, is the issue when it comes to God’s sovereignty. Are we willing to trust him? Are we willing to acknowledge, finally, that we are not God? That we are not the Judge? That we are not the ones to say what is fair and unfair? Are we willing to put our whole lives in God’s hands and to truly trust him? That is what’s really at issue in this discussion about the sovereignty of God.

As dangerous as such resistance to God’s sovereignty is for the spiritual life of any Christian, it is even more dangerous in the leader of a congregation. To appoint a person as a leader who doubts God’s sovereignty or who seriously misunderstands the Bible’s teaching on it is to set up as an example a person who in his own heart may be unwilling to trust God. Such leadership is bound to hinder the church as it tries to trust the Lord together.

We must understand God by his revelation of himself, not by our own hunches, our own wishes, or how we like to think of God. Too often today we speak as if evangelism were advertising, and we explain the Spirit’s work in terms of marketing. Some even talk of God as if he were made in the image of man, rather than the other way around.
If we want healthy churches in such times, we must be especially careful to pray for leaders in the church to have a biblical grasp of and an experiential trust in the sovereignty of God. Sound doctrine, in its full, biblical glory, marks a healthy church.

Disappointments have their purpose. The Bible is full of stories of ruined plans that are often the means to finding the true God and the good that he has for us. Israel’s hopes for the Messiah again and again drove her to the point of needing to trust God fully. Paul’s “thorn in the flesh” drove him to be used by God, to trust him, rely on him, and find him reliable in a way he never would have without that thorn.

If we’re honest, we know that such trust is not our natural tendency. We cling with all our might to what we have in this world, as if it will last forever. But nothing that we physically possess in our lives right now will last forever in the state that it is in. And if we are God’s children, we know that he has something even better prepared for us.

In the last paragraph of the last book of the Chronicles of Narnia, C. S. Lewis writes,

> And as [Aslan] spoke, He no longer looked to them like a lion; but the things that began to happen after that were so great and beautiful that I cannot write them. And for us this is the end of all the stories, and we can most truly say that they all lived happily ever after. But for them it was only the beginning of the real story. All their life in this world and all their adventures in Narnia had only been the cover and the title page: now at last they were beginning Chapter One of the Great Story, which no one on earth has read: which goes on forever: in which every chapter is better than the one before.²

If you are God’s child, the conclusion he has in mind for you is unimaginably good. As John wrote, “Dear friends, now we are children of God, and what we will be has not yet been made known. But we know that when he appears, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is” (1 John 3:2). The apostle Paul, thinking about
the same things, just dissolved into doxology: “Oh, the depth of the riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable his judgments, and his paths beyond tracing out!” (Rom. 11:33).

This is the God of the Bible—the creating, holy, faithful, loving, sovereign God of the Bible. The Bible, in fact, is all about this God. It is about promises God made and promises God kept. And in the Bible God calls out for us to respond to him by trusting in him and his Word.

He calls us to respond to him by trusting him—just as Adam and Eve did not do in the garden of Eden; just as Jesus did do throughout his life, especially in the garden of Gethsemane. As we hear and believe God’s Word, we begin to have that relationship with him that he made us for. The God of the Bible is trustworthy; he will not disappoint.

The story of the Bible is one story. For all of its characters, plotlines, and authors, the unifying theme is the one true God making, loosing, rescuing, and keeping one people all for his own glory. This is biblical theology.

**OTHER RESOURCES**

- For group study: *The Whole Truth about God: Biblical Theology*, a six-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For deeper reflection: *Sound Doctrine: How a Church Grows in the Love and Holiness of God*, by Bobby Jamieson and *Biblical Theology in the Life of the Church*, by Michael Lawrence
What’s Coming Up

Mark Three: The Gospel

The Good News Is Not Simply That We Are Okay
The Good News Is Not Simply That God Is Love
The Good News Is Not Simply That Jesus Wants to Be Our Friend
The Good News Is Not Simply That God Will Renew Creation
The Good News and Our Response

Repentance and Belief
News is big business today. Sociologists have dubbed the emerging power elite in America as the “information class” because information is apparently the commodity they most value. And this commodity is more pervasive now than ever before. News is offered in America by websites dedicated to news or through social media. Many get headlines fed to us throughout the day via Twitter. And we still have traditional media: television networks—broadcast and cable, twenty-four hours a day—scores of periodicals devoted to news, and thousands of newspapers.

News seems vital not only to those who earn their living from the news, but to those of us who spend our lives consuming it as well. In the news we supposedly learn about everything: presidential elections, plant closures, recent disasters, important trends. So addicted are some people to news that one wonders if they could exist without it.

We often have this sense of needing to keep up with the latest news. I once sat on a plane behind someone who is in the news a lot. He was devouring a newspaper, reading a story about himself! Careers rise and fall on the speed with which information is learned and disseminated. For some people, keeping abreast of the news may seem as essential as eating. So they devour the Post and the Times and maybe even the other Times and the Journal, along
with whatever regional papers they may be interested in. Being, for them, involves knowing. As Os Guinness has observed, the very “pursuit of relevance becomes a prime source of superficiality, anxiety, and burn-out. (‘Hell,’ it has been said, ‘will be full of newspapers with a fresh edition every thirty seconds, so that no one will ever feel caught up.’)”

But what can you do when “all the news that’s fit to print” (an obsolete saying if ever there was one!) keeps coming at you with such ever-increasing volume and frequency?

Accuracy is, of course, the only attribute of the news that trumps speed in importance. So it must have been with unreserved horror that the editor of an English newspaper a little more than a hundred years ago opened his printed and distributed paper to find in it a most embarrassing, unintentional typographical conflation of two stories: one story being about a patent pig-killing and sausage-making machine and the other about a local clergyman, the Rev. Dr. Mudge, who was being presented with a gold-headed cane. A portion of the famously mangled story reads as follows:

Several of Rev. Dr. Mudge’s friends called upon him yesterday, and after a conversation the unsuspecting pig was seized by the hind leg, and slid along a beam until he reached the hot-water tank. . . . Thereupon he came forward and said that there were times when the feelings overpowered one, and for that reason he would not attempt to do more than thank those around him for the manner in which such a huge animal was cut into fragments was simply astonishing. The doctor concluded his remarks, when the machine seized him and, in less time than it takes to write it, the pig was cut into fragments and worked up into a delicious sausage. The occasion will be long remembered by the doctor’s friends as one of the most delightful of their lives. The best pieces can be procured for tenpence a pound, and we are sure that those who have sat so long under his ministry will rejoice that he has been treated so handsomely.
Perhaps you think that when you go to church on Sunday morning rather than staying at home and watching the talk shows, you’ve decided to deal with religion rather than with the news; but Christianity is all about news. It’s the good news—the best news the world has ever heard. And yet that news—far more important than any story about the Rev. Dr. Mudge and a patent pig-killing machine—is often every bit as scrambled and confused. Too often it becomes a thin veneer spread lightly over our culture’s values, being shaped and formed to the contours of our culture rather than to the truth about God.

The idea that God’s message of salvation is “good news” isn’t a later Christian packaging of Christianity. Jesus himself talks about the good news, reaching back to the language of Isaiah from hundreds of years earlier (Isa. 52:7; 61:1). When the New Testament talks about Jesus’s message of salvation, it uses the Greek word evangel, which literally means “good news.”

What exactly is this good news? If you are going to agree with just one chapter in this book, this is probably a good one to agree with—the good news of the Bible. If you look at the table of contents, you see that this and the following two chapters have to do with salvation, but each approaches the topic from a slightly different angle. In the next chapter we will look at the very moment of salvation—conversion. In chapter 5 we will look at how we are to tell others about this great message that has changed us. In this chapter, we want to look at the message itself. What is the message of Christ, the good news that Christians proclaim?

What is the good news? Is it that “I’m okay”? Or that God is love? Is it that Jesus is my friend? Or that I should straighten up and start living right? What is the good news of Jesus Christ?

**The Good News Is Not Simply That We Are Okay**

Almost fifty years ago, a best-selling book was published with the unforgettable title, *I’m OK—You’re OK*. Some people think that Christianity is fundamentally a religious therapy session, where
we sit around trying to help each other feel better about ourselves. The pews are couches, the preacher asks questions, and the text to be expounded is your own inner self. But why, when we have finished plumbing our own depths, do we so often still feel empty? Or even dirty? Is there something about us and our lives that is incomplete or even wrong?

I remember hearing Loretta Lynn say, weeping, in an interview on CNN just after her close friend Tammy Wynette had died, “Why does everyone I love die?”

Yes, why indeed? That’s a good question. The Bible utterly rejects the idea that we are okay, that the human condition is just fine, that everyone is really in need of simply accepting their current condition, their finitude, their limitedness, and their imperfections, or that we simply need to look on the bright side of things.

The Bible teaches that in our first parents, Adam and Eve, we have all been seduced into disobeying God. We are therefore neither righteous nor on good terms with God. In fact, according to Jesus, our sin is so serious that we need a whole new life (John 3); and according to Paul, we need to be created again (1 Corinthians 15), because we are dead in our sins and transgressions (Ephesians 2). “Transgression” is another word for sin, describing it as crossing a boundary. In our day and age, Michel Foucault would live, like the Marquis de Sade before him, in order to transgress boundaries. Some have claimed that Foucault, having contracted the AIDS virus, deliberately sought to infect others. The bathhouses of San Francisco became the place where Foucault transgressed the boundaries not only of respect for sexuality but also of respect for life itself.

Our individual transgressions may not seem so blatant or offensive, but they are surely no less deadly for our relationship with God. James reminds us that,

Whoever keeps the whole law and yet stumbles at just one point is guilty of breaking all of it. For he who said, “Do not commit adultery,” also said, “Do not murder.” If you do not commit adul-
But you do commit murder, you have become a lawbreaker.
(James 2:10–11)

Paul says that “the wages of sin is death” (Rom. 6:23), and James 2 provides us with a little better understanding of why this is so. James shows us more of the seriousness of each sin. His point is that the laws of God are not simply external statutes, published and passed by some congress in heaven; rather, the laws of God reflect his very character. They are an expression of God himself. So to break any of God’s laws is to live against God. It is to live contrary to him.

Let me explain with an example from marriage. Let’s suppose that my wife asks me to go to the store and buy some things, but I deliberately buy a number of other things instead. It is not a mistake on my part; rather, I deliberately fail to get as much of something as I should, and I get another brand of something than what she requested, and I omit some other things from her list altogether. What would be the real problem? Would it be just a matter of individual items that I did or did not buy? I suggest that my actions would reflect larger, deeper issues in my relationship with my wife.

So it is with us and God. We can’t just say, “Oh, well, I only broke seventeen of God’s laws this week—that’s not so bad.” No, the issue is, what does our blatant disregard for God’s law say about our relationship with God himself? What’s going on between us and God?

The Bible presents God not simply as our passive Creator but as our jealous Lover. He wants every part of us. For us to think that we can disregard him sometimes, set him and his ways aside when it suits us, is to show that we have not fully understood the nature of our relationship with God. We cannot claim to be believers and yet knowingly, repeatedly, and happily break his law.

But this is in fact the state we find ourselves in. We have crossed over the bounds that God has rightly set for our lives. We have contradicted both the letter and the spirit of his law. We not only feel guilt, we are guilty before him. We not only feel con-
licted in ourselves, we actually are in conflict with God. We break God’s laws again and again because, as Paul reminds us, we are dead in our sins and transgressions (Ephesians 2). The New Testament book of Romans begins with an argument concerning this dilemma. In chapter 1, Paul lays out very clearly how the Gentiles have sinned. All of the people of the nations have sinned and broken God’s laws, Paul says. But then, lest his Jewish readers begin to feel righteous, in chapter 2 he makes it clear that the Jews also have sinned. In fact, he makes it clear that anyone who claims to know right from wrong should know themselves well enough to realize that they have sinned. In chapter 3, therefore, Paul draws the obvious conclusion:

What shall we conclude then? Are we any better? Not at all! We have already made the charge that Jews and Gentiles alike are all under sin. As it is written:

“There is no one righteous, not even one; there is no one who understands, no one who seeks God. All have turned away, they have together become worthless; there is no one who does good, not even one.”

“Their throats are open graves; their tongues practice deceit.”

“The poison of vipers is on their lips.”

“Their mouths are full of cursing and bitterness.”

“Their feet are swift to shed blood; ruin and misery mark their ways, and the way of peace they do not know.”

“There is no fear of God before their eyes.”

Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to those who are under the law, so that every mouth may be silenced and the whole world held accountable to God. Therefore no one will be declared righteous in his sight by observing the law; rather, through the law we become conscious of sin. (Rom. 3:9–20)
Now all of this may seem much too grim to have anything to do with something called the “good news.” But there is no doubt that an accurate understanding of where we are now is essential to our getting to where we need to be. One of the early stages of becoming a Christian involves beginning to realize that my problems fundamentally are not that I have messed up my own life or that I have failed to realize my own potential, but that I have sinned, not primarily against myself or even against someone else, but against God. And then it will begin to dawn on me that I am myself rightly the object of God’s wrath, of his judgment—that I deserve death, hell, separation from God, spiritual alienation from him, and even his active punishment now and forever.

This is what the theologians call *depravity*, or spiritual death. It is the death which deserves death. And yet, do you see why our sins are so tragic? They are committed against a perfect, holy, loving God. These are sins committed by creatures made in his image.

True Christianity is realistic about the dark side of our world, our life, our nature, our hearts. But true Christianity is not ultimately pessimistic or morally indifferent, encouraging us to settle in and accept the truth about our fallen state. No, the news that Christians have to bring is not just that our depravity is so pervasive but that God’s plans for us are so wonderful—because he knows what he made us for.

When you begin to realize that, you become thankful that Christianity is not about anesthetizing you to life’s pain, or about waking you up to the pain and teaching you to live with it. The message of Jesus Christ is about teaching us to live with a transforming longing, with a growing faith, with a sure and certain hope of what’s to come. The gospel is not simply that we’re okay.

**The Good News Is Not Simply That God Is Love**

Often we hear the gospel presented as the message that “God is love.” This is like the headline in the Stillwater, Oklahoma, *News-Press*: “Cold weather causes temperatures to drop.” Well, that may
be news in Oklahoma, but upon reading such a statement, one wonders if something has been left out. The Bible does say that “God is love” (1 John 4:8), but is that the whole story?

If you are a parent, you may have told your children not to do something, only to have them respond, “If you loved me, you would let me do it.” As adults, of course, we know that love doesn’t always let. Indeed, sometimes love prevents and sometimes love even disciplines. So when we say that “God is love,” what do we think such divine love must look like?

Furthermore, is love all that the Bible says God is? Doesn’t the Bible say that God is a Spirit? How does a Spirit love? Doesn’t the Bible say that God is holy? How does a Holy Spirit love? Doesn’t the Bible say that God is unique, that there is none other like him? How does the only perfect Holy Spirit in the universe love? How can we know the answer to such questions unless God tells us?

In the last chapter we saw how God presents himself in the Bible as loving but also as creative and holy and faithful and sovereign. Consider this passage from the Westminster Confession, as it describes the biblical teachings Of God, and of the Holy Trinity:

There is but one only living and true God, who is infinite in being and perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts, or passions, immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible, almighty, most wise, most holy, most free, most absolute, working all things according to the counsel of his own immutable and most righteous will, for his own glory; most loving, most gracious, merciful, long-suffering, abundant in goodness and truth, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin; the rewarder of them that diligently seek him; and withal most just and terrible in his judgements; hating all sin, and who will by no means clear the guilty.

God hath all life, glory, goodness, blessedness, in and of himself; and is alone in and unto himself all-sufficient, not standing in need of any creatures which he hath made, not deriving any glory from them, but only manifesting his own glory, in, by, unto, and upon them: he is the alone fountain of all being, of
whom, through whom, and to whom, are all things; and hath most sovereign dominion over them, to do by them, for them, or upon them, whatsoever himself pleaseth. In his sight all things are open and manifest; his knowledge is infinite, infallible, and independent upon the creature, so as nothing is to him contingent or uncertain. He is most holy in all his counsels, in all his works, and in all his commands. To him is due from angels and men, and every other creature, whatsoever worship, service, or obedience, he is pleased to require of them.

In the unity of the Godhead there be three persons, of one substance, power, and eternity; God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost. The Father is of none, neither begotten nor proceeding; the Son is eternally begotten of the Father; the Holy Ghost eternally proceeding from the Father and the Son.4

This is the God who reveals himself in the Bible. This confessional statement speaks of many things other than his love. It tells us, for instance, that God requires holiness of all who would be in a loving relationship with him. As the Bible says, “Without holiness no one will see the Lord” (Heb. 12:14).

It is only in the context of understanding something of God’s character, of his righteousness and perfection, that we begin to understand the depth of meaning in a statement such as “God is love.” It is only as we thus contemplate the greatness of God that we begin to realize that his love has a depth, a texture, a fullness, and a beauty that we in our present state can only wonder at.

The gospel is not simply that God is love.

The Good News Is Not Simply That Jesus Wants to Be Our Friend

Sometimes people present the gospel simply as “Jesus wants to be our friend,” or that he wants to be our example.

But the Christian gospel is not a matter merely of cultivating a relationship or following an example. We all have a real past to deal with—real sins that we have committed, real guilt that we have incurred. So what is to be done? What will our holy God do?
If he wants us to come to know him, how can he make that happen without sacrificing his own holiness?

Does he simply let us know that our sin against him is no big deal? That he’s just going to forgive and forget? It is interesting to discover, as we study the Gospels, that Jesus taught, above everything else, that he came to earth specifically to die. How unusual this seems, and yet it is what Jesus presented as the center of his ministry—not teaching or being an example but, “The Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” (Mark 10:45). Jesus taught that his choice to glorify the Father by his death on the cross was central to his ministry. It is not surprising, then, that the cross is the center and focus of all four Gospels.

How could something so horrifying be at the center of something called the good news? Because the cross is God’s way to bring us back to himself.

Jesus begins to explain this event even before it happened. In Mark 8:27–38, he weaves together two strands of Old Testament prophecy that, to my knowledge, had not been brought together before: he presents himself as the son of man spoken of in Daniel 7 but also as the suffering servant from Isaiah 53:

Jesus and his disciples went on to the villages around Caesarea Philippi. On the way he asked them, “Who do people say I am?”

They replied, “Some say John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others, one of the prophets.”

“But what about you?” he asked. “Who do you say I am?”

Peter answered, “You are the Christ.”

Jesus warned them not to tell anyone about him.

He then began to teach them that the Son of Man must suffer many things and be rejected by the elders, chief priests and teachers of the law, and that he must be killed and after three days rise again. He spoke plainly about this, and Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him.

But when Jesus turned and looked at his disciples, he rebuked Peter. “Get behind me, Satan!” he said. “You do not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men.”
Then he called the crowd to him along with his disciples and said, “If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me and for the gospel will save it. What good is it for a man to gain the whole world, yet forfeit his soul? Or what can a man give in exchange for his soul? If anyone is ashamed of me and my words in this adulterous and sinful generation, the Son of Man will be ashamed of him when he comes in his Father’s glory with the holy angels.”

Jesus’s death is often presented as a sacrifice involving his blood: “Now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near through the blood of Christ” (Eph. 2:13; cf. Rom. 5:9; Col. 1:19–20). Jesus chose to die at Passover, to make it clear that he was dying as an atoning sacrifice.

What does all this have to do with our being enslaved to sin? To find out, we must examine the economic language used about Christ’s death. When the Bible says that we are redeemed, it means we have been bought out of slavery. Just as God bought and brought Israel out of slavery to the Egyptians, so we as Christians have been bought and brought out of slavery to sin. Christ’s death was the price paid for our freedom from sin. Christ’s death is how God has redeemed us from our slavery to sin. This is what much of Paul’s letter to the Galatians is about.

Along with such economic terms, the Bible also uses relational language to describe Christ’s death. Through Christ’s death, God has reconciled himself to us, his rebellious creatures who were made in his image but destroyed the relationship. Through Christ’s death, fellowship with God is restored because sin—the root cause of the hostility that exists between God and sinners—is dealt with.

The New Testament also uses legal language in relation to Christ’s death, showing how his death deals with the reality of our guilt before God and the punishment we deserve. It uses terms such as justification—a declaration of “not guilty”—describing the events of Christ’s death in terms of our penalty being transferred to him.
And there is *military* language as well, as we see the world portrayed as a spiritual battlefield. We are told, concerning Christ’s death on the cross, that he “disarmed the powers and authorities” (Col. 2:15; cf. Mark 3:22–27; John 16:33; 19:30; Rom. 8:39; 1 Cor. 15:54–57; Rev. 5:5; see also all the stories in the Gospels of deliverance from demon possession).

The work of Christ is described as *redemption*—a purchase by which the liberty of certain oppressed people is secured. The work of Christ is described as *reconciliation*—where enmity between two parties is resolved. The work of Christ is described as a *propitiation*—an assuaging of God’s just wrath against people for their sins. God’s wrath is assuaged so that he can deal justly with sinners in terms of his love rather than in terms of his wrath.

In the New Testament none of this language refers to something that is merely potential or optional; rather, it refers to God actually having accomplished his end and his purpose through Christ’s death. The benefit has not merely been made available; it has been secured by Christ’s death on the cross and his resurrection to life.

There’s no getting around the fact that the center of Christ’s ministry was his death on the cross, and that at the heart of that death was God’s certainty that he was effectively dealing with the claims of both his love and his justice. You see, Christ isn’t just our friend. To call him that as his supreme title is to offer him “faint praise.” Christ is our friend, but he is much more. By his death on the cross, Christ has become the Lamb that was slain for us, our Redeemer, the One who has made peace between us and God, who has taken our guilt on himself, who has conquered our most deadly enemy and has assuaged the well-deserved wrath of God.

Consider the magnificence of John’s final vision on Patmos:

> Then one of the elders said to me, “Do not weep! See, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has triumphed. He is able to open the scroll and its seven seals.”
>
> Then I saw a Lamb, looking as if it had been slain, standing in the center of the throne, encircled by the four living creatures
and the elders. . . . He came and took the scroll from the right hand of him who sat on the throne. And when he had taken it, the four living creatures and the twenty-four elders fell down before the Lamb. Each one had a harp and they were holding golden bowls full of incense, which are the prayers of the saints. And they sang a new song:

“You are worthy to take the scroll
and to open its seals,
because you were slain,
and with your blood you purchased men for God
from every tribe and language and people and nation.”
(Rev. 5:5–9)

The gospel is not simply that Jesus is your friend.

**The Good News Is Not Simply That God Will Renew Creation**

One popular error is the idea that the Bible’s “good news” is that God is remaking the world, restoring *shalom* (peace, wellness), and that we should join him in that work. There is a sense in which that is true, but it fails to mention several critical pieces.

Certainly, the Bible does contain wonderful promises about God’s plans for his world and his people (Isaiah 61; Revelation 21–22). Even now, Christians are experiencing this renewal. We are the objects of God’s work. We are born again by his Spirit (John 3), living a new life (Romans 6), being made worthy of the kingdom (1 Thess. 2:12), and shining like stars (Phil. 2:15). We are even said to be colaborers with God (1 Cor. 3:9).

But there are a couple of correctives that we need to make sure are included in this story as it is so often recounted. First, in the most profound sense, we don’t *do* the gospel, we *proclaim* it. And the gospel is news we proclaim not about what *we’re* doing, but about what *God* has done, is doing, and will do!

At the same time, we’re not called just to enjoy the show, like a kid with his nose pressed up against the window at a candy
store. For this to be good news for us, we need to be told how to get in on it!

Any faithful presentation of the gospel cannot leave us passive. It cannot be a mere recounting of God’s story of action, leaving out how we, through the cross and resurrection of Christ, can enter that story. The signs Christ gave of his gospel are not passive things like watching the stream flow or the wheat grow, but he told his followers to get into the water in baptism, and to eat the bread and drink the wine at the Lord’s Supper. He called us to live new lives, bear fruit in keeping with repentance (Matthew 3), and acknowledge Jesus before men (Matt. 10:32). In fact, we’re commanded to obey everything Jesus taught (Matt. 28:20)! Christ’s gospel certainly demands a response.

The Good News and Our Response

So what is the gospel? The good news is that the one and only God, who is holy, made us in his image to know him. But we sinned and cut ourselves off from him. In his great love, God became a man in Jesus, lived a perfect life, and died on the cross, thus fulfilling the law himself, and taking on himself the punishment for the sins of all those who would ever turn and trust in him. He rose again from the dead, showing that God accepted Christ’s sacrifice and that God’s wrath against us had been exhausted. He ascended and presented his completed work to his heavenly Father. He now sends out his Spirit to call us through this message to repent of our sins and to trust in Christ alone for our forgiveness. If we repent of our sins and trust in Christ we are born again into a new life, an eternal life with God.

At the very center of the gospel stands the great exchange of Christ’s righteousness and our sin. His substitutionary, in-our-place death on the cross is the heart of the message. It is meaningless to speak of accepting or receiving Christ if we do not believe this message and rely on Christ completely and alone for our salvation.

Bill Sykes, a poor, irreligious fruit seller in London in the nine-
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tenenth century, found this out in the last days of his life. A Christian began calling on him and sharing the gospel with him. At first, Bill showed little interest. Then the visitor shared with him Isaiah 43:25: “I, even I, am he who blots out your transgressions, for my own sake, and remembers your sins no more.” And he explained this great exchange. “‘I see it now,’ Bill said. ‘He suffered for me then.’” “From that moment on,” writes the Christian worker, “I have no hesitation in saying that Bill Sykes entered into peace.”

The worker later met Bill’s son at Bill’s bedside, and though Bill was failing in health, he said to the Christian worker excitedly, “Give him that little bit.” “What bit?” “That little bit about Christ taking my place, and how he had my punishment for me. That’s the bit.”

The gospel of Jesus Christ calls for a radical response. The gospel isn’t merely an “additive” that can make our already good lives better. It is a message of wonderful good news for those who know and realize their desperation before God.

So what response does the gospel call for? What should we do when we sense our need, our understanding of who God is and who Jesus is and what he has done? When these things all begin to come together, what should be our response? Is it to walk down an aisle? Is it to fill out a card, or to lift up a hand? Is it to make an appointment with a preacher, or to decide to be baptized and join the church? While any of those things may be involved, none of them necessarily are. According to the Bible, our response should be to repent and believe. God calls us to repent of our sins and to rely on Christ alone.

Repentance and Belief

The New Testament often mentions repentance and belief together. When Paul met with the Ephesian church leaders, he summarized the message he had preached in this way: “I have declared to both Jews and Greeks that they must turn to God in repentance and have faith in our Lord Jesus” (Acts 20:21). Once we have heard the
truth about our sin and God’s holiness, about his love in sending Christ, and about Christ’s death and resurrection for our justification, we must repent.

Jesus instructs, “Repent and believe the good news!” (Mark 1:15). What is repentance? It is simply turning from our sin. To repent is to recognize that you’re a sinner and to renounce sin. The New Testament often mentions repentance and belief together. When Paul met with the Ephesian church leaders, he summarized the message he had preached in this way: “I have declared to both Jews and Greeks that they must turn to God in repentance and have faith in our Lord Jesus” (Acts 20:21). Once we have heard the truth about our sin and God’s holiness, about his love in sending Christ, and about Christ’s death and resurrection for our justification, we must repent. Jesus instructs, “Repent and believe the good news!” (Mark 1:15). What is repentance? It is simply turning from our sin. To repent is to recognize that you’re a sinner and to renounce sin.

Along with repentance is belief. First, we must honestly think that the gospel message is true. We must believe it in that sense. But there is much more to this belief than that. We can believe, for example, that the Angel Falls of Venezuela are nearly twenty times higher than Niagara Falls, or that a spider’s web will help clot blood if we have a bad wound, or that inhabitants of Iceland read more books per person per year than the inhabitants of any other country, or that Sir Christopher Wren only had six months of training as an architect. But this is not the kind of belief the gospel requires.

The belief that Jesus enjoins is not a mere mental assent; it is believing in and fully relying on the good news of salvation. We must assent that we are unable to satisfy God’s demands on us no matter how morally we live. We aren’t to trust a little in ourselves and a little in God; we must rely on God fully, and trust in Christ alone for our salvation.

True belief demands not only faith but also repentance; it demands that our lives actually change. Repentance and faith are
actually the two sides of the same coin. It is not as though we can choose the basic model (belief) and then, if we really want to get holy at some later time, we can start adding some repentance. Repenting is what we do when we begin thinking rightly about God and ourselves—belief without this kind of change is counterfeit. J. C. Ryle put it well when he said, “There is a common worldly kind of Christianity in this day, which many have, and think they have enough—a cheap Christianity which offends nobody, and requires no sacrifice—which costs nothing, and is worth nothing.”

The repentance that Jesus calls for here is connected, of course, with believing this news, because if it is a new message, it is no surprise that you change your mind when you hear it. The Greek word for “repent,” *metanoia,* literally means “to change your mind.” And because your mind changes, your life changes, too.

Real Christianity is never simply an addition to or cultivation of something that has always been in one’s life. Rather, it is a radical about-face, a turning around. All Christians make this about-face as we come to rely on Christ’s finished work on the cross. To say that you trust, without living as though you do, is not a biblical trust. We change the way we act, but only because we change what we believe. Such change is the work of God’s Spirit. We’ll explore that in the next chapter.

**Conclusion**

Christianity has a specific, cognitive content. It is not a religious enthusiasm. It is not a deep personal intuition. It is news—news that says something about ourselves, about God, about Jesus. This news is either right or wrong. Either we are sinful (as the Bible claims) or we are not sinful. Either God does or does not exist. Either he is or he is not who the Bible says he is. Either Jesus did die on the cross and rise from the dead or he did not.

In our own local church, I always ask prospective members to tell me the gospel in one minute or less (unlike what I’ve done in this chapter!). I do that because I want to be sure people clearly
know the gospel. Have you stopped and thought recently about what you claim to believe? B. B. Warfield described it this way:

A dozen ignorant peasants proclaiming a crucified Jew as the founder of a new faith; bearing as the symbol of their worship an instrument which was the sign of ignominy, slavery and crime; preaching what must have seemed an absurd doctrine of humility, patient suffering and love to enemies—graces undreamed of before; demanding what must have seemed an absurd worship for one who had died like a malefactor and a slave, and making what must have seemed an absurd promise of everlasting life through one who had himself died, and that between two thieves.\(^8\)

As extraordinary as this message is, it is true. It really happened this way. Other messages—“I’m OK—you’re OK”; “Whatever you think of as love is God”; “Jesus is your friend”; “You should live right”—are not the good news of Christianity. They are half true at best, and they are dangerously \emph{untrue} when they are relied on as the Christian gospel. But this good news of Christ’s dying on the cross as an atoning sacrifice for the sins of all those who would ever turn and trust in him—this good news is not make-believe. This is for real!

Over the years, I’ve quoted many skeptical responses to the claims of Christianity, or indeed to any claims to truth.

“I don’t believe in truth. I believe in style,” said English actor Hugh Grant.\(^9\)

“Whatever is, is right,” maintained the Marquis de Sade.

We must not imagine that such responses are nonresponses. Or that such responses have no consequences. As Dostoyevsky said, “If God didn’t exist, everything would be possible.”\(^10\)

John Wesley once mused on earthly greatness:

\begin{quote}
I was in the robe-chamber, adjoining to the House of Lords, when the King put on his robes. His brow was much furrowed with age, and quite clouded with care. And is this all the world can give even to a King? All the grandeur it can afford? A blanket of
ermine around his shoulders, so heavy and cumbersome he can scarce move under it! A huge heap of borrowed hair, with a few plates of gold and glittering stones upon his head! Alas, what a bauble is human greatness! And even this will not endure.11

As one T-shirt says, “He who dies with the most toys still dies.” Who dies? The guy with the toys, and the guy with the T-shirt. The king and John Wesley. Dostoyevsky and de Sade. The architect and the actor. You and me. At this point, the mortality rate shows no sign of dropping: one out of one still dies.

Have we heard the gospel? Have we believed it with our lives or are we still playing at religion? Do we attend church occasionally when our curiosity is up or our guilt is aroused, while regularly and with great satisfaction serving ourselves first?

To really hear the gospel is to be shaken to your core. To really hear the gospel is to change. Have you heard the gospel—not a soothing word about your goodness, or about God’s acceptance, or about Jesus’s inoffensive willingness to befriend all and sundry, or even some convicting word about getting rid of some sin in your life? Have you heard the Bible’s great message about God? Does it sound like the best news you’ve ever heard? Old sins forgiven! New life begun! A personal relationship with your God, your Creator, now and forever!

What better news could you hear?

OTHER RESOURCES

- For group study: God’s Good News: The Gospel, a seven-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For handing out to Christians and non-Christians: What Is the Gospel?, by Greg Gilbert
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Conclusion
“I’m not the man I used to be. Can you ever forgive me?”

That is what one man said to a woman thirteen years after being charged with raping her. Had you known that man or had you heard of the case against him, would you have believed his claim that he had changed? I suspect most people would be somewhat skeptical, not just toward that one repentant man but toward anyone who claims to have changed in any deep and lasting way. People today are skeptical that anyone can really change. Politicians, lawyers, preachers, professors, reporters, lobbyists—they all have their predetermined vices, don’t they?

Many today see wisdom as learning to accept your internal circumstances, to adapt to them—not to try to fundamentally change them. The die is cast, the lot is fixed, our personality is assigned, and except for some terrible trauma, the assumption is that the leopard does not change his spots, the anxious person his personality, or the insecure person his psyche. “It is what it is!” Maturity comes from facing up to the truth about yourself and resigning yourself to it.

Any suggestion that you can change deeply is regarded with serious suspicion. Such a suggestion is seen as a potentially sinister
tool of manipulation in the hands of those who would coerce you into conformity to their standards by cultivating in you self-hatred or a loathing of some characteristic of yourself, whether it be your sexual desires, your vocational ambitions, your ethical standards, or your religious beliefs. We are who we are, and we should be proud of it!

But for all of this uncertainty and suspicion, people do have a deep longing for change. There’s a restlessness about the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune and, if the truth were known, a dissatisfaction with ourselves that is as widespread as it is deep-seated. We are not content, so we rearrange the furniture, paint the hallway, or buy new clothes. If things then get worse, we wonder about changing where we live. We ask for flexible hours at our job, or even change jobs. Sometimes we might even long to change our spouse. Today even those more traditionally fixed boundaries of sexuality and of life itself are transgressed in a vain attempt to find satisfaction. And yet, as work conditions and jobs, marriages and families, and even gender and death become subject to our own choices, we seem to find ourselves defeated, trapped, and hopeless.

So are the cynics right? Is any real change impossible?

What does the Bible say about deep, real, personal change? In the context of this book, of course, we are talking about the great change that takes place in conversion. A biblical understanding of conversion is one characteristic of a healthy church, and as we consider what conversion is all about—as we seek a biblical understanding of conversion—we will ask five questions.

**Is Change Needed?**

First, we must ask, is change needed?

Many will immediately answer no. Many choose complacency about our human condition. When confronted with the idea that they might need some great alteration in their life, they say, “Why change? You shouldn’t impose your ideas on others, you know. Besides, you’re surely not suggesting that *your* way of living, *your*
way of looking at the world, is any better than mine? If you are suggesting that, you must be some kind of self-righteous hypocrite! I'll kindly thank you to manage your own neuroses and leave me to mine!"

But the Bible clearly teaches that change is needed, that we are not “just fine.” In fact, the Bible teaches that we’re in trouble. Some years ago, a reporter asked Sam Perkins (who was at the time with the Seattle SuperSonics), “How will you rebound from your thirty-five-point loss?”

Perkins replied: “We just have to maintain our consistency.” Of course, consistency in losing won’t do.

We considered in our last chapter the depth of our moral desperation before God. Jesus said, “Light has come into the world, but men loved darkness instead of light because their deeds were evil. Everyone who does evil hates the light, and will not come into the light for fear that his deeds will be exposed” (John 3:19–20).

Paul reminded the Ephesian Christians that before they were converted, they were dead in their sins and transgressions (Eph. 2:1). And he taught clearly that this spiritual death was shared by all humanity. You’ll recall from the last chapter how Paul quotes the Old Testament in a sweeping denunciation of any claim we might make to being righteous in and of ourselves:

What shall we conclude then? Are we any better? Not at all! We have already made the charge that Jews and Gentiles alike are all under sin. As it is written:

“There is no one righteous, not even one; there is no one who understands, no one who seeks God. All have turned away, they have together become worthless; there is no one who does good, not even one.”

“Their throats are open graves; their tongues practice deceit.”
“The poison of vipers is on their lips.”
“Their mouths are full of cursing and bitterness.”
“Theyir feet are swift to shed blood;
ruin and misery mark their ways,
and the way of peace they do not know.”
“There is no fear of God before their eyes.”

Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to those who are under the law, so that every mouth may be silenced and the whole world held accountable to God. Therefore no one will be declared righteous in his sight by observing the law; rather, through the law we become conscious of sin. (Rom. 3:9–20)

Now consider these twin truths: We are in desperate need of God’s grace; and God owes his grace to no one. That’s the very nature of grace—it is not something owed. What God owes us is justice for our sins.

And when God’s Spirit begins powerfully to call us to turn from our sins, we experience a great sense of conviction. We begin to sense something of the seriousness of sin.

The Spirit’s conviction does not cause us to become spiritually paranoid and or to imagine that we have committed more sins than we had previously realized (though in a sense we do begin to do this). Rather, as God’s Spirit begins to convict us, he brings a particular sin to our attention, and that particular sin seems more serious than it did before. We begin to realize the seriousness of sin, particularly the seriousness of its deadly character as an act of revolt against God himself. We begin to feel like the psalmist who prayed, “Against you, you only, have I sinned and done what is evil in your sight, so that you are proved right when you speak, and justified when you judge” (Ps. 51:4).

The images of our human nature that God gives us in the Bible are quite radical—images of being in debt, enslaved, bankrupt, and even dead. This is what the Bible presents as our condition, our situation. It is disastrous, and we had best get out of it. Clearly, we need to change.
Is Change Really Possible?

But then comes this second question: Is change really possible?

Again, many are skeptical. We are the way we are, and maturity comes in accepting this idea. Perhaps we need to do a little work on reintegrating our personalities, people say, but it is manifestly unhelpful to hope that any kind of fundamental change will occur. It is a deception to say that we can deeply change, says the secular mindset. Our resources are limited to the narrow scope of this world, and within this world and in our own power we find no evidence that self-transformation is even possible. And if you say that you’re looking for help from beyond this world, people wonder if you’re talking about UFOs. There will be the kind of bemused acceptance that you’d find upon introducing your invisible friend “Bert” at a dinner party.

Is fundamental change just a fantasy? Not according to the Bible. The Bible says that not only do we need change, but that change is possible. God has made us all, each and every one, with a capacity to know, love, and serve him; and the Bible teaches that we should admit that we are on a course away from God and that we must change that course in order to return to him. And this, we’re taught, can really be done.

The gospel can give us a new start. God can actually give us a new life. That’s what we find in the New Testament. That’s the great news. As amazing as it may seem to us, what Jesus described to Nicodemus in John 3, Paul experienced in Acts 9. Throughout the New Testament, this radical reality is presented and explained, from Romans 6 to Ephesians 2 to 1 Peter 1.

According to the Bible, this is a crucial part of the good news: Change is possible.

What Change Do We Need?

A third, more specific question is, what change do we need?

Many who concede that they need to change say that they need to be more uninhibited about serving themselves, perhaps—
to learn better how to marshal their resources to meet their goals. Gandhi said that the crying need of our time is a conversion that leads to self-purification and self-realization. Many would say that our problems come only from our confused inability to do what we want to do, and any change, any conversion, must be one that helps us to fulfill our own potential. Any change must simply reinforce us; it should never fundamentally alter us or convict us of wrong.

Robert Jenson has reflected on our tolerant society’s strange intolerance to Christian conversion:

Imagine yourself at a dinner party in Manhattan or in a college town in Minnesota and relate two conversions, one to Christianity and the other away from it, and see what will happen; one will be received as a tale of horrid narrow-mindedness and the other as an example of an open society’s marvelous possibilities.¹

But the Bible says that the change we need is not merely to “discover” ourselves, but to turn. One word for repent in the Old and New Testaments literally means “to turn.” It means to turn from our sin and to the one true God. We need to resign our claim to be the final judges and governors of our own lives, and acknowledge that that role belongs to God alone. Our past sins need to be forgiven. Our present lives need to be reoriented. Our future destiny needs to be changed from the hell of God’s righteous judgment to the heaven of God’s gracious forgiveness in Christ.

This is the great change that we need. It is not just adjusting our lives to ourselves and our own desires. It is adjusting our lives to God and his ways with us. It is acknowledging God’s claims on us. As someone has said, the first step toward the one true God is to acknowledge that we are not that God.

It is in this great change that we are saved. We understand our state apart from this change to be dire, and so we call this change conversion, or salvation. We call it being born again.

The real change that we need is this conversion from worship-
ing ourselves to worshiping God, from being guilty in ourselves before God to being forgiven in Christ.

What Will This Change Involve?
This brings us to the fourth question we should consider about conversion: What will this change involve?

Mental Acceptance?
Many say that conversion is merely a mental acceptance. We simply need to make a decision, walk down an aisle, fill out a card, pray a prayer. The change, as they conceive of it, may be fairly slight. It may involve beginning to cherish some moral sentiments, joining the church, enlisting yourself in programs and activities, volunteering to help the needy. It’s sort of a large version of a New Year’s resolution.

But the Bible says the great change we need involves much more: it involves turning from our sins and to God. It involves repenting of our sins and following God. Conversion includes both the change of the heart toward God that is repentance, and the belief and trust in Christ and his Word that is faith. As a pastor, I find many people erring today in one of two different ways.

First, there is the problem of people who don’t think that they’re converted when they really are. They know that the Scriptures teach that Christians will not be given over to sin, and so whenever they sin, they feel the accusation of the Devil and they tend to agree with him that perhaps they are not truly Christians. But my poor, doubting friend, if this is you, if you are quick to agree with the charges of the Devil whenever you sin, let me urge you not to forget God’s goodness to you, the good work that he has done in your heart, the work that perhaps even your friends have seen God doing in you. Consider Joan of Arc’s response when she was asked a tricky, entrapping question by some judges: “Asked whether she knows she is in the grace of God, she answered, ‘If I’m not, may God put me there; and if I am, may God keep me in it.’”
That would be a good prayer for each of us. The truly changed, truly converted, truly Christian heart can say with John Newton, “I am not what I ought to be. I am not what I wish to be. I am not what I hope to be. Yet I can truly say, I am not what I once was. By the grace of God, I am what I am.”

The second problem, I have to confess, worries me even more: some people think they are converted when really they are not. Every pastor knows this problem as well. You have perhaps heard the story that Charles Spurgeon, the great pastor in nineteenth-century London, recounted in his classic book, *The Soul Winner*: “A drunken man came up to Rowland Hill, one day, and said, ‘I am one of your converts, Mr. Hill.’ ‘I daresay you are,’ replied that shrewd and sensible preacher; ‘but you are none of the Lord’s, or you would not be drunk.’” Spurgeon concludes, “To this practical test we must bring all our work.”

As a pastor, Spurgeon was well acquainted with this problem, particularly among people who had gone to church enough to learn to talk differently—to talk the Bible and talk Christianity—but whose hearts hadn’t changed so that they lived differently. In one sermon he characterized these people who were sure that they had been converted and were happy to talk about it, even though their lives didn’t seem to reflect it:

They say they are saved, and they stick to it they are, and think it wicked to doubt it; but yet they have no reason to warrant their confidence. There are those who are ready to be fully assured; there are others to whom it will be death to talk of it. There is a great difference between presumption and full assurance. Full assurance is reasonable: it is based on solid ground. Presumption takes for granted, and with brazen face pronounces that to be its own which it has no right to whatsoever. Beware, I pray thee, of presuming that thou art saved. If with thy heart thou dost trust in Jesus, then thou art saved; but if thou merely sayest, “I trust in Jesus,” it doth not save thee. If thy heart be renewed, if thou shalt hate the things that thou didst once love, and love the things that thou didst once hate; if thou hast really repented; if there be
a thorough change of mind in thee; if thou be born again, then hast thou reason to rejoice: but if there be no vital change, no inward godliness; if there be no love to God, no prayer, no work of the Holy Spirit, then thy saying, “I am saved,” is but thine own assertion, and it may delude, but it will not deliver thee. Our prayer ought to be, “Oh that thou wouldst bless me indeed, with real faith, with real salvation, with the trust in Jesus that is the essential of faith; not with the conceit that begets credulity. God preserve us from imaginary blessings!”

We must realize that it is possible to be an active member of a local church and yet not truly be a member of the people of God.

Moral Resolve?
Some people believe that conversion is all about living a good life and being more moral—collecting and codifying my moral resolutions. It’s about taking responsibility to craft my own morality, my own goodness, my own righteousness. Conversion means I have to start resolving my moral dilemmas, cleaning up my act, and making myself more acceptable in God’s sight. It means no more messing around.

Mere Relying on Christ
According to the Bible, however, the real change of Christian conversion involves relying on Christ alone. We can’t justify ourselves before God, improving our lives a little bit here and a little bit there and thinking that somehow such changes will hide our sins from God or make our hearts appear righteous before him. In true conversion we begin to rest in Christ, to trust in him and in his merits before God. This great change is all about realizing that we can never go to church enough, we can never teach enough Sunday school classes, we can never give enough money, we can never be kind enough or beautiful enough, or happy and contented with our religious lives enough to merit God’s good will toward us.

We must realize that because of our sin, we are truly desperate
before God. Regardless of how prosperous our outward situation may seem to be, we are truly desperate before God. Our only hope comes in understanding that God has taken on flesh in Christ, that Christ lived a perfect life and died on the cross in the place of all those who would ever turn and trust in him, and that he rose in victory over our sins and now offers to pour out his Holy Spirit into our hearts. Beginning to have this reliance, this trust in God alone, is the nature of the great change that takes place in conversion.

We must repent of our sins and trust in Christ.

**How Does This Great Change Happen?**

We come to the final question: How does this great change of conversion happen?

**We Do Nothing?**

Some say that to be converted, we need to do nothing. If we do not save ourselves, they reason, then it is a simple fact that God has saved us. The story is told that when the famous theologian Karl Barth met with Billy Graham during a series of evangelistic meetings in Switzerland, Barth told Graham that he liked Graham’s message except for one thing: Barth urged Graham to tell people not that they must be saved, but that they were already saved in Christ!

But as we have seen, the Bible teaches that in the process of conversion we must do something. Jesus didn’t exhort his followers simply to stop striving and to realize that they were in a right relation with God by his grace. Jesus didn’t tell his followers to begin a course of self-examination to see if they could discern any signs of God’s grace in their lives. Jesus told everyone that they must turn from their sins and turn to God. From the very beginning of his ministry, Jesus told people that the great conversion that they need is to turn away from their sins and to God.

So, is conversion simply a matter of exercising our will?
We Do Everything?
Do we simply need to make a decision? If that’s the case, do we then have the ability to make this decision? According to the Bible, it is clear that we should make this decision ourselves, and that we should encourage everyone we know to make this decision for themselves. So shouldn’t we persuade them and urge them to make this decision? To put it bluntly, shouldn’t we manipulate them? If we can actually get people to make a decision that will change their eternity, then shouldn’t we? If we can manipulate them into forsaking their sins and embracing God and trusting in him, then shouldn’t we?

Ironically, even we evangelicals often imagine the great change of conversion to be a kind of religious self-help. But if we read our Bibles, we know that Christianity does not preach self-salvation.

God Works This Saving Faith in Us
Perhaps every other religion on the planet preaches self-salvation, but Christianity does not. And here’s the great puzzle for many: the Bible says that this change is a matter of our character, of our heart changing. That’s the change that must be effected. But the Bible also teaches that we will not begin making these right choices if God does not first change our heart. We were created with the capacity to love and to obey God, as part of being made in his image. But since the fall, our capacities have been wasted and perverted. Our capacities have not so much been eliminated as twisted. And so we need God to give us new hearts.

The Bible tells us that is exactly what God has promised to do: “I will give them an undivided heart and put a new spirit in them; I will remove from them their heart of stone and give them a heart of flesh” (Ezek. 11:19). This kind of heart-transplanting is God’s work. And he must work this change in us if we are to accept the spiritual truths of the Bible (see 1 Cor. 2:14). As Jesus said, “No one can come to me unless the Father who sent me draws him” (John 6:44).
Christians sometimes talk about being “born again.” We get that language from Jesus himself. It wasn’t a marketing ploy of the Southern Baptist Convention back in the 1970s. It comes right from Jesus, in John chapter 3. There we read of a religious leader named Nicodemus who came to speak to Jesus. Nicodemus wanted to know what he must do to see the kingdom of God. Jesus didn’t say that he should keep up the good work, keep living a moral, religious life, or keep teaching. Jesus said that he needed a whole new life. Nicodemus asked Jesus how anyone could get such a new life, and Jesus said that only God could give it, and so Nicodemus must believe in Jesus and live by the truth.

Jesus taught that we must act, but he also taught that we can act only if God’s actions are behind our own. In so teaching, Jesus reflected the Old Testament. Consider, for example, the book of Joel. Joel was a prophet through whom the Lord prophesied great judgment. But Joel also offered words of hope: “Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved” (Joel 2:32). Paul quotes that verse in Romans 10. Prior to this verse, Joel had been prophesying about the judgment that was coming upon the Israelites for their unbelief. But why would such unbelievers call on the Lord in this saving way? We find the answer in the rest of verse 32: “Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved; for on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem there will be deliverance, as the Lord has said, among the survivors whom the Lord calls.” Who calls on the name of the Lord? Those whom the Lord calls!

In 1 Corinthians 1:18–24, we again find that it is God’s call that makes the crucial difference. Most Jews and Gentiles, Paul says, consider the gospel foolish. But “those whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks” consider the gospel to be “the wisdom of God” (v. 24).

More than a hundred years ago, a group of men and women who lived on Capitol Hill in Washington, DC, began meeting together for prayer. They committed themselves to begin the church where I am a pastor. At that meeting they set out clearly what they believed the Bible taught, including what they believed it taught
about this great change that they had known in their own lives and that they wanted to see happen in the lives of the people around them. They expressed their belief about conversion in the words of the New Hampshire Confession of Faith, article 8:

We believe that Repentance and Faith are sacred duties, and also inseparable graces, wrought in our souls by the regenerating Spirit of God; whereby being deeply convinced of our guilt, danger and helplessness, and of the way of salvation by Christ, we turn to God with unfeigned contrition, confession, and supplication for mercy; at the same time heartily receiving the Lord Jesus Christ as our Prophet, Priest and King, and relying on Him alone as the only and all sufficient Saviour.5

Notice what this statement says about conversion. We turn because we are “deeply convinced of our guilt, danger and helplessness, and of the way of salvation by Christ.” And how does that turning happen? It is “wrought in our souls by the regenerating Spirit of God.” The statement then cites two Scriptures: Acts 11:18, where the apostles are reflecting on the conversion of Cornelius the Gentile: “When they heard this, they had no further objections and praised God, saying, ‘So then, God has granted even the Gentiles repentance unto life’”; and Ephesians 2:8: “It is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and this not from yourselves, it is the gift of God.”

Ephesians 2 is a particularly important passage about conversion. According to the Bible, repentance is a gift of God and faith is a gift of God, given not because of our merit but because of Christ’s merit. If one would have the gifts of repentance and faith, he must turn from his sins and turn to God in Christ.

The Bible says this great change, this conversion, normally comes through studying God’s Word. Recall what the psalmist says in Psalm 19:7:

The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul.
The statutes of the Lord are trustworthy, making wise the simple.

Again and again we find in the Bible that conversions come through the preaching of and listening to the Word of God. He has promised that it will be this way:

As the rain and the snow come down from heaven, and do not return to it without watering the earth and making it bud and flourish, so that it yields seed for the sower and bread for the eater, so is my word that goes out from my mouth: It will not return to me empty, but will accomplish what I desire and achieve the purpose for which I sent it. (Isa. 55:10–11)

Consider this carefully: God would not promise this if he were not the one ultimately responsible for bearing the fruit, for our conversion, for our response to him. That’s why we read in the book of Acts that, as a result of the gospel being proclaimed in Antioch, “All who were appointed for eternal life believed” (Acts 13:48). Neither we who are converted nor those who brought the gospel to us can take any credit. If any have come to know God under the sound of my preaching of the Word of God, I cannot go back and put a notch on my belt, because I know that the one who converts is not the preacher. The one who converts ultimately is God himself.

We are called to tell people that they must turn to God. But we must understand that God is calling us to talk to a bunch of corpses! That is how the Bible describes our natural state: we are spiritually dead, as we saw in Ephesians 2. So how can those who are spiritually dead ever turn to God in faith? They can do so only if God gives them life. And how does God give them life? We find throughout both the Old and the New Testaments that God has
chosen to give life to the spiritually dead through the proclaiming of his Word. We see this in Ezekiel 37, the vision of the valley of dry bones. God gives Ezekiel a vision of going and preaching to a valley full of corpses. But through the preaching of God’s Word, God’s Spirit goes out and he brings life. Saving, converting faith comes only “from hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ” (Rom. 10:17). The message from Christ and about Christ is the only means that God uses to bring about this great change in us.

One of the most amazing New Testament examples of this is in Acts 10, where we see God desiring to bring the Gentile centurion Cornelius to himself. You would think that would be a pretty straightforward matter for the sovereign God of the universe. God could just “zap” Cornelius. But God didn’t do that. God decided to work as he had worked throughout the whole Bible. He would not convert Cornelius without someone who knows God’s Word telling Cornelius the good news. So God gave Cornelius a vision, telling him to send some of his men to another city to find Peter. God then sent another vision to Peter, to convince him that it was okay to talk to a Gentile about Jesus. He then had Peter accompany the angel back to Cornelius.

Now that’s doing things the long way around! I don’t know why God does it this way, but we find similar instances again and again in the Bible. When God brings life, he does it through his Word. He does it through the good news of Jesus Christ, through you and me telling people around us the truth about the great change we can have in Christ. God could have simply saved Cornelius directly, but he chose to do it as he has always done, through his Word and through human agents. He went to quite some trouble to do this, involving angels and visions and people traveling great distances to proclaim God’s Word. As Peter himself would later observe, “You have been born again, not of perishable seed, but of imperishable, through the living and enduring word of God” (1 Pet. 1:23).

God has always done it this way, from Noah, to Abraham, to
Moses, to the nation of Israel, to Jesus calling his disciples. As Jesus explained to his disciples, “You did not choose me, but I chose you . . . to go and bear fruit” (John 15:16). We also remember Peter’s words at Pentecost: “The promise is for you and your children and for all who are far off—for all whom the Lord our God will call” (Acts 2:39).

Later in Acts, Paul spoke to a gathering of women in Philippi, among whom was the merchant Lydia. Lydia heard the gospel, but in order to find salvation, she would need to respond. And she did, but how did it happen? We are told that “the Lord opened her heart to respond to Paul’s message” (Acts 16:14).

Of course, Paul himself knew something about God’s initiative in salvation. He was interrupted on his way to persecute Christians, made to fall to the ground! God in his love took the initiative to reveal himself to Paul.

We could find many more examples from the Bible, but the point is clear. Again and again God has shown the truth of what John wrote: “This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning sacrifice for our sins” (1 John 4:10).

We show that we understand God’s initiative in salvation whenever we pray that he will save a particular person, that he will “bring them to himself.” We know that it is God who saves, so we pray that God in his great love will pour out his Spirit, that the gospel will be faithfully preached, and that he will save people.

If our conversion, our turning, is basically understood to be something we do ourselves instead of being something God does in us, then we misunderstand it. Conversion certainly includes our own actions. We must make a sincere commitment. We must make a self-conscious decision. Even so, conversion—real conversion—is more than that. Scripture is clear in teaching that we are not all journeying toward God—some having found him, others still seeking. Instead, Scripture presents us as needing to have our hearts replaced, our minds transformed, and our spirits given life. We can do none of this for ourselves. The change each human
needs, regardless of how we may outwardly appear, is so radical, so near our roots, that only God can bring it about. We need God to convert us.

I fear that one of the results of misunderstanding the Bible’s teaching on conversion may be that evangelical churches are full of people who have made sincere commitments at some point in their lives but who have not experienced the radical change that the Bible calls conversion. According to one study by the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board, Southern Baptists have a divorce rate equal to or even slightly above the national average in America. Another more recent national study suggests that the “Bible Belt” states are among the highest in the nation in divorce rates. Why? Whence comes this “reverse witness”? Could it have come about in part because the pastors in our churches have not preached the truth about conversion—perhaps out of a concern simply to have larger churches? Or perhaps they simply haven’t understood that a real, radical change is required. And so our churches have come to resemble Elks Clubs and Moose Lodges more than churches of the truly regenerated. The cause of such a negative witness among reputed followers of Christ must be at least in part the unbiblical preaching about conversion by many pastors—with blame to be shared by the congregations that have allowed them to do that.

According to the Bible, our repentance and faith are gifts of God to us; our conversion, our great change, occurs only by God’s grace.

**Conclusion**

We see that change is both needed and possible. The change we need is a change from living guilt-incurred lives of sin to living forgiven lives of trust in Christ. To do this we must repent of our sins and trust in Christ. And this can happen only by God’s grace through the preaching of his Word.

Down through the ages, men and women have continued to experience this great change. For an African man named Augustine, it came when he heard a child’s voice in the next yard say-
ing, “Take up and read, take up and read.” Augustine, who had been living a very dissolute life, happened to have a copy of the New Testament beside him when he heard those words. When he looked down, his eyes fell upon a verse in the book of Romans:

The hour has come for you to wake up from your slumber, because our salvation is nearer now than when we first believed. The night is nearly over; the day is almost here. So let us put aside the deeds of darkness and put on the armor of light. Let us behave decently, as in the daytime, not in orgies and drunkenness, not in sexual immorality and debauchery, not in dissension and jealousy. Rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus Christ, and do not think about how to gratify the desires of the sinful nature. (Rom. 13:11–14)

Having read these words, Augustine arose a changed man.

Martin Luther was a monk who, in his study of the Psalms and of Paul’s letters to the Romans and the Galatians, began to see that the righteousness God requires of us is not our own righteousness but rather God’s, and it is God’s gift to all who trust in Christ. When Luther came to realize this, he said, “It was as if the gates of paradise themselves swung open.”

Not far away, in Bedford, a young tinker (a pot fixer) named John Bunyan overheard two old washer-women talking about God as if they really knew him. He couldn’t get their conversation out of his mind, and God used that to strike his heart. Bunyan asked himself if there was something he had missed. He began to wonder, can you really know God? God used these overheard conversations to bring Bunyan, who would later write Pilgrim’s Progress, to faith in Christ.

For young C. H. Spurgeon, it was a snowstorm, which led to an old Primitive Methodist deacon filling in for the preacher at the church Spurgeon attended. As Spurgeon later described, the church was almost empty, Spurgeon was sitting in the back, almost by himself, and the old deacon got up there, looked straight at Spurgeon, and in broken sentences repeated just one phrase again
and again: “Look unto Christ! That’s all you gotta do, just look unto Christ!” He just kept saying it, “Look unto Christ! Look unto Christ!” And God used that to open Spurgeon’s eyes to the truth.

For C. S. Lewis, it was the recurring idea of the redeemer-god in mythology that began to suggest to him that something might be going on.

For a friend of mine, it was hearing an open-air preacher at the University of Maryland—hearing him come again and again, year after year, preaching the gospel.

For me, it was coming to believe that Jesus Christ had indeed risen bodily from the dead.

For many people in the church I serve, it was the faithful teaching of their parents or of a Sunday school teacher.

God has used many ways to get his Word out. But however he does it, he does it to this end—to give us the gifts of repentance and faith. He does it so that we will turn from our sins and turn to him, and so experience this great conversion, this great change that we all so desperately need.

So much for the idea that we humans are unchangeable. God has, down through the ages, changed people. I don’t know if the person referred to at the beginning of this chapter really became a changed man. But I know that by God’s grace, many, many people have.

Ironically, rather than such change being impossible (as many secular cynics think), it would seem in some ways to be the order of the day. In our pursuit to keep our options open, a protean, ever-changing, undefined self seems to be the idol of our popular culture. All we do is change. Our present world is one of great flux and change. As Tozer expressed it, “Human nature, as we know it, is in a formative state. It is being changed into the image of the thing it loves.” The only problem is that most of the changes are not for the good.

Our lives are like those old Polaroid snapshots. They are slowly but surely developing into a picture of the god we worship. Before
our very eyes we see in ourselves the image of our god, the picture of the person or the thing we worship, coming into focus as its character is replicated in our life.

Some of us have heard God’s call and felt our desperate need for change, for what the Bible calls conversion. And by God’s grace, some of us have experienced that. If you haven’t, you need to turn from your sin and turn to God.

Biblical change may seem beyond you. But the good news is, it’s not beyond God. You need only to heed the words of Jesus: “Repent, and believe the good news.”

OTHER RESOURCES

• For group study: Real Change: Conversion, a seven-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
• For handing out: Am I Really a Christian?, by Michael McKinley
What’s Coming Up

Mark Five: A Biblical Understanding of Evangelism

What Is Evangelism?

It Is Not Imposition
It Is Not Personal Testimony
It Is Not Social Action or Political Involvement
It Is Not Apologetics
It Is Not the Results of Evangelism

Who Should Evangelize?

Why Should We Evangelize?

How Should We Evangelize?

1. Tell people with honesty that if they repent and believe, they will be saved—but it will be costly.
2. Tell people with urgency that if they repent and believe, they will be saved—but they must decide now.
3. Tell people with joy that if they repent and believe the good news, they will be saved. However difficult it may be, it is all worth it!
4. Use the Bible.
5. Realize that the lives of individual Christians and of the church as a whole are a central part of evangelism.
6. Remember to pray.
7. Build relationships with non-Christians.
8. Work together with other Christians to take the gospel to those who don’t live around any Christians.

Conclusion
What do you think of when you hear the word *evangelist*? Do you think of Billy Graham? Or the character called Evangelist in *Pilgrim’s Progress*? Do you think perhaps of a television preacher of questionable repute? A KFC bucket being passed down the row for the offering? A fund-raising letter complete with business reply envelope?

When you hear the word *evangelist*, which comes more quickly to mind—a charlatan or a saint?

Evangelism is undoubtedly a tangled topic today. Sinclair Lewis’s scandalous fictitious evangelist Elmer Gantry pales in comparison to the lurid reality of recent scandals involving famous evangelists.

And when we get beyond the personalities of evangelists and think about the process of evangelism itself, we wonder whether Christian evangelism as practiced today is any different from the excesses of the Crusades in the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries.

When the subject of evangelism comes up, even among Christians, many questions arise and feelings can range from guilt to genuine perplexity:

“Shouldn’t evangelism be left to the professionals? Shouldn’t it be done by those who really know how to do it? I mean, it is so
often done so badly. I wouldn’t want to add to that! I don’t know enough.”

Others may say, “I’m really not sure what evangelism means. I guess we’re supposed to convince other people that they’re wrong and we’re right. Is that what evangelism is?”

Skeptics may wonder, “Isn’t it really just an ego trip, to be so filled with self-importance that you try to cause someone else to accept your gospel? It isn’t really kosher, is it, in these pluralistic times, to try to get other people to change their beliefs and accept yours? I mean, religious faith is so personal and all.”

Christians often leave evangelism to “the professionals” out of a sense of inadequacy, apathy, ignorance, fear, or simply feeling that it is inappropriate for them to do it. Perhaps they’re not sure of what evangelism entails and how it should be done. This situation is tragic. I’m convinced that one of the distinguishing marks of a healthy church is a biblical understanding and practice of evangelism.

You may recall my mentioning that chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this book are all tied very closely to salvation, with each of these chapters viewing it from a slightly different angle. In chapter 4 we looked at the very moment of salvation—conversion, the great change. In chapter 3 we considered the content of the gospel message itself. In this chapter we want to consider how we are to tell others that great message that has changed us. How are we to “gospelize,” to evangelize? What is evangelism, and why should we do it?

To help us understand and practice evangelism, I want us to consider four simple questions:

1. What is evangelism?
2. Who should evangelize?
3. Why should we evangelize?
4. How should we evangelize?

Actually, these are not four entirely different questions. Our answers will weave in and out and influence each other. But each
of these questions will provide a distinct viewpoint from which to see and understand this great biblical topic of evangelism. We can’t answer all possible questions about evangelism, of course, but after considering these four, I hope we will at least find that we can be more understanding and more obedient and have a healthier church culture when it comes to our calling to evangelize.

Before proceeding, permit me to recommend six other books on this important topic.

Will Metzger’s book *Tell the Truth* is probably the best book I know on evangelism.¹ It offers practical helps and presents a particularly good theological understanding of the gospel and of the process of evangelism.

Mack Stiles’s books *Speaking of Jesus* and *Marks of a Messenger* are great reads and full of good stories of how you can actually, practically, talk to your friends about Jesus.² Stiles gives entertaining and informative examples of turning conversations to the gospel, and some encouraging accounts of real-life conversions.

Iain Murray’s book *Revival and Revivalism* is a heavier read than the first three, but well worth it.³ In this historical work, Murray looks at how the practice of evangelism in America changed from 1750 to 1850 and how those changes continue to affect us today. If you’re more serious-minded and you like history or edifying stories, this would be a great book to read.

For a greater grasp of the biblical and theological foundations of evangelism, see J. I. Packer’s *Evangelism and the Sovereignty of God.*⁴ This book is as good as it is short! It has only four chapters and less than a hundred pages, but people consistently find it helpful in answering basic questions on what biblical evangelism is.

And finally, if I may be so bold, I’ve written a book on evangelism which expands much of the content in this chapter—*The Gospel and Personal Evangelism.*⁵ I wrote it as something you could put in the hands of a college student who is a young Christian. It’s intended to be an introduction to evangelism.

So much for the book reviews; on with the chapter.
What Is Evangelism?

Let’s begin with the simple question, what is evangelism?

Sometimes we share the gospel wrongly because we misunderstand what evangelism is. People mistakenly consider a number of things to be evangelism that really are not. Let me mention five.

It Is Not Imposition

Probably the most common objection to evangelism these days is, “Isn’t it wrong to impose our beliefs on others?” Some people think evangelism is an imposition. And the way evangelism is often done, I can understand the confusion. But when you understand what the Bible presents as evangelism, you understand that it’s really not a matter of imposing your beliefs.

First, you must understand that the things you believe in as a Christian are facts. They are not mere beliefs or opinions.

Second, these facts are not yours in the sense that they uniquely pertain to you or your perspective or experience, or in the sense that you made them up on your own. When you evangelize, you are presenting God’s truth.

Finally, in biblical evangelism we don’t impose anything. We can’t. According to the Bible, evangelism is simply telling the good news; it does not include making sure that the other person responds to it correctly. I wish we could make people respond to the gospel, but we cannot. According to the Bible, the fruit of evangelism comes from God, not from our clever techniques or personal passion for what we are doing. As Paul wrote to the Corinthians,

What, after all, is Apollos? And what is Paul? Only servants, through whom you came to believe—as the Lord has assigned to each his task. I planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow. (1 Cor. 3:5–7; cf. 2 Cor. 3:5–6)

This is an important point for us to grasp, especially in a world that is so hostile to evangelism. One time at Cambridge I was talk-
ing with a Lebanese Muslim friend about a mutual friend who was a fairly secular Muslim. My friend wanted him to embrace a more faithful Muslim lifestyle, and I wanted him to become a Christian. So, in a strange way, my friend and I had something in common. We were both concerned about our mutual friend, though we had very different solutions for his problem. We commiserated on the difficulty of living in a secular British culture. Then my friend remarked on the corruption of that Christian country. I responded that Great Britain is not a Christian country, that in fact there is no such thing as a Christian country. That, my friend said, quickly seizing the opportunity, is the problem with Christianity compared to Islam. Christianity does not provide answers and guidelines for all of the complexities of real life, he maintained. It has no overarching sociopolitical pattern to offer people for the real questions they come up against.

I responded that that is because of Christianity’s realistic portrayal of the human condition. He asked me what I meant. I said, rather frankly, that Islam is shallow in thinking that the human problem is simply a matter of behavior. According to Islam, the problem is merely a question of the will. But Christianity, I said, teaches that there is a much deeper problem, and this is a more accurate understanding of the human situation. Christianity defines human sinfulness not merely as an aggregate, a collection, of bad actions, but as an expression of a bad heart, a heart in rebellion against God. Christianity recognizes our problem as a matter of character, of human nature. Christianity has no comprehensive political program because the real human problem cannot ultimately be dealt with by political power.

To make it clear, I said to my friend, “Look, I could put a sword to a person’s throat and make him at least a sufficiently good Muslim.”

He agreed that that was true.

“But,” I continued, “I cannot put a sword to a person’s throat and make him a Christian. Becoming a Christian is not a matter of your
doing this and not doing that, nor of your following that law and not
doing that thing. To be a Christian is to have your life transformed
by God. The Bible presents the human problem as something that
could never be solved by coercive force or human imposition. All I
can do is to present the good news accurately to you, live a life of
love toward you, and pray that God will convict you of your sins. I
can pray for God to show you your need of a Savior, and to give you
the gifts of repentance and faith. But I can’t make you a Christian.”

Christian evangelism by its very nature involves no coercion,
only proclamation and love. We are to present the gospel freely to
all; we cannot manipulate anyone to truly accept it. Truly biblical
evangelism is never an imposition.

It Is Not Personal Testimony
Some think of a personal testimony as evangelism. Certainly a
testimony of what God has done in our lives may include the good
news, but it also may not include it. In telling other people how
much Jesus means to you, you may not have told them the gospel
at all. Have you explained what Christ did by dying on the cross?
It is good to share your own testimony of what God has done in
your life, but in your testimony, you may not actually make clear
what Christ’s claims are on other people.

Testimony is, of course, very popular in our postmodern,
“that’s-good-for-you” age. Who would object to your thinking
you’ve gotten something good from Christ? But wait and see what
happens when you try to move the conversation from what Jesus
has done for you to the facts of the life, death, and resurrection of
Christ and how that all applies to your nonbelieving friend. That’s
when you discover that testimony is not necessarily evangelism.

It Is Not Social Action or Political Involvement
Some people mistake social action or political involvement for
evangelism. When our eyes fall from God to humanity, it’s not
surprising that social ills replace sin in our concerns. Today, hori-
zontal problems—problems between people—often obscure the fundamental vertical problem between us and God. Too often, what passes for evangelism may really be crusades for public virtues or for programs of compassion or for other social changes. But as Donald McGavran, well-known missionary to India in the mid-twentieth century, said,

_Evangelism is not proclaiming the desirability of a liquorless world and persuading people to vote for prohibition. Evangelism is not proclaiming the desirability of sharing the wealth and persuading people to take political action to achieve it._6

Prohibition and distribution of wealth might not be everyone’s primary concern today, but the point is the same. Evangelism is not declaring God’s political plan for the nations. It is not recruiting for the church. Evangelism is a declaration of the gospel to individual men and women. Societies are challenged and changed when, through this gospel, the Lord brings individual men and women together in churches, to display his character in the interactions of those whom he has saved.

It Is Not Apologetics

Other people may mistake apologetics for evangelism. The term _apologetics_ refers to the process of answering questions and objections people may have about our Christian beliefs. As with sharing your testimony, such question-answering and defending may often be a part of your conversations with others about Christ, and may include evangelism. But it is not the same thing as evangelism. Defending the virgin birth of Christ or the historicity of the resurrection is very important, but it is not evangelism. Apologetics is defending the faith, answering the questions others have about Christianity. It is responding to the agenda that others set. Evangelism, however, is following Christ’s agenda. It is the positive act of telling the good news about Jesus Christ and the way of salvation through him.
It Is Not the Results of Evangelism

Finally, one of the most common and dangerous mistakes is to confuse the results of evangelism with evangelism itself. This may be the most subtle of the misunderstandings. Evangelism must not be confused with the fruit of evangelism. If you combine this misunderstanding—thinking evangelism is the fruit of evangelism—with a different understanding than we have set forth in the previous chapters about the gospel and about conversion, then it is very possible to end up thinking not only that evangelism is simply seeing others converted, but also that it is within your own power to convert others. This kind of thinking may lead you to become manipulative.

According to the Bible, evangelism may not be defined in terms of results or methods, but only in terms of faithfulness to the message preached. In the book of Acts we read of occasions when Paul preached the gospel and few if any responded. At the great Lausanne gathering in 1974, John Stott said that “to ‘evangelize’ . . . does not mean to win converts . . . but simply to announce the good news, irrespective of the results.” At that gathering, evangelism was defined as follows:

To evangelize is to spread the good news that Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised from the dead according to the Scriptures, and that as the reigning Lord he now offers the forgiveness of sins and the liberating gift of the Spirit to all who repent and believe.

Consider 2 Corinthians 2:15–16: “For we are to God the aroma of Christ among those who are being saved and those who are perishing. To the one we are the smell of death; to the other, the fragrance of life.” Paul is not saying that he gave out two different messages, or that he could look out onto a crowd and say, “Okay, I can see who the elect are. To you I’m going to preach one message. Now, to all of those who are not becoming Christians, let me preach another message.” Paul preached the same gospel to everyone, and yet, in evangelizing the same way toward everyone,
he was to some an aroma of life and to others the smell of death. The same ministry had two different effects.

Jesus taught this in his parable of the soils (Matt. 13:1–23). In this parable, the sower went out and scattered the same seed on several different kinds of soil. The parable says nothing about the methods of the sower. Presumably he used the same method each time. The message of the parable is that some people will respond to the gospel and some will not, even though all hear the same message. We cannot finally judge the correctness of what we do in evangelism by the immediate response that we see. It is important to understand this truth, because a failure to understand it can distract well-meaning churches into pragmatic, results-oriented endeavors and transform pastors into neurotic people-manipulators.

As Christians we should know that even if we are faithful in telling the gospel, people still may not respond. Their lack of acceptance of the gospel does not necessarily mean that we have been wrong in how we have presented the gospel.

Misunderstanding this point can cripple individual Christians with a deep sense of personal failure and, ironically, can cause an aversion to evangelism itself. Imagine the guilt some Christians feel because they’ve shared the gospel for thirty years with a particular person who hasn’t come to know Christ. They may feel that the person’s lack of response must somehow be their fault. But the biblical teaching is that conversions are not a result of our evangelistic proficiencies, just as resistance to the gospel is not a reflection of our evangelistic failures. Evangelism is not fundamentally a matter of our methods but of our faithfulness in proclamation.

Some people have become Christians through presentations of the gospel that may have been terrible. The person sharing the gospel may have been scared, stuttering, forgetful, intimidating, pushy, or even obnoxious. But when there is truth amid all the errors, God’s Holy Spirit can bring the lost to repentance and faith.

Of course, we as evangelists must work to present the gospel as well as we can. That’s our responsibility. But we exult in the
fact that God is a big God. He can use our mistakes; in his grace he overlooks all of our faults and works everything for his glory. One writer put it this way:

Evangelism is not a making of proselytes; it is not persuading people to make a decision; it is not proving that God exists, or making a good case for the truth of Christianity; it is not inviting someone to a meeting; it is not exposing the contemporary dilemma, or arousing interest in Christianity; it is not wearing a badge saying “Jesus Saves”! Some of these things are right and good in their place, but none of them should be confused with evangelism. To evangelize is to declare on the authority of God what he has done to save sinners, to warn men of their lost condition, to direct them to repent, and to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ.

Who can deny that much modern evangelism has become emotionally manipulative, seeking only a momentary decision of the sinner’s will yet neglecting the biblical idea that conversion is the result of the supernatural, gracious act of God toward the sinner?

The Christian call to evangelism is a call not simply to persuade people to make decisions but rather to proclaim to them the good news of salvation in Christ, to call them to repentance, and to give God the glory for regeneration and conversion. We don’t fail in our evangelism if we faithfully present the gospel and yet the person is not converted; we fail only if we don’t faithfully present the gospel at all. How many times have we wrongly “waited for opportunities” rather than made them by simply and lovingly sharing the good news with someone?

When you understand that evangelism isn’t converting people, but that it is telling them the wonderful truth about God, the great news about Jesus Christ, then obedience to the call to evangelize can become certain and joyful. Understanding this increases evangelism, as it moves away from being a guilt-driven burden to being a joyful privilege. Christians love hearing the gospel—it builds us up and encourages us—and we love telling it.
Who Should Evangelize?

Whatever discomfort one might feel about evangelism, it is hard to avoid the topic when you read your Bible. Evangelism is found throughout the New Testament. For example, Paul wrote to the Romans, “I am obligated both to Greeks and non-Greeks, both to the wise and the foolish. That is why I am so eager to preach the gospel also to you who are at Rome” (Rom. 1:14–15). Is this simply Paul’s description of his particular call as an evangelist? Do his words apply only to himself and the other apostles? Or do they apply to us as well?

Reading through the New Testament, we find that the call to evangelism is not limited to Paul or even to the apostles. At the end of his earthly ministry, Jesus said,

All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. (Matt. 28:18–20)

This statement, commonly called the Great Commission, is a commission for all of Jesus’s disciples—those who heard his words directly, and we who read his words today. Why else would Jesus offer assurance of his presence to the very end of the age—long after the original disciples would have died?

The New Testament demonstrates that these early disciples took to heart this Great Commission from their Lord. As we read through the book of Acts, again and again we see these disciples evangelizing. They evangelized constantly (e.g., Acts 5:42; 8:25; 13:32; 14:7, 15, 21; 15:35; 16:10; 17:18). Some today ask, “Who is supposed to evangelize?” Is it only preachers? Is it the guy the church pays full-time to sit around and read the Bible, who stands up and gives the gospel once a week? Is the Great Commission only for professional, religious types? Or does it have something to do with each Christian?
The Bible teaches that all believers have received this commission. Looking more closely at Acts, we get glimpses of this universal obedience to the call to evangelize. We don’t read of just the *apostles* spreading the gospel. For example:

On that day a great persecution broke out against the church at Jerusalem, and all except the apostles were scattered throughout Judea and Samaria. Godly men buried Stephen and mourned deeply for him. But Saul began to destroy the church. Going from house to house, he dragged off men and women and put them in prison. Those who had been scattered preached the word wherever they went. (Acts 8:1–4)

It wasn’t just the apostles who were evangelizing. These verses focus on the evangelistic activities of “those who had been scattered” (v. 4), which included “all except the apostles” (v. 1)! One might say that just the elders were evangelizing, because they were particularly gifted to teach. But the rest of Acts 8 is the story of Philip, who was not an elder. Philip was “only” a deacon, and yet he was evangelizing (8:5–12, 26–40).

In Acts 11:19–21, you see this story of “lay evangelism” continuing:

Now those who had been scattered by the persecution in connection with Stephen traveled as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch, telling the message only to Jews. Some of them, however, men from Cyprus and Cyrene, went to Antioch and began to speak to Greeks also, telling the good news about the Lord Jesus. The Lord’s hand was with them, and a great number of people believed and turned to the Lord.

Again we see “ordinary” Christians going out to spread the good news.

We should recall as well the admonition of Peter: “Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have” (1 Pet. 3:15). Peter wrote this to the whole church, not just to its leaders.
All Christians, not just the professional clergy, are to spread the good news. Part of our evangelistic activity has to do with the way we relate to each other as believers. Jesus said, “By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another” (John 13:35). If you are not expressing proper Christian love to every member of your church, you are in disobedience to God and you are hindering the evangelistic work of your church.

Sometimes, though, the main reason we want to shift the responsibility for evangelism to others is that we’re not exactly sure how to do it.

**Why Should We Evangelize?**

A third question—and this may seem strange to ask—is, what is the motivation for our evangelism?

Such a question may sound as silly as asking, “What is my motivation in loving my wife?” or, “What is my motivation in caring for my kids?” Does it really matter? If it is really a good thing to do, why worry about the motive?

Is there really a problem with having a wrong motivation for evangelism? I actually think so. There can be such a thing as a selfish motive for evangelism. Perhaps some churches have no concern for the salvation of the people around them but have a great concern that they not have to close their doors. And what’s true of churches can be true of individuals. As grotesque as it may seem, you could evangelize out of wanting to be right, or to win an argument with a friend, or to reinforce some kind of psychological belief, or to look spiritual in front of your Christian friends or before God himself, or to gain a reputation as a successful evangelist.

What is the right reason to tell the good news? According to the Bible, good motives for evangelism include a desire to be obedient to the Great Commission (see Matt. 28:18–20; 1 Cor. 9:16–17); a love for the lost (e.g., Matt. 9:36; John 3:16; Rom. 10:1); and pre-eminently, a love for God.
Obedience typifies true Christians. The legitimacy of our claim to follow Jesus appears in our obeying him. He has instructed his disciples to bring the good news about him to all, so we are in sinful disobedience if we are not evangelizing.

Furthermore, if the Lord Jesus has called love of neighbor one of our greatest obligations (Mark 12:31), how can we claim to follow Jesus if we don’t love others? And how can we claim to love them if we withhold this greatest of all news from them, and at such high cost to them? The only way people can be reconciled to God, forgiven for their sins, and restored to a relationship of love with God is through Jesus. If we are to really love others, we must tell them about the Savior.

In the final analysis, love for God must be our motive if we are to evangelize as God would have us to:

Love for God is the only sufficient motive for evangelism. Self-love will give way to self-centeredness; love for the lost will fail with those whom we cannot love, and when difficulties seem insurmountable. Only a deep love for God will keep us following his way, declaring his gospel, when human resources fail. Only our love for God—and, more important, his love for us—will keep us from the dangers which beset us. When the desire for popularity with men, or for success in human terms, tempts us to water down the gospel, to make it palatable, then only if we love God will we stand fast by his truth and his ways.¹⁰

Ultimately, this love for God leads to a desire to see him glorified. Throughout the Bible, God makes himself known to his creation. We share the gospel to glorify God as the truth about him is made known to his creation. The call to evangelism is a call to turn our lives outward—from focusing on ourselves and our needs to focusing on God and the world that he has made. And that includes loving people who are made in God’s image and yet are at enmity with him, alienated from him and in need of salvation from sin and guilt. We bring God glory when we tell the great thing he has done in Christ for these creatures made
in his image. This is not the only way that we can bring glory to God, but it is one of the chief ways he has given us as Christians, as those who know him through his grace in Christ, to glorify him. Remember Peter’s exhortation to the Christians in the first century to live for the glory of God: “Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us” (1 Pet. 2:12).

**How Should We Evangelize?**

The most obvious answer to the question of how we should evangelize is: by preaching the Word, by spreading the message, by telling the good news. Biblically, that’s how we evangelize.

But how, exactly? This question is more important than some people have realized. In 1960, Joseph Bayly entertainingly rebuked (if you can use those two words together!) Christians with his book *The Gospel Blimp*. As he tells the story:

The idea really began that night several years ago when we were all sitting around in George and Ethel Griscom’s backyard.

We’d just finished eating an outdoor picnic supper (a real spread), and there wasn’t much to do except swat mosquitoes and watch the fireflies. Every so often an airplane flew over, high in the sky. You could see the twinkling red and white lights.

I guess that’s what got us started on the Gospel Blimp. Or maybe it was George and Ethel’s next-door neighbors, who were playing cards and drinking beer on the porch.

Anyway we began talking about how to reach people with the gospel. Herm’s active in the local businessmen’s group (he and Marge were there that night, their first time out after the baby was born). So when we started talking about reaching people, Herm says, “Let’s take those folks next door to you, George, for example. You can tell they’re not Christians. Now if we wanted to give them the gospel, how’d we—”

“Herm, for goodness’ sake, keep your voice down,” Marge interrupted. “D’you want them to hear you?”
“Herm’s right, they’re not Christians,” George agreed. “Go to church—a liberal one—Christmas and Easter. But drink and play cards most other Sundays. Except the summer. In a few weeks they’ll start going to the shore each weekend until Labor Day.”

“OK now. Any suggestions?” Herm is a good discussion leader.

“Hey, look at that plane, it’s really low. You can almost see the lights in the windows.”

“Portholes. More potato chips, anyone?”

“Like I was saying, here’s a test. How do we go about giving the gospel to those people over there?” And Herm motioned to the house next door.

“Too bad that plane didn’t carry a sign. They looked up from their card playing long enough to have read it if it had carried one.”

“Hey, you know you may have something there. Any of you seen those blimps with signs trailing on behind? You know, Drink Pepsi Cola, or Chevrolet Is First?” . . .

“What I mean is this. Why not have a blimp with a Bible verse trailing—something like ‘Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved.’” . . .

“Sounds like a terrific idea. Really terrific! Why, everybody would get the gospel at the same time.”

As the story progresses, these Christian friends buy a blimp, put a gospel message on it, and drop tracts from the blimp to make sure everyone gets the gospel. And what happens? You’ll have to get the book yourself!

But what they were doing with the Gospel Blimp was spreading the Word, wasn’t it? How do you think everyone can get the Word? We could say that they should all come to church. But they’re not all going to do that. So what do we do? How do we get the message to people? Is a blimp the answer?

Well, we certainly can spread the Word publicly through media or public meetings; and we can spread it privately, too, through personal conversation. But whatever the context, whether through print or preaching, through conversation or evangelistic Bible study, how should we do it? Here are seven biblical guidelines about how to evangelize:
1. Tell people with honesty that if they repent and believe, they will be saved—but it will be costly.

We must be accurate in what we say, not holding back any important parts of the message out of a fear that those parts will be too awkward or difficult to explain. Many people don’t like having anything negative in a presentation of the good news. They think talking about sin and guilt and repentance and sacrifice is thought to be too negative for our age of self-esteem. We don’t want the gospel presented that way. Here’s what one of America’s most famous television preachers said:

I don’t think that anything has been done in the name of Christ and under the banner of Christianity that has proven more destructive to human personality, and hence counterproductive to the evangelistic enterprise, than the unchristian, uncouth strategy of attempting to make people aware of their lost and sinful condition.12

In case you’re wondering, that was Robert Schuller. And Robert Schuller is not the only one who feels that way. But according to the Bible, making people aware of their lost and sinful condition is part and parcel of sharing the good news of Jesus Christ. If you read the summaries of Peter’s sermons in the early chapters of the book of Acts, you’ll find again and again that Peter is breathtakingly honest about the sinfulness of those to whom he is talking.

We can’t pretend that everyone is engaged in an honest search for truth. The Bible teaches that people are by nature estranged from God, at enmity with him. We must be honest about that. It may not be polite to say, but it is true, and therefore it is faithful.

Holding back important and unpalatable parts of the truth is manipulative. It amounts to selling a false bill of goods.

2. Tell people with urgency that if they repent and believe, they will be saved—but they must decide now.

We must make clear the urgency of the message, and that our listeners certainly should not wait until a “better deal” comes along.
Are you the kind of person who waits to subscribe to a magazine until you’ve gotten two or three different offers through the mail? You know, you save them, then you sit down and compare them and use the one that’s the best deal? What about your cell phone plan? You could use up a good proportion of your life trying to find the best cell phone deal you could get!

But when it comes to the gospel, there’s no point in waiting for a better deal. According to the New Testament, Jesus is the only way to God (see John 14:6; Acts 4:12; Romans 10). How else would you suggest that sinners and the holy God be reconciled? There is no other way than Christ, and if Christ is the only way, then what are we waiting for? As the Bible warns, “Today, if you hear his voice, do not harden your hearts” (Heb. 4:7; Ps. 95:7–8).

Jesus was urgent in his teaching. Consider, for instance, this parable recorded in Luke:

A man had a fig tree, planted in his vineyard, and he went to look for fruit on it, but did not find any. So he said to the man who took care of the vineyard, “For three years now I’ve been coming to look for fruit on this fig tree and haven’t found any. Cut it down! Why should it use up the soil?”

“Sir,” the man replied, “leave it alone for one more year, and I’ll dig around it and fertilize it. If it bears fruit next year, fine! If not, then cut it down.” (Luke 13:6–9)

It is not manipulative or insensitive to bring up urgent warnings such as this. It is simply the truth. None of us has an unlimited amount of time in which to decide whether to follow Christ.

As Christians, we have come to realize that history is not cyclical, always repeating itself in an endless rotation of events, but that God will one day bring history to a close in judgment. We know that he has given us this life, and that he will require it back. The time that we have is limited, the amount is uncertain, and how we use it is up to us. So Paul tells the Ephesians to make the most of every opportunity (Eph. 5:16).

Like a collector buying up every known specimen of some
cherished item, we should desire to capture each fleeting hour and turn it into a trophy for God, using it for him. We shouldn’t be content with thinking, “I’ll live another couple of years in selfishness and then, when all of my desires are taken care of, I’ll turn and follow Christ”! We should know, as Paul knew, that “the time is short. From now on . . . use the things of the world, as if not engrossed in them. For this world in its present form is passing away” (1 Cor. 7:29, 31).

What situations are you in right now that you won’t always be in? How are you using those situations in obedience to God? Trust the Lord to use you in those situations instead of always seeking for new situations. Trust the Lord to use you in this moment, instead of waiting until the next one, since you don’t even know if the next one will come. Don’t let the passing permanence of great buildings and established institutions or the lulling tedium of long hours and minutes make a fool of you! “The days are evil,” Paul says in Ephesians 5:16, meaning that they are dangerous, a fleeting opportunity, and so we must redeem the time and make the most of every opportunity. So we say with Paul that, in view of certain judgment, Christ’s love compels us to proclaim the good news (2 Cor. 5:10–14).

3. Tell people with joy that if they repent and believe the good news, they will be saved. However difficult it may be, it is worth it! Hebrews 11 recounts the stories of those who suffered hard things for the faith and yet endured. In Hebrews 12 we read that Jesus himself endured the cross for the joy set before him. And so we will suffer hard things—criticism, job loss, estranged relationships, and worse—for sharing the gospel.

As martyred missionary Jim Elliot said: “He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain what he cannot lose.”

What do we gain in coming to Christ? We gain a relationship with God himself. We gain forgiveness, meaning, purpose, freedom, community, certainty, and hope. Being honest about the
difficulties when we’re sharing the gospel doesn’t mean we have to mask the blessings. Nor, of course, does it mean that we have to pretend that the Christian life is difficult simply so that people will think we’re being credible and honest. We need to be fully honest—that means telling people that we have great news in Jesus Christ. For all of the difficulties, it is infinitely more than worth it to make the decision to die to self and to follow Christ.

4. Use the Bible.
The Bible isn’t just for public preaching. Learn the Bible for yourself and share it with others. They will see that your message isn’t from your own thoughts or ideas. Philip the Evangelist provides a good example of using Scripture to share the good news. When he shared the message with the Ethiopian official, he used the Old Testament to tell him about Jesus (see Acts 8).

When we use the Bible in sharing the gospel, we help people to realize that we’re not just talking about our own ideas but about the very words of God.

5. Realize that the lives of individual Christians and of the church as a whole are a central part of evangelism.

Our lives, individually and as congregations, should give credibility to the gospel we proclaim. This is one of the reasons why church membership is so important. We as a church bear a corporate responsibility to present to the world what it means to be a Christian. We should understand clearly what church membership means, and we should help our fellow believers understand it as well. God is glorified not just by our speaking the message but by our actually living according to it—not that any of us can live perfectly, but we can at least try to live in a way that commends the gospel. Remember Jesus’s words in the Sermon on the Mount: “Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16; cf. 1 Pet. 2:12). You can live your life in such a way that it brings glory to God as others who observe you begin to believe the gospel.
Living in this fashion involves more than just your individual life; it involves how believers live together as well. Again, remember the words of Jesus: “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another” (John 13:34–35).

Live a life of committed love to the other members of your local church, as a fundamental part of your own sanctification and of your evangelistic ministry. Our individual lives alone are not a sufficient witness. Our lives together as church communities are the confirming echo of our witness.

6. Remember to pray.

Remember the importance of prayer in evangelism—because, of course, salvation is the work of God. We depend on him utterly and completely, and nowhere more than in seeing the spiritual resurrection of non-Christians being converted! Paul in Romans 10:1 says, “My heart’s desire and prayer to God for the Israelites is that they may be saved.” Pray regularly for your non-Christian friends and neighbors. If you’re a pastor, regularly lead your church in praying for specific evangelistic opportunities in the lives of members. Model praying regularly for both evangelism and conversions.

7. Build relationships with non-Christians.

All the guidelines above can apply to all the situations in which you share the gospel—the person next to you in an elevator, or on a bus, or on a plane. But one category of evangelism involves those people whom you already know—friends or family—who aren’t Christians. It involves those people whom you could get to know if you would give a little time and forethought to going to places where you could meet people who don’t know Christ, and building relationships with them. (Pastors, this means our churches can’t keep people so busy with meetings and activities that they have no time to build relationships with non-Christians.)
Here’s an exercise: Write down all the non-Christians that you’ve spoken to this last week. Which of them will you probably see again? Which could you? Make it a priority to share the gospel with them.

8. Work together with other Christians to take the gospel to those who don’t live around any Christians.

This is both an extension of the previous point—deliberately building relationships with non-Christians—but takes our initiative to another level. If God’s plan is that the whole world should know about this good news, and if he’s committed the task of telling others into our hands (Matt. 28:18–20), then we must send (Rom 10:15) and we must go (Rom 10:14)! Why would we want anyone made in God’s image to live in ignorance of God’s love in Christ? A healthy local church will see its concern for evangelism informing its love not merely for those around them, in their own community, but for those they’ve never met, and for those who’ve never heard.

**Conclusion**

Christians should tell everyone the good news. And we should all evangelize. We should do so with honesty, urgency, and joy, living a life that backs up our message—and doing it all for the glory of God.

In his book *Soul-Winning Made Easy*, C. S. Lovett laid out a “Soul-Winning Plan” based on sales techniques of the time when he wrote, in 1959. “You are in command,” Lovett said, talking to Christians as salespeople:

The trained soul-winner can bring his prospect to a decision for Christ. There is no middle ground as he moves with surety and deftness right up to the point of salvation. It is his conversation control that makes this possible. He knows exactly what he is going to say each step of the way and can even anticipate his prospects’ responses. He is able to keep the conversation focused
on the main issue and prevent unrelated materials from being introduced. The controlled conversation technique is something new in evangelism and represents a real break-through in soul-winning.\textsuperscript{13}

Lovett then instructed the earnest Christian about various tools needed and gave some “helpful hints,” such as, “Get your prospect alone.” At one point he taught how to “press for the decision,” even illustrating his point with photographs. When you have finished presenting the gospel, he explained,

Lay your hand firmly on the subject’s shoulder (or arm) and with a semi-commanding tone of voice, say to him: “Bow your head with me.” Note: Do not look at him when you say this, but bow your head first. Out of the corner of your eye you will see him hesitate at first. Then, as his resistance crumbles, his head will come down. Your hand on his shoulder will feel the relaxation and you will know when his heart yields. Bowing your head first, causes terrific psychological pressure.\textsuperscript{14}

How many churches today are full of people who have been psychologically pressured in such a manner but not truly converted by the Spirit of God? And what about Christians who have done this kind of evangelism? Have we filled our churches with people who responded when they were eight years old because they sincerely wanted to please Mom and Dad? Who bowed their heads, closed their eyes, and even came down to the front of the church, but who have not truly repented and believed? What have we done to the gospel in America by the way we have evangelized?

C. S. Lovett may well have been a more faithful evangelist than most of us. He may have been very faithful in caring for people and sharing the gospel with them. God can use worse presentations than this to bring people to himself. May God give each one of us the heart and the faithfulness that would care about evangelism so much that we would write a book about it; but may God also prevent our misunderstanding of evangelism in
such a way that fills our churches with people who don’t know the Lord.

After one Sunday morning service, a visitor took me by the hand, pulled me close, and said, “Dr. Dever, I just want you to know, that was one of the best sales presentations I’ve ever heard in my life. But there was only one problem: You didn’t close the sale!”

I didn’t really know how to respond to him. I didn’t say much of anything. But what I thought was, “Friend, I know what kind of sales I can close, and I know what kind I can’t close, and the redemption of an eternal soul is one sale that I, in my own strength, cannot accomplish.”

I need to know that, not so that I won’t preach the gospel, but so that I won’t allow my presentation of the gospel to be molded by what I think will finally get a response and “close a sale.” Instead of using all my powers to convict and change the sinner, while God stands back as a gentleman quietly waiting for the spiritual corpse, his declared spiritual enemy, to invite him into his heart, I’m going to preach the gospel, trying to persuade but knowing that I can’t convert, and then stand back while God uses all of his powers to convict and convert and change the sinner. Then we’ll see who can really call the dead to life.

God can use anybody for his glory. He likes using “anybodies.” He chose to use Moses the stutterer, and he used Paul the Jewish nationalist to reach the Gentiles. By using such unlikely people, God gets the glory.

Charles Spurgeon tells how George Whitefield the great eighteenth-century evangelist, was hounded by a group of detractors who called themselves the “Hell-fire Club.” When Whitefield would stand outside preaching, this little group of guys would stand off on the side and mimic him. They didn’t believe a word of it. The ring leader was called Thorpe. One day Thorpe was mimicking Whitefield to his cronies, delivering his sermon with brilliant accuracy, perfectly imitating his tone and facial expressions, when he himself was so pierced that he sat down and was converted on the spot.15
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The gospel, in and of itself, is powerful.

May we as individuals and as churches be involved in the ministry of evangelism. And may God help us not to do it in a wrong way but in a way that presents the gospel clearly.

And when we do, we’ll begin to see fruit. Church membership will regain its meaning (more on this in the next chapter). And the gospel will become visible to the world around, and even to the world that is within the church!

Sometimes the charge is leveled, “If you believe in election, you won’t evangelize.” But many of the greatest evangelists in the history of the Christian church have believed that salvation is by God’s election. Belief in the doctrine of election hasn’t dulled the evangelistic zeal of Whitefield or Edwards, Carey or Judson, Spurgeon or D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones, Francis Schaeffer or D. James Kennedy, Tim Keller or John Piper. In fact, as someone who wants to see more evangelism, my concern is just the opposite: I am concerned that if you don’t believe what we’ve considered in these last few studies—that the gospel is the good news of God’s action, the Father electing, the Son dying, the Spirit drawing; and that conversion is only our response to God’s giving us the grace-gifts of repentance and faith; and that evangelism is our simple, faithful, prayerful telling of this good news—then you will actually damage the evangelistic mission of the church by making false converts and filling churches with people who don’t really know Jesus. You might tell people stories in such a way that they cry, feel a tug on their hearts, and make a sincere decision, but they will not be confronted by the reality of their sins, by their need to repent, and by the Holy Ghost. Such a method will not give them new life. And yet they’ll be baptized, made members of the church, and enlisted in church activities.

Once when Paul was discouraged, the Lord said something to encourage him to continue proclaiming the gospel. What the Lord said could actually be considered a statement of the doctrine of election: “One night the Lord spoke to Paul in a vision: ‘Do not
be afraid; keep on speaking, do not be silent. For I am with you, and no one is going to attack and harm you, because I have many people in this city’” (Acts 18:9–10). God used the doctrine of election to encourage Paul in evangelism.

We need to see an end of a wrong, shallow view of evangelism as simply getting people to say yes to a question or to make a one-time decision. We need to see an end to the bad fruit of false evangelism. We need to see an end to worldly people having assurance that they’re saved just because they once took a stand, shook a hand, or repeated a prayer. We need to see real revival not being lost amid our own manufactured and scheduled meetings that we euphemistically call “revivals,” as if we can determine when the wind of God’s Spirit will actually blow. We need to see an end to church memberships that are markedly larger than the number of those involved with the church, and an end to inaction in our own lives as we ignore the evangelistic mandate—the call to share the good news. We need to see the end of this debilitating, deadly coldness to the glorious call to tell the good news.

We must recognize the importance of this good news of Jesus Christ. Until we do, we can learn nothing helpful about evangelism. Evangelism will be no more for us than an unpleasant duty or an occasional impulse. But when the message of the cross captures our hearts and captivates our imaginations, our tongues, stammering, halting, insulting, awkward, sarcastic, imperfect as they may be, won’t be far behind. As Jesus said, “Out of the overflow of the heart the mouth speaks” (Matt. 12:34).

What is your heart full of? What do you spend your words on?
OTHER RESOURCES

• For group study: *Reaching the Lost: Evangelism*, a six-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
• For equipping church members: *The Gospel and Personal Evangelism*, by Mark Dever
What’s Coming Up

Mark Six: A Biblical Understanding of Church Membership

What Is a Church?

Why Join a Church?

1. To Assure Ourselves
2. To Evangelize the World
3. To Expose False Gospels
4. To Edify the Church
5. To Glorify God

What Does Church Membership Entail?

In Action—Initially by Baptism

In Writing—by Signing a Statement of Faith and Church Covenant

Special Responsibilities of Membership at Capitol Hill Baptist

1. Attend Services Regularly
2. Attend Communion Particularly
3. Attend Members’ Meetings Consistently
4. Pray Regularly
5. Give Regularly

Conclusion
All the statistics seem to point to our age being an age of “commit

ment-phobia.” Commitment-phobia is the fear that in promising
to do something good we will miss out on getting something even
better. And so, although we see many good things we could be
doing, we would rather just “keep our options open.”

Surely that is the wisdom of our age. One writer has observed:

Public-opinion research points to a deepening paradox in society:
the combination of commitment to religion with a deepening
moral relativism. For example, while 91 percent of the American
people consider religion very important in their lives, 63 percent
reject the concept of absolutes.¹

George Barna called this rather bizarre poll result one of his top
five statistics for the end of 1998: Only 43 percent of adults who say
they are Christian are “absolutely committed to the Christian faith”!

Can you be a commitment-phobe and a Christian, too? I’m not
asking if a Christian can be uncertain about things. Most Christians
have doubts. But what could be more “options-closing” than fol-

lowing Jesus, who told his disciples that anyone who would follow
him must “take up his cross” (Matt. 16:24)?
Add to this the problem of lone-rangerism: why depend on someone else if you can do it yourself? We are concerned today with ease and simplicity. Why entangle ourselves with others? We may be a burden to them; they certainly may be a burden to us.

Put these tendencies together and you get a culture that is fairly hostile to New Testament Christianity, and certainly not very comfortable with church membership.

Isn’t the whole idea of church membership counterproductive? Isn’t it unfriendly, and maybe even elitist, to say that we’re in and you’re out? Can we go so far as to say that it is unbiblical and un-Christian? The end of Acts 2 says that “the Lord added to their number . . . those who were being saved” (v. 47). Isn’t that all there is to it? Isn’t the church simply a reality created by our salvation? For example, when the Ethiopian official responded to the gospel and was baptized, wasn’t he automatically a member of the church (see Acts 8)?

I’m convinced that getting this concept of membership right is a key step in revitalizing our churches, evangelizing our nation, furthering the cause of Christ around the world, and so bringing glory to God. Remember that this chapter is part of a book called Nine Marks of a Healthy Church. As I said in the introduction, this book is not meant to include everything there is to say about a healthy church, but in these nine chapters I am trying to call attention to some important aspects of church life that have been overlooked or even forgotten in modern American Christian life.

My own fellowship of churches is a prime example. According to one recent Southern Baptist Convention study, the typical Southern Baptist church has 176 members, only 69 of whom are present at the typical Sunday morning worship service. Where are the other 113 members? Are they all at home sick, in a rest home, or at college? Are they on vacation or in the military? Maybe some are, but all 113 of them? What do such churches convey about Christianity to the world around us? What do we understand this to mean about the importance of Christianity in our lives? And
what is the spiritual state of those people who haven’t attended
crunch for months or even longer? Is their nonattendance really
any of our business?

In this chapter, we will consider three questions:

1. What is a church?
2. Why join a church?
3. What does church membership entail?

What Is a Church?
The word *church* does not simply refer to an organizational
unit of any particular religion. You won’t hear anyone speak of
Buddhist “churches” or Jewish “churches.” In that sense, *church* is
a thoroughly Christian word. *Church* does not fundamentally mean
a building; only in a secondary sense is it that. The building is sim-
ply where the church meets—thus the New England Puritan name
for the church building was “meeting house.” The earliest New
England churches looked like large houses from the outside—they
were the houses where the church met.

According to the New Testament, the church is primarily a
body of people who profess and give evidence that they have been
saved by God’s grace alone, for his glory alone, through faith alone,
in Christ alone. This is what a New Testament church is; it is not
a building. The early Christians didn’t have buildings for almost
three hundred years after the church began. A church is a local col-
lection of people committed to Christ, to regularly assemble and
have his Word preached and obeyed, including Christ’s commands
to baptize and to celebrate the Lord’s Supper.

A few passages in the New Testament seem to refer to the
church in the abstract, or universally, but the overwhelming ma-
jority of references to the church are to a local, living, and loving
collection of people who are committed to Christ and to each
other. That’s what the word *church* means again and again in the
New Testament. It is a body from which you can be excluded and
in which, therefore, you can clearly be included. Consider this: If
there is no way for you to be excluded from the local church you are currently attending, perhaps that’s because you have not included yourself in it as the Bible intends.

One interesting side note for historians: The idea of the church being a covenanted community of believers—and not just for everyone who lives in a particular locality—is an important contribution that Baptists particularly have made to our nation’s religious liberty. The church is not finally something that’s for you and every member of your family by physical, natural descent, or that is yours as a citizen of this nation. Though all are welcome to attend, the New Testament teaches that the church in its purpose and membership is for believers, for those to whom God’s Holy Spirit has given the new birth and who join together in a covenanted community. America today has laws that allow such churches to operate in liberty. Some nonbelievers fear that Christians are seeking some kind of official or “established” church in America. But Christians who have inherited this Baptist understanding of the church are actually the firmest foes of such an “established” church. Our very understanding of the church will not allow that. Rather, we desire the evangelization of our nation through churches that are allowed to freely cooperate as believers in Christ.

If you read the story of the early churches recorded in the book of Acts, you will find no evidence that any of them meant to have anyone other than believers as members. When you read the letters of Paul, it seems clear that Paul too wrote as if the churches were composed entirely of believers; thus he addressed them as saints—those whom God has specially chosen. The church is the body of Christ, the local collection of Christians committed to Christ and to each other.

**Why Join a Church?**

Any church growth specialist would tell me that inviting people to join a church is exactly the wrong thing to do today. They would warn me, “Mark, you might just cause them to be disaffected. Why
don’t you just not mention this topic?” But I think that this topic is a must for our churches, and for us as Christians today. Church membership is a crucial topic for understanding what Christ is calling us to as his disciples. Joining a church will not save us any more than our good works, education, culture, friendships, financial contributions, or baptism will save us. Non-Christians should not seek to join a church, but to learn more about what it means to be a Christian.

But for those who are confessing Christians, what does it mean to live the Christian life? Do we live the Christian life alone? Is it merely a matter of our individual, isolated virtues, or spiritual disciplines that we work on—the fact that we’re honest at work, that we don’t cheat on our spouse, that we believe certain things to be true?

Or maybe that does not describe you. Maybe you know that the Christian life is to include others. But who are these others? Are they the other people at work or the other women in your women’s Bible study or your friends from back in school days or your fellowship group at college? Which Christians are we called to relate to? The church is for everyone who is a Christian. The church is not a homogeneous group, centered around one subtask such as evangelizing college students or publishing a magazine. A Christian church is not just for you and our friends; it’s for all believers.

The responsibilities and duties of members of a Christian church are simply the responsibilities and duties of Christians. Church members, like Christians, are to be baptized and to regularly attend the Lord’s Table. We are to hear God’s Word and to obey it. We are to regularly fellowship together for mutual edification. We are to love God, one another, and those outside our fellowship, and we are to evidence the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22–23). We are to worship God in all the activities of our home, work, community, and life.

Christians also have particular duties in relation to the congregation. “Christianity is a corporate matter, and the Christian
life can be fully realized only in relationship to others." The most fundamental duty Christians have in relation to the congregation is the duty to regularly attend gatherings of the congregation (see Heb. 10:25; cf. Ps. 84:4, 10; Acts 2:42).

In general, membership duties can be divided into duties toward other members and duties toward pastors.

MEMBERSHIP TRIANGLE

Church membership puts into practice what the Bible teaches about the self-conscious commitments that should exist within a church—the commitments between an individual Christian, his or her pastors, and a defined gathering of Christians.

The duties and responsibilities church members have toward one another summarize the life of the new society that is the church. As followers of Jesus Christ, Christians are obliged to love one another (John 13:34–35; 15:12–17; Rom. 12:9–10; 13:8–10; Gal. 5:14; 6:10; Eph. 1:15; 1 Pet. 1:22; 2:17; 3:8; 4:8; 1 John 3:16; 4:7–12; cf. Ps. 133). Christians are members of one family, even of one another (1 Cor. 12:13–27). Absent a life of love for one another, what other duty of church members is satisfying or worthwhile? Love obligates the members of the church to avoid anything that “tends to cool love.” By this love, the nature of the gospel itself is demonstrated.
Church members are also obliged to seek peace and unity within their congregation (Rom. 12:16; 14:19; 1 Cor. 13:7; 2 Cor. 12:20; Eph. 4:3–6; Phil. 2:3; 1 Thess. 5:13; 2 Thess. 3:11; James 3:18; 4:11). The desire for peace and unity should follow naturally from the obligation to love (Rom. 15:6; 1 Cor. 1:10–11; Eph. 4:5, 13; Phil. 2:2; cf. Zeph. 3:9). Further, if Christians share the same spirit and mind—the Spirit of Christ—then unity is a natural expression of that Spirit. Given the sin which remains in believers in this life, however, unity often requires effort. Thus Christians “stand firm in one spirit, contending as one man for the faith of the gospel” (Phil. 1:27). Strife should be actively avoided (Prov. 17:14; Matt. 5:9; 1 Cor. 10:32; 11:16; 2 Cor. 13:11; Phil. 2:1–3).

Love is expressed and unity is cultivated when church members actively sympathize with one another. As Paul exhorts the congregation in Rome, “Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn” (Rom. 12:15; cf. Job 2:11; Isa. 63:9; 1 Cor. 12:26; Gal. 6:2; 1 Thess. 5:14; Heb. 4:15; 12:3). Other duties follow:

- To care for one another physically and spiritually (Matt. 25:40; John 12:8; Acts 15:36; Rom. 12:13; 15:26; 1 Cor. 16:1–2; Gal. 2:10; 6:10; Heb. 13:16; James 1:27; 1 John 3:17; Deut. 15:7–8, 11)
- To watch over one another and hold one another accountable (Rom. 15:14; Gal. 6:1–2; Phil. 2:3–4; 2 Thess. 3:15; Heb. 12:15; cf. Lev. 19:17; Ps. 141:5)
- To work to edify one another (1 Cor. 14:12–26; Eph. 2:21–22; 4:12–29; 1 Thess. 5:11; 1 Pet. 4:10; 2 Pet. 3:18)
- To bear with one another (Matt. 18:21–22; Mark 11:25; Rom. 15:1; Gal. 6:2; Col. 3:12), including not suing one another (1 Cor. 6:1–7)
- To pray for one another (Eph. 6:18; James 5:16)
- To keep away from those who would destroy the church (Rom. 16:17; 1 Tim. 6:3–5; Titus 3:10; 2 John 10–11)
- To reject evaluating people by worldly standards (Matt. 20:26–27; Rom. 12:10–16; James 2:1–13)
- To contend together for the gospel (Phil. 1:27; Jude 3)
- To be examples to one another (Phil. 2:1–18)
Church members also have particular responsibilities toward the leaders of the church, even as the leaders do to them. As Paul said to the Corinthians, “Men ought to regard us as servants of Christ and as those entrusted with the secret things of God” (1 Cor. 4:1). Leaders in the church should be respected, held in the highest regard, and honored (Phil. 2:29; 1 Thess. 5:12–13). If Christians expect their pastor to fulfill his biblical responsibilities, church members must make themselves known to him. They must regard him as a gift from Christ sent to the church for their good. This is similar to the way the apostles were to be regarded as delegates of Christ (Luke 10:16; cf. 1 Cor. 16:10). The minister of the Word is a steward of God’s household and an undershepherd of God’s flock. He serves willingly and eagerly (1 Pet. 5:1–3). His reputation can and should be defended, his word believed, and his instructions obeyed unless Scripture is contradicted or facts are plainly distorted (Heb. 13:17, 22; 1 Tim. 5:17–19). The faithful minister should be so regarded simply because he brings God’s Word to his people; he does not replace it with his own.

Church members should remember their leaders and imitate their life and faith (1 Cor. 4:16; 11:1; Phil. 3:17; Heb. 13:7). Good preachers and teachers are worthy of being doubly honored, according to Paul in 1 Timothy 5:17, which includes material support. (The word used in 1 Tim. 5:17 for “honor” has a clear financial connotation. See also Acts 6:4; 1 Cor. 9:7–14; Gal. 6:6.) And church members should give themselves both to praying for their ministers and to assisting them in every way they can (Eph. 6:18–20; Col. 4:3–4; 2 Thess. 3:1; Heb. 13:18–19). Ministers of the Word have been given the task of bringing God’s Word to God’s people. As Paul said to the Corinthians, “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ’s behalf: Be reconciled to God” (2 Cor. 5:20).

Not convinced? Let me break this down a little bit more. Below are five good reasons (you can probably think of more) to join a church that preaches the gospel and models Christian living.
1. To Assure Ourselves

You should not join the church in order to be saved, but you may want to join the church to help you in making certain that you are saved. Remember the words of Jesus:

> Whoever has my commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves me. He who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love him and show myself to him. . . . If you obey my commands, you will remain in my love, just as I have obeyed my Father's commands and remain in his love. . . . You are my friends if you do what I command. . . . Now that you know these things, you will be blessed if you do them. (John 14:21; 15:10, 14; 13:17)

I could quote many more words from Jesus that teach us how we are to follow him, and how we must be careful not to delude ourselves. In joining a church, we are asking our brothers and sisters to hold us accountable to live according to what we speak with our mouths. We ask the brothers and sisters around us to encourage us, sometimes by reminding us of ways that we have seen God work in our lives and other times by challenging us when we may be moving away from obeying him. (For more on this topic, see Jonathan Edwards's little book *Distinguishing Marks of a Work of the Spirit of God* and Mike McKinley’s *Am I Really a Christian?*).

It is easy to fool ourselves into thinking we’re Christians simply because at one time we made a tearful decision and then joined a church. Perhaps we’ve gone along with the life of the church for years, supporting its organizations, making friendships based around activities, liking some of the hymns, complaining about others, but never really knowing Christ. Do you have a vital relationship with Christ that changes your life and the lives of those around you?

How can you tell if you do? One of the ways you can discover the truth about your own life is to ask this question: Do I understand that following Christ fundamentally involves how I treat other people, especially other people who are members of my
church? Have I covenanted together to love them, and do I give myself to that?

Or, have you claimed that you know a love from God in Christ and yet live in a way that contradicts that claim? Do you claim that you know this kind of love that knows no bounds, and yet in loving others you set bounds, saying in effect, “I’ll go this far but no farther”?

Such a claim to love, without a life backing it up, is a bad sign. And yet, if you just hang out by yourself and refuse to join a church, other Christians can’t help you. You’re sailing your own little ship your own little way. You’ll come to church when you like the sermons, you’ll come when you like the music or when you like something else that the church does, then you’ll sail on out to wherever else you may go when you want something else.

Membership in a local church is not an antiquated, outdated, unnecessary add-on to true membership in the universal body of Christ; membership in a local church is intended to be a testimony to our membership in the universal church. Church membership does not save, but it is a reflection of salvation. And if there is no reflection of our salvation, how can we be sure that we are truly saved? As John explains, “If anyone says, ‘I love God,’ yet hates his brother, he is a liar. For anyone who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen” (1 John 4:20).

In becoming a member of the church, we are grasping hands with each other to know and be known by each other. We are agreeing to help and encourage each other when we need to be reminded of God’s work in our lives or when we need to be challenged about major discrepancies between our talk and our walk.

2. To Evangelize the World

Another reason you should join a local church is for the sake of evangelizing the world. When we act together, we can better spread the gospel at home and abroad. We can do this by our words, as we share the good news with others, and as we help
others to do so. A local church is, by nature, a missionary organiza-
tion. We back up this missionary outreach with our actions as we show God’s love by meeting the physical needs of orphans and those otherwise disadvantaged.

We promote the gospel by cooperating to take it to those who have not yet heard it, and by making the gospel visible to the world through how we live. Those not yet saved may see us, and they may see something of the gospel. As imperfect as we are, if God’s Spirit is genuinely at work in us, he will use our lives to help demonstrate to others the truth of his gospel. This is a special role we have now that we won’t have in heaven—to be part of God’s plan, and to take his gospel to the world. If you are reading this but haven’t yet joined in that great task, do so today.

3. To Expose False Gospels
As we interact with other Christians, we show the world what Christianity really is; we dispel the false notion that Christians are nauseatingly self-righteous people who are worried that someone somewhere might be having fun, and who believe, above all else, in their own goodness. This is how many non-Christians think of Christianity. We can combat that false image by having a church that is not marked by such an attitude.

Some years ago I visited a relative whom I hadn’t seen since childhood. My announcement that I was planning to be a Baptist preacher didn’t go over very well. She paused, looked down at her coffee, and said, “I’ve given up on organized religion. I think I’ve decided that churches are just pits of vipers.”

“Really?” I replied.

She said, “Yep.”

I said, “Do you really think the world outside is so much better?”

She thought for a second and said, “Well, I guess not. They’re vipers too. But at least they know they’re vipers.”

I said, “You might be surprised how much I agree with you. I know the world outside is a pit of vipers. And I know the church
is a pit of vipers, too. But the difference is, I don’t really think the world outside knows that they are. And I think Christians know that we are, and that’s why we come to church—because we know we need help. Because we know that we’re dependent on God, that we’re saved by his grace alone.”

All we can bring to our salvation is our sins. It must be God’s love in Christ that saves us. He came and lived a perfect life for us and died on the cross in the place of all those who would ever turn and trust in him, and rose in victory over death and over sin. Our faith in him alone is the instrument by which we are saved.

So join a church that believes in that gospel. Join with other Christians in covenancing to make the truth known.

4. To Edify the Church

A fourth reason you should join the church is to help in the edification or building up of other believers. Joining a church will help counter our wrong individualism, and it will help us to realize the corporate nature of Christianity.

We need to give up trying to live the Christian life on our own. We need to covenant together with others to follow Christ. Christians must stop being selfish in their understanding of the Christian life. The Christian life is not just about you and those you are personally trying to reach with the gospel. God also intends for you to be a committed part of helping to make disciples out of the flock of sheep he has already saved.

If you commit to a church, you commit to a local body of people who will try to help you work through challenges and problems. So, for example, if it is found that you have a problem with gossip, your brothers and sisters will try to talk with you about that. If you’re getting discouraged and falling away, your brothers and sisters will try to encourage you.

The New Testament clearly shows that our following Jesus is supposed to involve care and concern for each other. That is part of what it means to be a Christian. And though we do it imper-
fectly, we should be committed to building each other up, and, in so doing, building up the church.

I once had a friend who worked for a campus Christian ministry while attending a church where I was a member. He would always slip in right after the hymns, sit there for the sermon, and then leave. I asked him one day why he didn’t come for the whole service.

“Well,” he said, “I don’t get anything out of the rest of it.”

“Have you ever thought about joining the church?” I responded.

He thought that was an absurd comment. He said, “Why would I join the church? If I join them, I think they would just slow me down spiritually.”

I asked, “Have you ever considered that maybe God wants you to link arms with those other people, and that perhaps even though they might slow you down a little, you might help to speed them up—and that that’s part of God’s plan for how we’re supposed to live as Christians together?”

Of course you don’t join a church because you’re perfect and you’re only going to bring benefits to the church. Whenever you join a church, you will bring problems into that church! But don’t let that stop you—the church has problems already! That’s why Christians are in a church. I’ve got problems; you’ve got problems. But we know that Jesus is Lord, and that his Spirit in us has already begun to work on those problems. Let’s say, for example, that you’re paranoid—that you don’t really trust anyone. In Christ, God can begin to show you that he is trustworthy and that other people can be trustworthy too. Problem after problem, you will see God working in your life. Slowly, imperceptibly sometimes, but deliberately he will work on your problems, and most likely he will do that through his church.

It simply will not do for Christians to be self-centered, even in the name of Christ. God is not only concerned about the length and regularity of your quiet time each morning; he is also concerned about how you treat others—and that includes how you
treat others with whom you have nothing in common except for Jesus Christ. That’s why you need to invest your life in others and allow others to invest their lives in you. Being a member of a church should inculcate in you a committed concern for others. Growing as a Christian is not merely an individual matter; rather, it is a matter for the whole church.

Hebrews 10:19–25 has been called the “lettuce patch” of the New Testament. The writer keeps saying “let us . . . let us” throughout the passage. These are good verses to meditate on in our individualistic age:

Therefore, brothers, since we have confidence to enter the Most Holy Place by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way opened for us through the curtain, that is, his body, and since we have a great priest over the house of God, let us draw near to God with a sincere heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts sprinkled to cleanse us from a guilty conscience and having our bodies washed with pure water. Let us hold unswervingly to the hope we profess, for he who promised is faithful. And let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds. Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage one another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching.

Church membership is our opportunity to grasp hold of each other in responsibility and love. By identifying ourselves with a particular church, we let the pastors and other members know that we intend to be committed in attendance, giving, prayer, and service. We allow fellow believers to have greater expectations of us in these areas, and we make it known that we are the responsibility of the local church. We assure the church of our commitment to Christ in serving with them, and we call for their commitment to serve and encourage us as well.

We see this concept of church life reflected, among other places, in Paul’s use of body imagery when referring to the local church. We see it also in Scripture’s “together” and “one another” passages.
Joining a church increases our sense of ownership of the work of the church, of its community, of its budget, and of its goals. We move from being pampered consumers to becoming joyous proprietors. We stop arriving late and complaining that we don’t get exactly what we want; instead, we arrive early and try to help others with what they need. We must begin to view membership less as a loose affiliation useful only on occasion and more as a regular responsibility, becoming involved in one another’s lives for the purposes of the gospel.

Many Christians today seem to have forgotten church membership—or they’ve forgotten the church altogether. That’s why you find Christian books that talk about growing as a Christian but completely ignore the role of the church.

In Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, the purpose of spiritual gifts is to “build up the church” (1 Cor. 14:12). This is to be one of the main goals of your Christian life. If you’re thinking there’s nothing for you to do as a Christian, you must have missed this one. According to Paul, this applies to every Christian.

Incorporation into the church is both a glorious privilege and a practical help. Joining a church will help you to encourage and edify your fellow Christians and to be encouraged and edified by them. It will help both you and others as you struggle with temptation. In my own local church, we covenant together that:

We will walk together in brotherly love, as becomes the members of a Christian church; exercise an affectionate care and watchfulness over each other and faithfully admonish and entreat one another as occasion may require.

What about you? Do you love the people of God? Do you just feel well-disposed toward them, or do you actually, actively give to them? Do you use your hands for them? Your money? Your lips?

In the church, discipleship is both an individual project and a corporate activity as we follow Christ and help each other along the way. We can hold each other accountable in times of tempta-
tion. We can study God’s Word together to prepare us for spiritual warfare. We can sing God’s praises together and pray together. We can encourage each other’s joy and share each other’s burdens. As Jesus told us, “My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you . . . This is my command: Love each other” (John 15:12, 17). John reinforced that when he wrote, “Dear children, let us not love with words or tongue but with actions and in truth” (1 John 3:18). Link arms with the other Christians around you, to build the church.

5. To Glorify God

Finally, if you are a Christian, you should join a church for the glory of God. Though it may be surprising to us, the way we live can bring glory to God. As Peter wrote to some early Christians, “Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us” (1 Pet. 2:12).

Amazing, isn’t it? You can tell that Peter had heard the teaching of his Master. Remember what Jesus taught in the Sermon on the Mount: “Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16).

Again, the surprising assumption seems to be that God will get the glory for our good deeds. If that is true of our lives individually, it shouldn’t surprise us that it is also true of our lives together as Christians. God intends that the way we love each other will identify us as followers of Christ. Recall Jesus’s words in John 13:34–35: “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.”

Our lives together are to mark us out as his and are to bring him praise and glory.

Jesus said, “I will build my church” (Matt. 16:18). If Jesus is committed to the church, should we be any less committed to it?

Most Christians who regularly attend a God-centered, Bible-preaching church feel frustration at some point, but we should
consider the obligations and opportunities of membership. Our basis as a congregational church family must always be in being even more than in doing. If you join a church, you are not included merely for a function you could perform (whether for your sake or the church’s), but you are adopted into a family. And the relationships to which you are committing yourself will bring glory to God.

This is why, if you are a Christian, you should join a church.

What Does Church Membership Entail?
Fundamentally, church membership entails a life of repentance and belief. God established the church to be the community of those who have been born again. His grace in our life, granting us repentance and faith, is signaled by two things.

In Action—Initially by Baptism
The Bible presents baptism as a new Christian’s first step; the New Testament assumes that all Christians have been baptized. In Romans 6, for instance, Paul assumes that the Christians to whom he is writing have all been baptized. This universal practice was rooted in the command of Christ recorded in the Great Commission (Matt. 28:18–20) and is written about in the book of Acts and throughout the New Testament. One must wonder why some who say they are Christ’s disciples refuse to do something that they know is clearly commanded. As one writer observed,

The church has not been given authority to make commandments; it is the duty of the church to obey the commandments already made. It is not the prerogative nor the privilege of any church to modify, minimize or in any way obscure . . . any commandment, of Jesus Christ.8

To reject baptism or the Lord’s Supper or any other clear biblical command is to reject membership among Christ’s disciples—among those who follow his commands.
In Writing—by Signing a Statement of Faith and Church Covenant

In addition to the biblical commands mentioned above, many Baptist and other evangelical churches express a commitment to God and to each other in writing by signing a “church covenant.” This is an agreement members make with each other and with God to live out the Christian life together in a local church.

In my study I have a little booklet that our denomination has kept in print for more than sixty years. Its purpose is to encourage new church members. The first thing in the book is an example of a church covenant. At the bottom of the sample covenant is a place for the person to sign. Such signing of a covenant is not a new practice; it simply fell into disuse in the middle decades of the twentieth century. But earlier in American history, such signing was the general practice. In our church, hanging in a prominent place are the signatures of the founding members of the church, underneath the covenant to which they subscribed when they joined the church. Consider such signatures, and the seriousness of them. These men and women chose to covenant together in response to God’s grace in their lives. Do we do any less today in joining a church?

At Capitol Hill Baptist Church, people attend membership classes before being interviewed for membership. We teach the following five responsibilities of membership:

1. Attend Services Regularly

In Hebrews 10:25 we read that we should not forsake “the assembling of ourselves together” (KJV). That means we should regularly attend the weekly meetings of the church. At Capitol Hill Baptist, we first gather on Sunday morning and then again on Sunday evening, where we spend more time praying together.

2. Attend Communion Particularly

In Luke 22:19 Christ commands his disciples to remember and proclaim his death by taking together regularly the covenant
meal of the Lord’s Supper. It was Capitol Hill’s custom a hundred years ago to have Thursday evening “covenant meetings” where members would renew their covenant and check on the status of their relations with each other before taking communion together the following Sunday. And in many churches at that time, to be absent from communion without a clear excuse was sufficient grounds for someone to be excluded from the membership of the church. In our church we don’t do that, but I sometimes wonder if we should.

3. Attend Members’ Meetings Consistently
As a congregational church, the members’ meeting is an important time in our lives together. It is the meeting of the church for making decisions as a church, a way to fulfill our Matthew 18 duties.

4. Pray Regularly
Paul says we should pray “without ceasing” (1 Thess. 5:17, kjv). If your church has a membership directory, consider using it as a prayer list.

5. Give Regularly
Scripture is full of instructions about giving. For example, Solomon taught: “Honor the Lord with your wealth, with the firstfruits of all your crops” (Prov. 3:9; see Mal. 3:10). Jesus taught his disciples:

Give, and it will be given to you. A good measure, pressed down, shaken together and running over, will be poured into your lap.
For with the measure you use, it will be measured to you. (Luke 6:38; cf. 1 Cor. 16:1b–2)

And Paul wrote to the Corinthian Christians that “Each man should give what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver” (2 Cor. 9:7).

These five responsibilities are some of what being a member of a church entails.
Are you concerned that such high expectations could put people off or make them feel excluded? I think such expectations actually help. By high expectations, I simply mean that if you’re a member of our church we will treat you as if you’re converted. We’ll assume that you increasingly love God and hate sin, and that you are living accordingly, and wanting us to help you do so.

Many churches compromise on this point of high expectations in order to gain a sudden influx of members, but in so doing, they usually doom themselves to losing the gospel, and finally to becoming extinct. Taking unconverted persons into membership in a Christian church will inevitably obscure the gospel. If the gospel is downplayed or confused, the very lifeblood of the church will be cut off, and the church will increasingly lose any distinction from the unbelieving world. And if the salt loses its saltiness, it’s good for nothing (Matt. 5:13).

How exclusive, then, should our churches be? Should our churches adjust our times of meeting, the length of our sermons, and the style of our music to the unbelievers we want to reach? How much is our gathering for the sake of those who are not Christians? Do we understand our meetings mainly in terms of evangelism to non-Christians, or do we understand them to be primarily for the building up of the members in Christ?

Church leaders often ask, how inclusive should we be? Of course, everyone wants to be inclusive. This is obviously loving. But the question of how apparently exclusive we should be perhaps gets to the point more quickly. Do we have to realize that we are out of God’s favor before we can be brought in? Is this what we see of evangelism in the earliest churches in the book of Acts?

I do address nonbelievers in my sermons weekly. For instance, recently I said, “My non-Christian friend, there is an unavoidable discontinuity between our lives and your life. And we actually serve you best if we’re clear about that difference. If you’ve been enjoying the people, the friendliness, and helpfulness of the people in our congregation, that’s wonderful! I hope that continues. And
the good news is that there is even more to all this than you’ve experienced!”

“Belonging before believing” is a popular idea among church leaders these days. And of course we should be extremely welcoming and friendly with nonbelievers in our churches, even inviting them deeper into our lives. But we must be careful about telling non-Christians the theological lie that they, in the most profound sense, belong. In the most profound sense they don’t, and we serve them if we tell them that. We should show unbelievers that there is something more than horizontal community or a vague sense of God’s presence in our congregations.

Conclusion
If the church is a building, then we must be bricks in it; if the church is a body, then we are its members; if the church is the household of faith, then we are part of that household. Sheep are in a flock, and branches are on a vine. Biblically, if we are Christians, we must be members of a church. This membership is not simply the record of a statement we once made or of affection toward a familiar place. It must be the reflection of a living commitment, or it is worthless.

Worse than being worthless, it is dangerous. Uninvolved members confuse both real members and non-Christians about what it means to be a Christian. We “active” members do the voluntarily “inactive” members no service when we allow them to remain members of the church. Membership is the church’s corporate endorsement of a person’s salvation. Yet how can a congregation honestly testify that someone invisible to it is faithfully running the race? If members have left our company and have not gone to any other Bible-believing church, what evidence do we have that they were ever truly a part of us? We do not necessarily know that such uninvolved people are not Christians; we may simply be unable to affirm that they are. We don’t have to tell them that we know they’re going to hell, only that we can’t tell them that
we know for sure that they are going to heaven. Such unattached Christians should unite with a local church.

At Capitol Hill Baptist, by God’s grace, we have seen our membership become more meaningful, as all who are members in name have become members in fact. Many members have made a renewed commitment to the life of the church. New members are being instructed in the faith. As we have sought to become the healthy church we were historically, our number in attendance has once again exceeded the number of members.

Pray that church membership may come to mean something more than it currently does in your church, so that your church can better know those for whom it is responsible, and can pray for them, encourage them, and challenge them.

We should not allow people to keep their church membership for sentimental reasons. Biblically, such membership is no membership at all. In our church’s covenant we pledge: “We will, when we move from this place, as soon as possible, unite with some other church where we can carry out the spirit of this covenant and the principles of God’s Word.” Such commitment is part of healthy discipleship, particularly in our transient age.

Church membership means being incorporated in practical ways into the body of Christ. It means traveling together as aliens and strangers in this world as we head to our heavenly home. Certainly another mark of a healthy church is a biblical understanding of church membership.

In the next-to-the-last scene in Thomas Bolt’s play A Man for All Seasons, the doomed More’s daughter Meg comes to his cell to convince him to say what he needs to say to free himself. Meg pleads, “Then say the words of the oath and in your heart, think otherwise.” She continues to argue with him.

“Well, . . . finally,” says More, “it isn’t a matter of reason; finally it’s a matter of love.”

Joining a particular local church is an outward reflection of an inward love—for Christ and for his people. And, as we see so
often in this life, the greatest love is rarely merely spontaneous; it is more often planned, premeditated, and characterized by commitment.

We read in Ephesians 5:25 that “Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her.” Acts 20:28 reminds us that he bought his church with his own blood. If we are Christ’s followers, we too will love the church that he gave himself for.

So, do not merely attend a church (though you should attend), but join a church. Link arms with other Christians. Find a church you can join, and do it so that non-Christians will hear and see the gospel, so that weak Christians will be cared for, so that strong Christians will channel their energies in a good way, so that church leaders will be encouraged and helped, and so that God will be glorified.

Christians in our country used to know all this, but as the nineteenth century wore on, social action replaced church action. Christians shifted their energies away from keeping their own churches pure to trying to purify their communities. By the time of the 1920s and ’30s, evangelicals had learned something of the fickleness of our world through the celebrated Scopes trial and the repeal of Prohibition. The “fundamentalists” withdrew and attempted to preserve the gospel. In all the social involvement of the previous decades, the gospel had not been lost, but the church had very nearly been. This century has largely been a time of extreme individualism in American evangelicalism. Now we pray that we are on the verge of a recovery of the church as God’s great tool for evangelism, discipleship, missions, and more. Through our love for one another, may God’s love for the world again become visible.
OTHER RESOURCES

- For group study: *Committing to One Another: Church Membership*, a seven-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For deeper reflection: *Church Membership: How the World Knows Who Represents Jesus*, by Jonathan Leeman and *What Is Healthy Church Membership?*, by Thabiti Anyabwile
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What If We Don’t Practice Church Discipline?
Emily Sullivan Oakey was born and educated in Albany, New York, where she later became a teacher. As with many other women of the mid-nineteenth century, she spent a good bit of time writing down her thoughts—in journals, articles, and poetry. She published many of her articles and poems in daily newspapers and in magazines. At age twenty-one, perhaps inspired by Jesus’s parable of the sower, she wrote a poem about sowing and harvesting. Some twenty-five years later, in 1875, the poem was set to music by Philip Bliss and appeared in print for the first time under the title “What Shall the Harvest Be?” The little group of Christians who formed what would later become Capitol Hill Baptist Church selected that song as the first song to be sung in their meeting together, in February of 1878:

Sowing the seed by the daylight fair,
Sowing the seed by the noonday glare,
Sowing the seed by the fading light,
Sowing the seed in the solemn night.
O, what shall the harvest be?
O, what shall the harvest be?

Very appropriate words to ring off the bare walls and floorboards of the building they met in. Those thirty people were planning to covenant to form a church: “What would the harvest be?”
In that same church, more than a century later, we are still helping to determine what will be the harvest of the founders’ efforts. We do so by what we think and how we live, by whom we plan to see and what we plan to do, by what we feel and what we care about, by what we give ourselves for and what we pray about.

What has the harvest been, and what will the harvest be?

This gets to the very heart of our question in this chapter: Are we to live as Christians on our own? Or do we have some obligation to each other? Do our obligations to each other involve merely encouraging each other positively? Or do they include a responsibility to speak honestly to each other of faults, shortcomings, departures from Scripture, or specific sins? Could our responsibilities before God also include sometimes making such matters public?

A discussion of a healthy church must include the topic of church discipline.

**Is All Discipline Negative?**

Church discipline sounds like a pretty negative topic, I admit. There isn’t going to be much about this in “The Positive Bible,” is there? When we hear the word discipline, we tend to think of correction or of a spanking; we think of our parents when we were little. If we’re particularly literate, we have visions of Hester Prynne wearing her scarlet A around a nightmarish Puritan New England town of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s misdirected imagination.

Without hesitation, we should all admit our need for discipline, for shaping. None of us are perfect, finished projects. We may need to be inspired, nurtured, or healed; we may need to be corrected, challenged, or even broken. Whatever the particular method of cure, let’s at least admit the need for discipline. Let’s not pretend or presume that we are just as we should be, as if God had finished his work with us.

Once we have come to that admission, however, we should notice that discipline is often positive, or as it is traditionally called, “formative.” It is the stake that helps the tree grow in the right
direction, the braces on the teeth, the extra set of wheels on the bicycle. It is the repeated instruction to keep your mouth closed when you’re eating, or the regular exhortation to be careful about your words. Formative discipline refers to those things that shape people as they grow emotionally, physically, mentally, and spiritually. It’s the basic shaping that takes place in our families as well as in our churches. We are taught by books at school, and by sermons and services and classes at church. All of this is part of discipline that is positive, shaping, and formative. Every truth that you have ever heard someone talk about is part of formative discipline. This chapter examines discipline in the broadest sense, not just in its “negative” aspects.

**What Is Church Discipline?**

When some hear the term *church discipline*, they become defensive and say something like, “Didn’t Jesus say ‘Judge not, lest you be judged’”? Certainly, in Matthew 7:1, Jesus forbids judging in one sense, and we’ll consider that later in the chapter. But note that elsewhere in the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus also clearly calls us to rebuke others for sin, even publicly, if need be (Matt. 18:15–17; cf. Luke 17:3). Whatever Jesus means by not judging in Matthew 7, he does not mean to rule out the kind of judging he mandates in Matthew 18.

Remember that God himself is Judge, and, in a lesser sense, God intends others to judge as well. He has given the state the responsibility to judge (Rom. 13:1–7). We are told to judge ourselves (1 Cor. 11:28; 2 Cor. 13:5; Heb. 4; 2 Pet. 1:5–10). We are also specifically told to judge one another within the church (though not in the final way that God judges). Jesus’s words in Matthew 18, Paul’s in 1 Corinthians 5–6, and other passages (which we will consider) clearly show that the church is to exercise judgment within itself.

It’s not surprising that the church is instructed to judge. After all, if we cannot say how a Christian *should not* live, how can we say how a Christian *should* live?
Several years ago I was asked to lead a special seminar because our church had been growing numerically and other churches wanted to know how and why that was happening. In preparing for the seminar, I reviewed some of the church growth material produced by our denominational headquarters. One publication said that in order to get our churches growing again, we should “open the front doors and close the back doors.” The writer was saying that we need to open the front doors in the sense of trying to make our churches more accessible by helping people to understand what we’re doing. Then, the writer said, we need to close the back door, that is, make it more difficult for people to flow through our churches, uncared-for and undisciplined.

These are valid criticisms of many of our churches, no doubt. But as I thought about it, I didn’t think either of those were the critical problems we face. What we actually need to do is to close the front door and open the back door! If we want to see our churches grow, we need to make it harder to join, and we need to be better about excluding people. We need to be able to show that there is a distinction between the church and the world—that it means something to be a Christian. If someone who claims to be a Christian refuses to live as a Christian should live, we need to follow what Paul said and, for the glory of God and for that person’s own good, we need to exclude him or her from membership in the church.

Biblical discipline should first appear in the way we take in new members. In 1 Corinthians 5, while dealing with a difficult situation in the church at Corinth, Paul made an assumption that we need to consider:

I have written you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people—not at all meaning the people of this world who are immoral, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters. In that case you would have to leave this world. (vv. 9–10)

Notice that Paul has a clear distinction in his mind between the church and the world. Do we as Christians today make the same
distinction? Do we assume that the church is different than the world? Not that the church is full of perfect people and the world is full of sinners, but do we assume that there is to be some kind of difference between the lives of those in the church and those in the world? Paul draws a sharp contrast. Membership in a local church is to be reflective (as best we can tell) of true membership in the body of Christ.

So, when we’re examining new members, we have to consider whether those who are under consideration are known to be living Christ-honoring lives. Do we understand the seriousness of the commitment we are making to them when they join the church, and have we communicated to them the seriousness of the commitment that they are making to us? If we are more careful about how we recognize and receive new members, we will have less occasion to practice corrective church discipline later.

Since the topic of church discipline hasn’t been talked about in many circles for about a hundred years, I suggest the following resources for further study.

Paul Alexander and I describe more of how our church deals with discipline in chapter 5 of The Deliberate Church.²

For historical background, read Greg Wills’s book, Democratic Religion.³ Wills studied the practice of church discipline among Baptist churches in the South, particularly in Georgia, in the nineteenth century. The book includes some good stories and shrewd observations.

For a traditional manual of church order that talks about how to actually practice church discipline, see John L. Dagg’s Manual of Church Order.⁴ This manual discusses what the Bible says about how we are to order churches and how we are to practically carry out our business.

I also edited Polity: Biblical Arguments on How to Conduct Church Life, a compendium of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century works on church discipline and polity, published by 9Marks.⁵

Finally, the best simple work that I know is Jonathan Leeman’s
Church Discipline: How the Church Protects the Name of Jesus. His much larger work, The Church and the Surprising Offense of God’s Love, gives the conceptual context of church discipline.\(^6\)

Now on to question 3.

What Does the Bible Say about Church Discipline?

Many Bible passages address discipline; I will examine eight of them.

Hebrews 12:1–14

Hebrews 12 presents discipline as a fundamentally positive thing and reveals that God himself disciplines us:

Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary and lose heart.

In your struggle against sin, you have not yet resisted to the point of shedding your blood. And you have forgotten that word of encouragement that addresses you as sons:

“My son, do not make light of the Lord's discipline,
and do not lose heart when he rebukes you,
because the Lord disciplines those he loves,
and he punishes everyone he accepts as a son.”

Endure hardship as discipline; God is treating you as sons. For what son is not disciplined by his father? If you are not disciplined (and everyone undergoes discipline), then you are illegitimate children and not true sons. Moreover, we have all had human fathers who disciplined us and we respected them for it. How much more should we submit to the Father of our spirits and live! Our fathers disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; but God disciplines us for our good, that we may
share in his holiness. No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it.

Therefore, strengthen your feeble arms and weak knees. “Make level paths for your feet,” so that the lame may not be disabled, but rather healed.

Make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be holy; without holiness no one will see the Lord.

God himself disciplines us and, as we will see, he commands us to do the same for each other. The local congregation has a special responsibility and a special competence in this regard.

Matthew 18:15–17
Matthew 18 is one of the two passages (the other being 1 Corinthians 5) most often cited in discussions of church discipline. How do you respond when someone sins against you? Do you sound off at them once and then refuse to talk to them anymore? Do you build up resentment in your heart? Here’s what the Lord Jesus taught his disciples to do in such situations:

If your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between the two of you. If he listens to you, you have won your brother over. But if he will not listen, take one or two others along, so that “every matter may be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.” If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he refuses to listen even to the church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector.

That, according to Jesus, is how we are to deal with disagreements and difficulties with fellow believers. And that’s exactly what the early Christians did, as we see in Paul’s letters.

1 Corinthians 5:1–11
This is the longest and best-known passage on church discipline. Apparently someone in the Corinthian church was living an immoral lifestyle. Paul says:
It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that does not occur even among pagans: A man has his father’s wife. And you are proud! Shouldn’t you rather have been filled with grief and have put out of your fellowship the man who did this? Even though I am not physically present, I am with you in spirit. And I have already passed judgment on the one who did this, just as if I were present. When you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus and I am with you in spirit, and the power of our Lord Jesus is present, hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature may be destroyed and his spirit saved on the day of the Lord.

Your boasting is not good. Don’t you know that a little yeast works through the whole batch of dough? Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new batch without yeast—as you really are. For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed. Therefore let us keep the Festival, not with the old yeast, the yeast of malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, the bread of sincerity and truth.

I have written you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people—not at all meaning the people of this world who are immoral, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters. In that case you would have to leave this world. But now I am writing you that you must not associate with anyone who calls himself a brother but is sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a slanderer, a drunkard or a swindler. With such a man do not even eat.

Why did Paul say all that? Because he had come to hate the offender? No, but because that man was deeply deceived. He thought he could be a Christian while deliberately disobeying the Lord. Or perhaps he thought—and the church allowed him to think—that there was nothing wrong with his having his father’s wife. Paul says that such a person is deluded, and that in order truly to serve such a deluded person and to glorify God, you need to show him the falsity of his profession of faith in light of the way he is living.

Elsewhere in his letters, Paul sheds more light on how such a process of loving confrontation should occur.
Galatians 6:1
This short verse is an important addition to our thinking on church discipline. Here Paul describes how Christians are to restore someone who has been caught in sin:

Brothers, if someone is caught in a sin, you who are spiritual should restore him gently. But watch yourself, or you also may be tempted.

Paul was concerned not just with what was to be done in such a difficult situation but also with how it was to be done.

2 Thessalonians 3:6–15
In Thessalonica, it seems there were some people who were being lazy and not doing anything. To make matters worse, they were defending their inactivity, saying that it was God’s will. Paul said it was not:

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, we command you, brothers, to keep away from every brother who is idle and does not live according to the teaching you received from us. For you yourselves know how you ought to follow our example. We were not idle when we were with you, nor did we eat anyone’s food without paying for it. On the contrary, we worked night and day, laboring and toiling so that we would not be a burden to any of you. We did this, not because we do not have the right to such help, but in order to make ourselves a model for you to follow. For even when we were with you, we gave you this rule: “If a man will not work, he shall not eat.”

We hear that some among you are idle. They are not busy; they are busybodies. Such people we command and urge in the Lord Jesus Christ to settle down and earn the bread they eat. And as for you, brothers, never tire of doing what is right.

If anyone does not obey our instruction in this letter, take special note of him. Do not associate with him, in order that he may feel ashamed. Yet do not regard him as an enemy, but warn him as a brother.
Writing to Timothy, pastor of the church in Ephesus, Paul referred to some who had made “shipwreck” of their faith. Look at what he said should be done with such people:

Among them are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have handed over to Satan to be taught not to blaspheme.

As he continued his letter to Timothy, Paul wrote specifically about what to do with church leaders who are caught in sin:

Do not entertain an accusation against an elder unless it is brought by two or three witnesses. Those who sin are to be rebuked publicly, so that the others may take warning.

Apparently some people in the church where Titus pastored were causing divisions over issues that weren’t that important. Paul wrote,

But avoid foolish controversies and genealogies and arguments and quarrels about the law, because these are unprofitable and useless. Warn a divisive person once, and then warn him a second time. After that, have nothing to do with him. You may be sure that such a man is warped and sinful; he is self-condemned.

Taking all of these passages together, we see that God cares about both our understanding of his truth and our living it out. He cares especially about how we live together as Christians. All kinds of situations mentioned in these passages are, according to the Bible, legitimate areas for our concern—areas in which we as a church should exercise discipline.

One more thing: Did you notice how serious were the consequences Paul mandated in these descriptions of church discipline? “Put out of your fellowship . . . hand this man over to Satan . . .
not to associate with. . . . With such a man do not even eat” (1 Cor. 5:2–11); “keep away from” (2 Thess. 3:6); “take special note of him. Do not associate with him, in order that he may feel ashamed” (2 Thess. 3:14–15); “handed over to Satan” (1 Tim. 1:20); “rebuked publicly” (1 Tim. 5:20); “have nothing to do with them” (2 Tim. 3:5); “have nothing to do with him” (Titus 3:10).

Is Paul just unusually severe? What did Jesus himself say about the person who refused to listen even to the church? “If he refuses to listen even to the church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector” (Matt. 18:17).

This is what the Bible says about church discipline.

How Have Christians in the Past Handled Church Discipline?

In times past, Christians have actually done quite a bit of church discipline. In fact, disciplinary actions were a substantial part of the business at members’ meetings of Baptist churches in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Writing about seventy years ago, Greek scholar H. E. Dana observed that,

The abuse of discipline is reprehensible and destructive, but not more than the abandonment of discipline. Two generations ago the churches were applying discipline in a vindictive and arbitrary fashion that justly brought it into disrepute; today the pendulum has swung to the other extreme—discipline is almost wholly neglected. It is time for a new generation of pastors to restore this important function of the church to its rightful significance and place in church life.

Greg Wills, professor of church history at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, has shed light on a crucial change between the generations of our great-grandparents and our grandparents: the virtual disappearance of corrective discipline from churches. Wills’s book Democratic Religion offers a wealth of quotations reminding us that pastors of the early 1800s clearly considered their
most important tasks to be faithfully preaching the Word and faithfully administering godly discipline. In fact, a great part of the historic Baptist commitment to religious liberty was motivated by a desire that churches be free to exercise church discipline without the interference of the state.\textsuperscript{8}

Wills shows that in pre-Civil War days, “Southern Baptists excommunicated nearly 2 percent of their membership every year”!\textsuperscript{9} Incredible as it may seem, their churches grew! In fact, their churches grew at twice the rate of the population growth! So the concern that a move to practice such biblical church discipline might be “anti-evangelistic” seems unfounded, to say the least.

Jesus intended our lives to back up our words. If our lives don’t back up our words, the evangelistic task is injured, as we have seen so terribly this last century in America. Undisciplined churches have actually made it harder for people to hear the good news of new life in Jesus Christ.

What happened? Why did we stop practicing church discipline? We don’t really know, but Wills suggests that, “This commitment to a holy corporate witness to the world declined as other things gained the attention of the Christians late in the [nineteenth] century and earlier in [the twentieth].” Wills writes:

\text{In fact, the more the churches concerned themselves with social order, the less they exerted church discipline. From about 1850 to 1920, a period of expanding evangelical solicitude for the reformation of society, church discipline declined steadily. From temperance to Sabbatarian reform, evangelicals persuaded their communities to adopt the moral norms of the church for society at large. As Baptists learned to reform the larger society, they forgot how they had once reformed themselves. Church discipline presupposed a stark dichotomy between the norms of society and the kingdom of God. The more evangelicals purified the society, the less they felt the urgency of a discipline that separated the church from the world.}\textsuperscript{10}
As Wills explains,

After the Civil War, . . . observers began to lament that church discipline was foundering, and it was. It declined partly because it became more burdensome in larger churches. Young Baptists refused in increasing numbers to submit to discipline for dancing, and the churches shrank from excluding them. Urban churches, pressed by the need for large buildings and the desire for refined music and preaching, subordinated church discipline to the task of keeping the church solvent. Many Baptists shared a new vision of the church, replacing the pursuit of purity with the quest for efficiency. They lost the resolve to purge their churches of straying members. No one publicly advocated the demise of discipline. No Baptist leader arose to call for an end to congregational censures. No theologians argued that discipline was unsound in principle or practice. . . . It simply faded away, as if Baptists had grown weary of holding one another accountable.\textsuperscript{11}

As Baptist churches of the nineteenth century retreated from church discipline, the work of the pastor also changed. It had subtly though certainly become more public. Previously, people thought that the work of a pastor was to see that souls were mended by repeated private conferences with families or individuals. But what occurred more and more were protracted series of meetings and entertainments and impassioned calls to immediate decision, with the pastor called upon occasionally to deal with only the most serious cases of church discipline. The church, increasingly, didn’t become involved with such problems and, in fact, wasn’t even aware of them. There was no longer a community that mutually covenanted together for accountability. Instead, the pastor alone was expected to deal with just a few cases—those that could cause the church the most public embarrassment.

In all of these changes, important boundaries were blurred. The pastor’s role was confused. Even more fundamentally, the distinction between the church and the world began to be lost. And
this loss was to the great detriment of the churches’ evangelistic ministry—and to our own lives as Christians.

All evangelical Christians in the past tended to practice biblical church discipline. In 1561, Reformed Christians expressed their understanding of these matters in the Belgic Confession:

> The marks by which the true Church is known are these: If the pure doctrine of the gospel is preached therein; if she maintains the pure administration of the sacraments as instituted by Christ; if church discipline is exercised in punishing of sin; in short, if all things are managed according to the pure Word of God, all things contrary thereto rejected, and Jesus Christ acknowledged as the only Head of the Church. Hereby the true Church may certainly be known, from which no man has a right to separate himself.\textsuperscript{12}

It is clear that, in the past, churches intended to practice biblical discipline.

**“Our Church Would Never Do This, Would We?”**

Sometimes church members are shocked at the idea of church discipline when they encounter it for the first time, and you hear them say something like, “Our church would never do this, would we?” In fact, that response shows how easy it is to forget what used to be a common practice among Christians and was for centuries.

The local church I pastor in Washington has from its earliest days recognized the importance of church discipline. When the group of Christians met together that first day and sang that hymn, they incorporated as a church. One of the first things they did that day, in February of 1878, was to adopt the following rules about the church censuring people either by admonition (warning) or by exclusion, which would happen after they had been warned. About admonishing a member, they said,

> When one member of the church trespasses against another member, if the offence is not of a public character, it is the duty of the offended to seek an opportunity to converse privately with...
the offender, with a view to the reconcilement of the difficulty, according to the rule laid down in Matthew 18:15.

If the offender refuses to give satisfaction, it shall be the duty of the offended to select one or two members of the church, and with their aid to endeavor to reconcile the offender, according to the rule laid down in Matthew 18:16.

If these efforts fail to secure a satisfactory adjustment of the difficulty, it shall be the duty of the offended to lay the matter before the church, as directed in Matthew 18:17, and if, after the offender shall have been admonished, in a spirit of meekness and forbearance, he or she shall continue obstinate and incorrigible, it shall be the duty of the church to investigate the case, and take such action as may be necessary.

Charges to be preferred against a member shall be in writing, and shall not be presented to the church without the previous knowledge of the Pastor and Deacons, nor until a copy shall have been presented to the offender.

They also discussed what was to happen if the erring member did not repent. The next step was exclusion. They said that exclusion is a judicial act of the church, passed upon an offender by the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ, by which he or she is cut off from the membership and communion of the church, according to the rule . . . from Matthew 18:17.

No member shall be excluded until he or she shall have been notified to appear before the church, and has had the privilege of answering in person the charges which have been preferred, except in cases of notorious and flagrant immorality, when it shall be the duty of the church to vindicate the honor of its holy calling by proceeding to cut off such an offending member without delay.

What matters were so serious that these founders felt biblically required to respond with such strong measures? If you got upset at someone over picking the wrong hymn, or if someone dropped a hymnbook on your toe? Here's what they said:
Members shall be liable to the discipline of the church for the following causes:

For any outward violations of the moral law.

For pursuing any course which may, in the judgment of the church, be disreputable to it as a body.

For absenting themselves habitually without good reasons, from the church at the seasons set apart for public worship.

For holding and advocating doctrines opposed to those set forth in [the statement of faith].

For neglecting or refusing to contribute toward defraying the expenses of the church according to their several abilities.

For treating the acts and doings of the church contemnuously, or pursuing such a course as is calculated to produce discord.

For divulging to persons not interested, what is done in the meetings of the church.

For pursuing any course of conduct unbecoming good citizens and professing Christians.

If you were part of Capitol Hill Baptist Church in 1878, would you have cause to be warned by the church about something? I regularly see the names of our founding members. Recall that their signatures are on the original church covenant that hangs prominently on a wall in our church. Among those first thirty-one signatures, I also find the very names of some of those involved in the first recorded cases of church discipline. I find that two members were excluded (out of about eighty total members of the church) in 1880. Who were they and what happened? We don't know much, but the church clerk seems to refer to this difficult situation in an annual church letter; in his otherwise glowing report for 1879, we have this brief note from Francis McLean, the clerk:

One thing I must whisper softly: the thrifty growth and the dense foliage do not quite conceal a few apparently dead limbs on the tree. Here lies a responsibility—a care—let us act wisely and well.
It seems that one of those “dead limbs” was actually one of the people who had signed as a founding member of the church. His name was Charles L. Patten. He had served as secretary of the Sunday school. And yet, in the minutes for a meeting of the church on December 17, 1879, we find this brief note:

Pastor presented applications for letters of dismission from this Church to the First Baptist Church, this city, each dated Oct. 30, 1879, from Sister Alma C. Smith and Bro. Charles L. Patten. Pastor stated these letters had been withheld, in his discretion, and he now presented them for the action of the church. Bro. Williamson moved that Sister Smith be granted letters of dismission. Lost. On motion of Bro. Kingdon, a Committee was chosen, composed of the Pastor, Brethren C. W. Longan, and Ward Morgan, to consider this application of Bro. Patten, and that he be requested to appear before that committee, to state the reasons why he had separated from his wife.

That was in the public meeting of the church. They did not want it thought that Christians leave their wives. About a month later, at a church meeting on January 21, 1880, we read,

Pastor, on behalf of Committee to investigate case of Bro. Patten, reported that a letter had been written to him, to which he had responded in writing, but that further effort of Committee had failed to meet with any response. The Committee was considered as having reported progress and still retaining the matter in charge.

At the same meeting, a second disciplinary matter was raised in the case of yet another founding member of the congregation:

Clerk presented the following motion, which was adopted, viz: That a Committee, composed of the Pastor and Deacons, be and is hereby requested to take into consideration such facts in the case of Sister Lucretia E. Douglas, as may explain the reasons, if any, of her nonattendance at the meetings of the church for over a year past, and to recommend at the next Quarterly Meeting what
they shall deem to be the wisest and best course in the matter on the part of this church.

Nonattendance, as in the case of Sister Douglas, was considered one of the most sinister of sins, because it usually veiled other sins. When someone began to be in sin, they would usually stop attending.

So, not only would Capitol Hill Baptist Church practice church discipline—we can, and we have! And so have many other churches. For most of church history, this has been the regular business of the church.

Why Practice Church Discipline?

For what purpose does your church exist? How do you know if it is fulfilling its purpose? How do you know that things are going well in your church?

The Bible says that “love covers over a multitude of sins.” As pragmatic Americans, we sometimes seem to think that size covers over a multitude of sins. We often assume that if a church is large or at least is growing, then it must be a good church. Os Guinness writes about this mistake: “One Florida pastor with a seven-thousand member megachurch expressed the fallacy well: ‘I must be doing right or things wouldn’t be going so well.’”

But imagine this church: It is huge and is still numerically growing. People like it. The music is good. Whole extended families can be found within its membership. The people are welcoming. There are many exciting programs, and people are quickly enlisted into their support. And yet, the church, in trying to look like the world in order to win the world, has done a better job than it may have intended. It does not display the distinctively holy characteristics taught in the New Testament. Such an apparently vigorous church is truly spiritually sick, with no remaining immune system to check and guard against wrong teaching or wrong living. Imagine Christians, knee-deep in recovery groups and sermons on brokenness and grace, being comforted in their
sin but never confronted. Imagine those people, made in the image of God, being lost to sin because no one corrects them. Can you imagine such a church?

Have I not described many of our American churches?

It is not easy to be faithful in the matter of church discipline when so many churches are unfaithful. It is hard enough to try to reestablish a culture of meaningful membership in a church. Personally, I have often become the focus of someone’s anger because he or she doesn’t appreciate the importance of taking membership so seriously. But I see no other way that we can be faithful to what Jesus taught. We must try, praying for God’s Spirit to give us sufficient love and wisdom.

Let’s be honest. The state of churches in America today is not good. Even if the membership numbers of some groups look okay, as soon as you ask what the membership numbers actually stand for, you start finding the trouble.

We certainly should not practice church discipline to be vindictive. Paul reminded the Roman Christians, “Do not take revenge, my friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is written: ‘It is mine to avenge; I will repay,’ says the Lord” (Rom. 12:19). Corrective church discipline is never to be done out of meanness of spirit but only out of love for the offending party and the members of the church individually, and ultimately out of love for God himself.

Nor should corrective church discipline ever take place out of the mistaken notion that we have the final word from God on a person’s eternal fate. Corrective church discipline is never meant to be the final statement about a person’s eternal destiny. Such a pronouncement is not our role. It is beyond our competence.

We’re to practice church discipline because, with humility and love, we want to see good come.

We considered earlier Jesus’s words in Matthew 7:1: “Do not judge, or you too will be judged.” He went on to say, “For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you” (v. 2). When any kind
of church discipline or even merely criticism is mentioned today, many think of this verse. But the essence of what Jesus forbids here is not being critical; rather, it is doing that which is not in our authority to do. Personal revenge is wrong (see Matt. 5:40), but final justice is right (see Matt. 19:28). It is wrong to ask people to measure up to your whims and wishes, but it is completely appropriate for God to require his creatures to reflect his holy character. We do not in ourselves have the right or the ability to condemn finally, but one day God will ask his followers to pronounce his judgments—awesome, wonderful, and terrible—upon his creation (1 Cor. 6:2).

Some churches ask their members to covenant together to promote not only their own holiness but also the holiness of their brothers and sisters in Christ. Could it be that, in our day, a misunderstanding of Matthew 7:1 has been a shield for sin and has worked to prevent the kind of congregational life that was known by churches of an earlier day—and could be known by us again?

Certainly a “holier-than-thou,” judgmental attitude indicates a heart ignorant of its debt to God’s grace and mercy. But likewise, people who are unconcerned with sin in their own lives or in the lives of those they love are not exhibiting the kind of holy love that Jesus had and that he said would mark his disciples.

We do not exclude someone from fellowship in the church because we know their final state will be eternal separation from God. Rather, we exclude someone out of a concern that they are living in a way that displeases God. We do not discipline because we want to get back at someone. We discipline in humility and in love for God and for the person disciplined.

We should want to see discipline practiced in this way in our churches for other reasons as well, five of which we’ll briefly consider.

1. For the Good of the Person Disciplined
The man in Corinth was lost in his sin, thinking God approved of his having an affair with his father’s wife (see 1 Cor. 5:1–5). The
people in the churches in Galatia thought it was fine that they were trusting in their own works rather than in Christ alone (see Gal. 6:1–5). Alexander and Hymenaeus thought it was all right for them to blaspheme God (see 1 Tim. 1:20). But none of these people was in good standing with God. Out of our love for such people, we want to see church discipline practiced. We don’t want our churches to encourage hypocrites who are hardened, confirmed, and lulled in their sins. We don’t want to live that kind of life individually, or as a church.

2. For the Good of Other Christians, as They See the Danger of Sin
Paul told Timothy that if a leader sins, he should be rebuked publicly (1 Tim. 5:20). That doesn’t mean that anytime I, as a pastor, do anything wrong, members of my church should stand up in the public service and say, “Hey, Mark, that was wrong.” It means that when one commits a serious sin (particularly one that’s not repented of), it needs to be brought up in public so that others will take warning by seeing the serious nature of sin.

3. For the Health of the Church as a Whole
Paul pleads with the believers at Corinth, saying that they shouldn’t have boasted about having such toleration for sin in the church (1 Cor. 5:6–8). He asked rhetorically, “Don’t you know that a little yeast works through the whole batch of dough?” (v. 6). Yeast represents the unclean and spreading nature of sin. So, says Paul,

Get rid of the old yeast that you may be a new batch without yeast—as you really are. For Christ, our Passover lamb, has been sacrificed. Therefore let us keep the Festival [the Passover supper] not with the old yeast, the yeast of malice and wickedness, but with bread without yeast, the bread of sincerity and truth. (vv. 7–8)

For the Passover meal, a lamb was slaughtered and unleavened bread was eaten. Paul tells the Corinthians that the lamb (Christ)
had been slaughtered, and that they (the Corinthian church) were to be the unleavened bread. They were to have no leaven of sin in them. They, as a whole church, were to be an acceptable sacrifice.

Of course, none of this means that discipline is to be the focal point of the church. Discipline is no more the focal point of the church than medicine is the focal point of life. There may be some times when you are necessarily consumed with discipline, but generally it should be no more than something that allows you to get on with your main task. It is certainly not the main task itself.

4. For the Corporate Witness of the Church
Church discipline is a powerful tool in evangelism. People notice when our lives are different, especially when there’s a whole community of people whose lives are different—not people whose lives are perfect, but whose lives are marked by genuinely trying to love God and one another. When churches are seen as conforming to the world, our evangelistic task becomes all the more difficult. We become so like the unbelievers they have no questions they want to ask us. May we so live that people are made constructively curious. (See Matt. 5:16; John 13:34–35; 1 Cor. 5:1; 1 Pet. 2:12.)

5. For the Glory of God, as We Reflect His Holiness
(See Eph. 5:25–27; Heb. 12:10–14; 1 Pet. 1:15–16; 2:9–12; 1 John 3:2–3.) The most compelling reason to practice church discipline is to glorify God. That’s why we’re alive! We humans were made to bear God’s image, and to carry his character to his creation (Gen. 1:27). So it is no surprise that, throughout the Old Testament, as God fashioned a people to bear his image, he instructed them in holiness so that their character might better approximate his own (see Lev. 11:44; 19:2). This was the basis for correction and even exclusion in Old Testament times, as God fashioned a people for himself; and it was the basis for shaping the New Testament church as well (see 2 Cor. 6:14–7:1). Christians are supposed to be conspicuously holy, not for our own reputation, but for God’s.
We are to be the light of the world, so that when people see our good deeds they will glorify God (Matt. 5:16). Peter says, “Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us” (1 Pet. 2:12). This is why God has called us and saved us and set us apart (Col. 1:21–22).

What else should we look like, if we bear his name? Paul wrote to the church at Corinth,

Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. And that is what some of you were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God. (1 Cor. 6:9–11)

From the very beginning, Jesus had instructed his disciples to teach people to obey all that he had taught (Matt. 28:19–20). God will have a holy people to reflect his character. The picture of the church at the end of the book of Revelation is of a glorious bride who reflects the character of Christ himself, while, “Outside are the dogs, those who practice magic arts, the sexually immoral, the murderers, the idolaters and everyone who loves and practices falsehood” (Rev. 22:15).

Taking 1 Corinthians 5 as a model, churches have long recognized church discipline as one of the boundaries that makes church membership mean something. The assumption is that church members are people who can appropriately take communion without bringing disgrace on the church, condemnation on themselves, or dishonor to God and his gospel (see 1 Corinthians 11).

When we consider such passages, and the qualifications for leaders in the church, we see that Christians more actively bear the responsibility to have a good name than do people in the world. Our secular courts place a strict burden of proof on those
who charge others with guilt. We presume innocence until one is proved guilty. But in the church, our responsibility is slightly but importantly different. Our lives are the storefront display of God’s character in his world. We cannot finally determine what others think of us, and we know that we are to expect such strong disapproval that we will even be persecuted for righteousness. But so far as it lies within us, we are to live lives that commend the gospel to others. We actively bear a responsibility to live lives that will bring praise and glory to God, not ignominy and shame.

Our biblical theology may explain church discipline. Our teaching and preaching may instruct about it. Our church leaders may encourage it. But it is only the church that may and must finally enforce discipline.

Biblical church discipline is simple obedience to God and a simple confession that we need help. We cannot live the Christian life alone. Our purpose in church discipline is positive for the individual disciplined, for other Christians as they see the real danger of sin, for the health of the church as a whole, and for the corporate witness of the church to those outside. Most of all, our holiness is to reflect the holiness of God. It should mean something to be a member of the church, not for our pride’s sake but for God’s name’s sake. Biblical church discipline is a mark of a healthy church.

What If We Don’t Practice Church Discipline?

We have to wonder what it means to be a church if our church won’t practice church discipline. Ultimately, this is a question about the nature of our churches.

Greg Wills writes that, to many Christians in the past, “A church without discipline would hardly have counted as a church.” John Dagg writes, “When discipline leaves a church, Christ goes with it.” If we can’t say what something is not, we can’t very well say what it is. If we give up the ability to say what a Christian is not, we cannot meaningfully say what a Christian is.
Our lives should back up our professions of faith. We need to love each other. We need to hold each other accountable, because all of us will have times when our flesh wants to go in a way different than what God has revealed in Scripture. And part of the way we love each other is by being honest and establishing relationships with each other and speaking in love to each other. We need to love each other and we need to love those outside our church whom our witness affects. And we need to love God, who is holy, and who calls us not to bear his name in vain, but to be holy as he is holy. That’s a tremendous privilege and a great responsibility.

If we want to see our churches healthy, we must actively care for each other, even to the point of confronting. It all gets very practical, doesn’t it, when you get right down to it—all this talk about a church, new life, covenant, and committed relationships?

What shall the harvest be?

Sowing the seed by the wayside high,
Sowing the seed on the rocks to die,
Sowing the seed where the thorns will spoil,
Sowing the seed in the fertile soil:
Sowing the seed with an aching heart,
Sowing the seed while the teardrops start,
Sowing in hope till the reapers come
Gladly to gather the harvest home:
O, what shall the harvest be?

**OTHER RESOURCES**

- For group study: *Guarding One Another: Church Discipline*, a six-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
- For pastoral application: *Church Discipline: How the Church Protects the Name of Jesus*, by Jonathan Leeman
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The Importance of Good Growth
What If We Don’t Grow?
Rob prayed to receive Christ when he was seventeen. He had had a hard few months, and he felt done in. To say that he was at the end of his rope might be too dramatic, but that’s basically how he felt. Rob had never been much for church, but he had nothing against it. He wasn’t an atheist or anything. He simply had never seen much in it.

Then his friend Shawn invited him to go to a Christian meeting with him, and Rob was feeling so down that he thought, *Maybe this will help.* At the meeting he talked with Shawn and with a nice young lady named Sarah, until almost midnight.

The conversation started out light but became fairly serious when Shawn and then Sarah began to share some things that they had gone through recently. Eventually it just got to Rob. He didn’t break down and cry; he just opened up and was more honest with these two people than he usually was even with himself. “My life feels out of control. Everything seems to be going wrong. And the things that aren’t going wrong don’t seem to matter to me.”

And that’s when he did it. In five minutes—or less—Sarah and Shawn told him about the wonderful life he could have as a Christian, and the free gift he could have right now of forgiveness
from God for everything he had ever done wrong, and eternal life with God in heaven when he died. It seemed like the best thing Rob had been offered in a long time, and it also seemed kind of, well, sweet that these two people would sit there and listen to him and tell him these kinds of things.

When Rob asked how he could “sign up,” Shawn and Sarah handed him a little booklet and pointed to a paragraph in bold letters, printed on the back cover. It was a prayer. “Repeat after me,” said Shawn, and Rob did. Each time Shawn read a line and paused, Rob repeated the line. He was reading them to God. He was praying. And that was that. Shawn and Sarah told him, excitedly, that he had become a Christian, because God promised that if anyone confessed his sins, God would forgive him. Rob knew that he had done bad things. So he prayed. And there it was. It was over and done with. He was saved.

In the years that followed, Rob lived a pretty upstanding life. By the time he was forty, some people even thought of him as a pillar of the church.

He got involved in a church where the preaching was usually exciting. The sermons were short, to the point, and filled with good stories, memorable anecdotes, and moving illustrations. Rob really loved to listen, especially to the stories.

He would have had to confess, had anyone cornered him, that he didn’t really know his Bible very well. Though he taught Sunday school for several years, he couldn’t really tell you where most of the books in the Bible were, or why the exodus was important, or what the book of Revelation was about. Rob had his own thoughts about God and shared these with people, but he didn’t really get them from the Bible. They were just the things he heard and thought himself.

He imagined the gospel to be a pretty straightforward offer from God—to forgive our sins if we would just own up to them (“Yeah, that one’s mine”). He knew that Jesus and the cross were important; he wasn’t sure exactly how, but he knew they were important.
If the truth were known, Rob thought of conversion kind of like the decision to buy a new car or some other momentous decision in life. It was big, and a little scary, but it was just something you had to do. Everyone, he thought, should get around to it sometime, and sooner would be better than later . . . because, you know, you never know . . .

Evangelism, to Rob, was what the church staff did, and what he had done himself maybe a couple of times. He had to do a bit of it back when they had the pastor who was big on knocking on doors, and then once when he went as a chaperone on the youth choir trip and a couple of the boys had some questions about what it meant to be baptized and join the church—so he had talked to them about it.

Actually, Rob himself had never joined the church, but most people probably didn’t even realize that. He went through periods of more involvement and periods of less involvement. Sometimes he attended every Sunday for a year and then other times he wouldn’t be there for a month, two months, three months; and, honestly, he kind of liked it that way. He was able to pick and choose the things he wanted to get involved with. After all, joining the church had always seemed to him like giving someone a blank check.

And then there were the problems a few years back when his daughter, who was in the church choir, had been taught some things that he thought were just crazy. Why, if they had gone on, his daughter could even have ended up as a foreign missionary or something! So he had forbade her to go to choir, youth group, Bible study, or even church for a while, and he didn’t go himself for the better part of a year. He wasn’t too worried about it, though, because he believed “once saved, always saved,” and he knew that he had been saved because he had prayed that prayer with Sarah and Shawn. He didn’t really have anything to worry about.

Besides, at that time they had a pastor with whom he didn’t get along very well, and, to be honest, he figured he would wait
him out. He had seen pastors come and go. Some of the new things this pastor wanted to do really bothered him. He wanted to give a lot more money to missions when there was plenty of work to be done on their own building. He talked about the church changing things, like having elders; he even talked about “church discipline” (which to Rob sounded scary, judgmental, and un-Christian). Rob knew that most pastors didn’t last long, especially if Rob let it be known that he was avoiding church involvement for a while because of a particular pastor.

Is it surprising that Rob wasn’t really growing as a Christian? And, more than that, that it didn’t bother him that he wasn’t growing as a Christian?

Even if Rob isn’t so concerned about growth as a Christian, pollster George Barna tells us that many others are. At the end of 1998, Barna reported that 82 percent of Americans said that they felt the need to experience spiritual growth. Other surveys have similar findings. Barna suggests that such findings indicated a surge of interest in spirituality and a search for meaning in life. In light of these results, let’s consider four questions:

1. Are such desires for spiritual growth biblical? Or can we as believers be settled, comfortable, and secure like Rob was?
2. If we do want to grow spiritually—as individuals and as a church—how do we do that?
3. Is spiritual growth really so important?
4. What if we don’t grow?

A healthy church is characterized by having members who are seriously concerned for their spiritual growth. In a healthy church, people want to get better at following Jesus Christ.

A Biblical Theology of Growth

First, is the desire for spiritual growth biblical, or is it merely an example of modern American progress-mania—we worship progress in everything and so we import that value into our under-
standing of Christianity? Or is a focus on spiritual growth a kind of spiritual self-centeredness where we become Christian-narcissists, overly concerned about our own spiritual virtues?

As we study Scripture, we find that spiritual growth is not merely a concern of forward-looking Americans; it is a concern of the Bible as well.

In the first chapter of the Bible, God commanded the creatures of the land and sea to multiply: “God blessed them and said, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the water in the seas, and let the birds increase on the earth’” (Gen. 1:22). And he gave that command, and more, to Adam and Eve just a few verses later: “God blessed them and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground’” (v. 28).

A few chapters later, after God wiped out the world in judgment with the flood, what was the first thing he commanded the sons of Noah to do? “Then God blessed Noah and his sons, saying to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in number and fill the earth’” (Gen. 9:1).

Later in Genesis, God promised Abraham that the number of his descendants would be great and would increase. When the children of Israel went down into Egypt in captivity, they multiplied and increased in number. That was a sign of God’s blessing. God blessed them again when they went into the Promised Land. Even when they were taken into exile in Babylonia, what happened? The Lord instructed them through Jeremiah: “Marry and have sons and daughters; find wives for your sons and give your daughters in marriage, so that they too may have sons and daughters. Increase in number there; do not decrease” (Jer. 29:6).

God does not subscribe to E. F. Schumacher’s idea that small is beautiful! Though sometimes less is more, smaller is not necessarily better. I’m not saying that God is from Texas, but that he seems to view abundance as a blessing. One of the ways God en-
courages righteousness in the Old Testament is by the abundance of blessings he pours out in growth and prosperity. So we read in Psalm 92:12–13:

The righteous will flourish like a palm tree,
they will grow like a cedar of Lebanon;
planted in the house of the LORD,
they will flourish in the courts of our God.

And in Proverbs, God gives instructions on how we can grow. Basically he tells us to increase strength by increasing wisdom, and to increase wisdom by being with the wise (Prov. 24:5; 13:20).

Of course, we’re not to seek the wrong kind of growth. We’re not to be too impressed by the increase of physical things such as wealth and possessions. As Psalm 49:16–17 warns:

Do not be overawed when a man grows rich,
when the splendor of his house increases;
for he will take nothing with him when he dies.

Death garners from us all the possessions we accumulate in this world. So we shouldn’t be too impressed by them.

One thing the Bible teaches about growth is that the kingdom of heaven will grow. This was prophesied in the Old Testament, and Jesus promised it as well. We sing that prophecy around Christmastime each year from Isaiah 9:7, in which the Lord promised that the kingdom of his Messiah would grow:

Of the increase of his government and peace
there will be no end.
He will reign on David’s throne
and over his kingdom,
establishing and upholding it
with justice and righteousness
from that time on and forever.
The zeal of the LORD Almighty
will accomplish this.
A Concern for Discipleship and Growth

The Lord Jesus himself speaks of how his kingdom will grow in fulfillment of this prophecy. He says it will grow from the smallest seed to the largest plant in the garden: “Though it is the smallest of all your seeds, yet when it grows, it is the largest of garden plants and becomes a tree, so that the birds of the air come and perch in its branches” (Matt. 13:32).

The Seed, of course, did fall to the ground and die. But though Jesus was crucified and buried, he was raised again, and the kingdom of God that he began to build did exactly what he prophesied it would do. It began to grow. The book of Acts repeats that refrain again and again:

In those days when the number of disciples was increasing. . . . the Word of God spread. The number of disciples in Jerusalem increased rapidly, and a large number of priests became obedient to the faith. (6:1, 7)

But the word of God continued to increase and spread. (12:24)

The word of the Lord spread through the whole region. (13:49)

In this way the word of the Lord spread widely and grew in power. (19:20)

So, we find numerical growth going on in the New Testament just as in the Old Testament. But the growth that we find discussed and urged and prayed for in the New Testament isn’t simply numerical growth. If your church is more crowded with people now than it was a few years ago, does that mean that it is a healthy church? Not necessarily. There is another kind of growth. The New Testament idea of growth involves not just more people, but people who are growing up, maturing, and deepening in the faith. We read in Ephesians 4:15–16: “Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work.”
How does such growth happen? Ultimately, it happens by God’s work. We grow as the body of Christ as God causes growth. According to Colossians 2:19, Christ is “the Head, from whom the whole body, supported and held together by its ligaments and sinews, grows as God causes it to grow.”

It is not finally the preacher who causes a church to grow. God may use a preacher; that’s up to him. Paul wrote to the Corinthian Christians about this very point. They were particularly prone to worship eloquent preachers. So Paul reminded them that he “planted the seed, Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. So neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow” (1 Cor. 3:6–7).

Paul was a good disciple of Jesus, who himself had taught that the growth of the kingdom of God comes from God and does not ultimately depend on us. In Mark 4 Jesus compares the kingdom of God to a crop that grows while the farmer sleeps; whether the farmer gets up or not, the crop continues to grow. Jesus’s point isn’t that we should be lazy and indolent, but that the growth of the kingdom of God does not finally depend on us. God himself is committed to ensuring the growth of his church. “Night and day, whether he [the farmer] sleeps or gets up, the seed sprouts and grows, though he does not know how” (Mark 4:27). God causes the growth.

This is why, when Paul writes to the Thessalonians, he doesn’t so much congratulate them on their growth—“Oh, you’ve grown so well!”—but rather thanks God for it. Growth doesn’t have to produce pride. Growth can cause humility and recognition that it is God who gives growth: “We ought always to thank God for you, brothers, and rightly so, because your faith is growing more and more, and the love every one of you has for each other is increasing” (2 Thess. 1:3).

This is why, when Paul wants a congregation to grow, he prays for them. He realizes that growth comes from God. In Paul’s first letter to the Thessalonians he prays,
Now may our God and Father himself and our Lord Jesus clear the way for us to come to you. May the Lord make your love increase and overflow for each other and for everyone else, just as ours does for you. May he strengthen your hearts so that you will be blameless and holy in the presence of our God and Father when our Lord Jesus comes with all his holy ones. (1 Thess. 3:11–13)

In Colossians, Paul again prays that his readers will grow spiritually: “We pray this in order that you may live a life worthy of the Lord and may please him in every way: bearing fruit in every good work, growing in the knowledge of God” (Col. 1:10).

Now, I don’t mean to suggest that we have nothing to do with our own spiritual growth. The fact that I’ve even bothered to write about this means I must believe that we as Christians have something to do with our own spiritual growth. In 2 Peter 3:18, Peter finishes his letter with an exhortation to “grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” It is an imperative. “Grow!” he says.

We should want to grow spiritually. But how do we do it? In the first chapter of this letter, Peter says, “For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from being ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ” (2 Pet. 1:8).

What qualities?

For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to goodness, knowledge; and to knowledge, self-control; and to self-control, perseverance; and to perseverance, godliness; and to godliness, brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness, love. For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from being ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. (vv. 5–8)

We should want to grow. And we grow by cultivating these qualities. Elsewhere Peter emphasizes the importance of knowing God’s Word. If you want to grow, he says, do this:
Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your salvation, now that you have tasted that the Lord is good. As you come to him, the living Stone—rejected by men but chosen by God and precious to him—you also, like living stones, are being built into a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ. (1 Pet. 2:2–5)

Spiritual growth is a solidly biblical concept. It isn’t only Americans who are concerned about growth; it isn’t just something about our national culture. It is an idea that’s in the Bible, and from as far back as creation itself.

A Biblical Practice of Growth

How, then, do we grow as Christians? What kind of church will cultivate such discipleship among its members? In one sense, that’s what we’ve been considering throughout this whole book. But how do each of the eight other “marks” considered in this book affect our growth—individually and corporately—as Christians? I’m convinced that each one of these marks can contribute to our following Christ better. For the spiritual health of the individual Christian, for the good of other Christians, for the health of the church as a whole, for the good of our witness to non-Christians, and for the glory of God, each one of these marks has a contribution to make.

Expositional Preaching

A church in which there is expositional preaching will be a church that encourages Christian growth. God’s Word is what we need if we are to grow. The culture around us won’t tell us what we most need. We can’t even look into our own hearts for such knowledge. Os Guinness has written that,

The exaggerated half-truth about the church’s “needing to meet needs” . . . breeds unintended consequences. Just as church-growth’s modern passion for “relevance” will become its road to irrelevance, so its modern passion for “felt needs” will turn the
church into an echo chamber of fashionable needs that drown out the one voice that addresses real human need below all felt needs. After all, if true needs are a first step toward faith and prayer, false needs are the opposite. As George Macdonald observed . . . “that need which is no need, is a demon sucking at the spring of your life.”

To learn what we most need in our lives, we need to turn to God himself. We need to hear his Word—all of it—preached expositionally, so that we don’t just hear selective themes. There are things in the Bible that we want to avoid. None of us is so holy and perfect and well-shaped spiritually that we happily welcome every word in God’s book. God save us from being in a church where the Word is preached selectively. We should pray that God will provide his church with preachers who will preach all of his Word.

As we study God’s Word, we see his help and his care for his own throughout history. We become aware of the beauty of God’s plan. We see the glory of the gospel. We see how God corrects us. In a funny way, when we hear expositional preaching we become less dependent on the preacher. We’re more concerned about the Word of God. So if your pastor is away and someone else is in the pulpit, that’s okay. We love our ministers, but more than that we love the Word of God. That’s what we want to hear. That’s what the church is built on: hearing God’s Word speak to us as his Holy Spirit uses it in our hearts. Through his Word, we come to know more of God and of his character than you or I could ever guess or suppose.

Be very careful before joining a church that does not stress expositional preaching, or calling a preacher who is not an expositional preacher, who is not committed to preaching all of God’s Word, regardless of how uncomfortable parts of it may make us feel.

Biblical Theology

We grow as we understand more of the truth about God and about us. We grow as we understand more of his care and his character. We grow as we read the biblical record of his choosing a people
and then working with them through very difficult circumstances. We are encouraged by seeing the big picture, the plan, the meaning. We begin to grow in our knowledge of him. We begin to trust him more.

How do we grow in our ability to trust God? We grow in that ability partly through the difficulties God allows us to go through. But experience is only half of it. That’s what gives us the opportunity to trust. But why trust him? We trust him because he has shown himself perfectly trustworthy. God’s revelation of himself throughout the Word, throughout history, shows him to be worthy of our trust no matter what he might send our way.

A Biblical Understanding of the Gospel

As we realize more and more the depth of our need, we are trained to rely on Christ. John Newton, the author of “Amazing Grace,” wrote a poem about trusting Christ and about trying to grow as a Christian:

I asked the Lord that I might grow
   In faith, and love, and every grace,
Might more of his salvation know,
   And seek more earnestly his face.

I hoped that in some favoured hour
   At once He’d answer my request,
And by His love’s constraining power
   Subdue my sins, and give me rest.

Instead of this, He made me feel
   The hidden evils of my heart;
And let the angry powers of hell
   Assault my soul in every part.³

When we begin to have a more biblical understanding of our state as humans, though we’re grievously saddened by tragedies such as terrorist attacks or random mass shootings, we can’t say
that we’re shocked in the way that a non-Christian might be. We understand something of our tremendous capacities as image-bearers of God and how terribly, terribly wrong those capacities can go when we don’t use them in submission to God. As we begin to understand more of our own brokenness, of our own sinful rebellion, we—strange as it may seem—begin to understand more of his love. Sometimes people make a distinction between “hellfire” preachers on the one hand and preachers that understand God’s love on the other. But that distinction is no more than a caricature. Preachers who talk only about God’s love talk about it less and less with every sermon they preach, because there is less and less in their own mind that God loves us in spite of. There’s less and less of a problem that has been dealt with. There’s less and less weight that Christ has carried. There’s less and less of an extent to which he has gone in his love for us.

When, on the other hand, we begin to understand the reality of our sinful rebellion against God, then we begin to understand more of God’s love for us in Christ.

A church that is clear on the gospel will help you grow as a Christian. It will help you grow in confidence as you know the love of God. Indeed you cannot help but grow as you understand more and more what God has done for you in Christ. Do you want to grow as a Christian? Meditate on Charles Wesley’s great hymn, “And Can It Be?” Return to being amazed at the gospel.

A Biblical Understanding of Conversion

As you realize your own spiritual state and dependence on God for your own Christian life, you don’t become indifferent, you become grateful—profoundly and deeply thankful to God that he has had mercy on you and on so many others. Your hope becomes more certain, because you realize your hope isn’t based on your own faithfulness but on God’s faithfulness. That’s a tremendous encouragement to anyone who knows himself to be a sinner. God loves us out of his own nature of love.
As we begin to recognize our own salvation as the fruit of God's work in our lives, we're not even tempted to feel the wrong kind of pride in our own spiritual life, because we understand from the Bible what conversion is. We understand more of what a true Christian is and how we become one—by the grace of God.

A Biblical Understanding of Evangelism

The lack of spiritual growth in people who call themselves Christians is often evidence that they have been wrongly evangelized. We lead people who are not Christians to think that they are. One church-growth consultant recently claimed that “five to ten million baby boomers would be back in the fold within a month if churches adopted three simple changes: 1. Advertise 2. Let people know about product benefits 3. Be nice to new people.” That's it? Advertise, put the product benefits up front, and be nice to new people, and five to ten million people will be back in the churches within a month? Perhaps so. But I don’t know if we would see them converted.

Don’t misunderstand me. It’s not as though I want to take down the signs and not advertise. It’s not that I don’t want to tell people any of the good things about being a Christian and just keep it a secret to myself. It’s not that I want us to be mean to new people when they come in. But we have to understand that evangelism is more than all those things. The church is not a booster organization. We’re telling people a serious message about their condition before God, and about the tremendous news of the new life God is offering them in Christ. And we’re inviting them to enter into that life by dire and desperate means—repentance and faith.

When we begin to understand more of what the Bible teaches about evangelism, we will begin to trust God in helping us to spread the good news. We will feel more like obeying him as we realize that it is not our duty to convert anyone but simply to faithfully tell the news. There is a wonderful freedom in that. I don’t have to feel that I have to answer every person’s every question.
I just have to tell them the truth about Jesus, and love them and pray for them. I’m called simply to be faithful in the message, and that brings a wonderful freedom. More fully understanding God’s work in regeneration encourages me to trust God.

A Biblical Understanding of Church Membership
Living the Christian life means being committed to each other. It entails being part of a community that is centered around Jesus Christ. By dealing with each other, we are forced to deal with areas of our lives that we would otherwise avoid; because of our committed love to each other, we pray and reflect on those areas and repent. Through our commitments and responsibilities as church members, we learn more of what true Christian love is all about. We’re encouraged as we see God’s work in other people’s lives. We’re encouraged by seeing the older members being cared for and newer Christians maturing. Even if things in our lives are not going so well, we can be encouraged by the work of God in other people’s lives. That’s how it is supposed to be. That’s one of the reasons why God doesn’t call us to run this race alone. Being rooted in a church also encourages accountability. It helps us in so many ways to grow as Christians.

A Biblical Understanding of Church Discipline
One of the unintended consequences of a church’s neglect of proper discipline is that it gets much harder to produce disciples. In an un-disciplined church, examples are unclear and models are confused.

“Mr. So-and-So has been a member of the church for forty years, but look what he does.”

“Well, yes, but he’s on all the committees.”

Weeds are undesirable. No gardener sets out to grow weeds. They can have bad effects on the plants around them. God’s plan for the local church does not encourage us to leave weeds unchecked. He intends, for his own glory, that the church be composed of imperfect people; but he intends that these imperfect
people should be people who love him and in whose lives he can
work—to make them more holy.

For the good of the one disciplined, for the good of other
Christians who see discipline as a warning, for the health of the
church as a whole, for the good of our witness to non-Christians,
and for the glory of God, we will be helped to grow as we practice
church discipline.

A Biblical Understanding of Church Leadership

We’ll also be helped as Christians by a biblical understanding of
leadership. As God brings people into our lives whom he has called
to be spiritual leaders, we gain practical role models and godly vi-
sion. We’ll consider this more in our final chapter.

These are some of the ways that our eight other “marks of a healthy
curch” contribute to our spiritual growth as Christians.

Hopes for Growth

Before discussing the importance of spiritual growth, let me share
some of my hopes for my own ministry—for my own life and my
own church—in this matter of spiritual growth.

Pastoral Visitation

In my role as a pastor, I hope specifically that, slowly but surely, I’ll
be able to do regular pastoral visitation in a way that was standard
in years gone by. When I first came to Capitol Hill Baptist, I began
meeting with current members of the congregation. I or one of the
other elders personally interview all potential new members about
their understanding of the gospel and about their own testimony
of becoming and being a Christian. By doing this, we hope to gain
an understanding of these people that goes beyond what can be
gained by the brief times we have with each of them—sometimes
only at the church door on Sunday morning. Many pastors have
pursued this by having a regular visitation schedule, meeting with
each member for prayer and asking them about their lives. Questions such as the following, shared with me by another pastor, help us get to know our members:

- In what particular ways have you grown in your understanding of the Christian life since we last met?
- How have you grown in your practice of the Christian life since we last met?
- In what particular areas do you feel that you need instruction?
- Are you disappointed in your own pursuit of holiness? If so, explain.
- How, specifically, can I pray for you?

This is what I would like to see in the church I serve, and I pray that it will become more typical of your church as well.

Growth Together as a Church

I hope that, more and more, we at the Capitol Hill Baptist Church will live out what we have pledged to God and to each other in our church covenant, which reads as follows:

Having, as we trust, been brought by Divine Grace to repent and believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and to give up ourselves to Him, and having been baptized upon our profession of faith, in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, we do now, relying on His gracious aid, solemnly and joyfully renew our covenant with each other.

   We will work and pray for the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.

   We will walk together in brotherly love, as becomes the members of a Christian church; exercise an affectionate care and watchfulness over each other and faithfully admonish and entreat one another as occasion may require.

   We will not forsake the assembling of ourselves together, nor neglect to pray for ourselves and others.

   We will endeavor to bring up such as may at any time be under our care, in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, and
by a pure and loving example to seek the salvation of our family and friends.

We will rejoice at each other’s happiness, and endeavor with tenderness and sympathy to bear each other's burdens and sorrows.

We will seek, by Divine aid, to live carefully in the world, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, and remembering that, as we have been voluntarily buried by baptism and raised again from the symbolic grave, so there is on us a special obligation now to lead a new and holy life.

We will work together for the continuance of a faithful evangelical ministry in this church, as we sustain its worship, ordinances, discipline, and doctrines. We will contribute cheerfully and regularly to the support of the ministry, the expenses of the church, the relief of the poor, and the spread of the gospel through all nations.

We will, when we move from this place, as soon as possible, unite with some other church where we can carry out the spirit of this covenant and the principles of God's Word.

May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with us all. Amen.

Every time we gather around the Lord’s Table, and in every members’ meeting we convene, the members of the church stand and we read aloud together this covenant. It expresses the specific commitment we are making to and for each other as a part of our commitment to God.

This covenant also clearly reflects the understanding that growth as a Christian is not just the responsibility of the individual. And it is not only mine as the pastor. Members of the church are to teach each other. That’s part of what knits us together as the body of Christ. Our church covenant includes what we as a church pledge to do to help each other grow as Christians. We’ll do it imperfectly—there’s no doubt about that. Nevertheless, this is my hope: that we in our church (and you in your church) will increasingly work and pray together, walk together, not forsake the assembling of ourselves, endeavor to bring up those that the Lord
gives us in his will and ways, rejoice and sorrow with each other, seek to live carefully, work together in ministry, contribute to the expenses, contribute to the needs of the gospel throughout all nations, and know that when we move from this place we’ll unite with another church where we can continue to do these things. These are what we pledge to help each other to grow as Christians.

The Importance of Good Growth

Is growth important? Yes, to grow as a Christian is very important. This is how we give testimony to God. When we see a church composed of members growing in Christlikeness, who gets the credit? We’ve already seen the answer in Scripture: “God made it grow” (1 Cor. 3:6). As Peter writes, “Live such good lives among the pagans that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may see your good deeds and glorify God on the day he visits us” (1 Pet. 2:12).

Peter was obviously remembering Jesus’s words from the Sermon on the Mount: “Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds . . .” If Jesus had stopped there, it would be natural to fall into the trap of self-admiration, but Jesus continued, “. . . and praise your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16). Working to promote Christian discipleship and growth is working to bring glory not to ourselves but to God. This is how God will make himself known in the world.

A healthy church has a pervasive concern with church growth—not simply growing numbers but growing members. A church full of growing Christians is the kind of church growth I want as a pastor. Some today seem to think that one can be a “baby Christian” for a whole lifetime. Growth is seen to be an optional extra for particularly zealous disciples. But be very careful about taking that line of thought. Growth is a sign of life. Growing trees are living trees, and growing animals are living animals. When something stops growing, it dies.

Growth may not mean that you negotiate these rapids in half the time you negotiated the last; it may simply mean that you are
able to continue in the right direction as a Christian, regardless of
the adverse circumstances. Remember, only things that are alive
swim upstream; the dead things all float along with the current.

Paul hoped the Corinthians would grow in their Christian
faith (2 Cor. 10:15). He hoped the Ephesians would “grow up
into him who is the Head, that is, Christ” (Eph. 4:15; cf. Col. 1:10;
2 Thess. 1:3). It is tempting at times for pastors to reduce their
churches to manageable statistics of attendance, baptisms, giving,
and membership, where growth is tangible, recordable, demon-
strable, and comparable. However, such statistics fall far short of
the true growth that Paul describes in these verses, and that God
desires. Rather than thinking of growth as a linear graph, record-
ing mounting or declining measurements—totals of services at-
tended, dollars given, books read—perhaps it is better to think of
Christian growth as a sort of video game where each day you are
given a fresh challenge to live that day as a Christian.

In his Treatise Concerning Religious Affections, Jonathan Edwards
suggested that true growth in Christian discipleship is not finally
mere excitement, and increase in one’s use of religious language, or
a growing knowledge of Scripture. It is not even an evident increase
in joy or in love or concern for the church. Even increases in zeal
and praise to God and confidence of one’s own faith are not infal-
lible evidences of true Christian growth. What, then, is evidence of
true Christian growth? According to Edwards, while all these things
may be evidences of true Christian growth, the only certain observ-
able sign of such growth is a life of increasing holiness, rooted in
Christian self-denial. The church should be marked by a vital con-
cern for this kind of increasing godliness in the lives of its members.

Good influences in a covenanted community of believers can
be tools in God’s hand for growing his people. As God’s people are
built up and grow together in holiness and self-giving love, they
should improve in their ability to administer discipline and to en-
courage discipleship. The church has an obligation to be a means
of God’s growing people in grace. If instead our churches are places
where only the pastor’s thoughts are taught, where God is questioned more than he is worshiped, where the gospel is diluted and evangelism perverted, where church membership is meaningless, and a worldly cult of personality is allowed to grow up around the pastor, then one can hardly expect to find a community that is either cohesive or edifying. Such a church certainly will not glorify God. So Peter’s final benediction to those early Christians he wrote to was a prayer couched in the imperative: “Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be glory both now and forever! Amen” (2 Pet. 3:18).

Of the nine marks covered in this book, this is the one I first became concerned about. How many of us have seen large churches with thousands of members who never come, and hundreds of those who do attend seeming not really to care much about God? In any church there will be many very nice people who have lived moral lives; but then there will be some who seem especially to love the Lord, and they will usually “stick out” from all the rest—they will seem different from the rest of the church. For more than thirty years I have been wondering why churches are like this. What has happened in our churches, when people who really live like Christians seem unusual, even compared to other church members? In this book, I have been tracing back the things that I have noticed in this regard, finally getting back to the fount of God’s activity among us—his Word.

If we are to grow as individual believers and as churches, we must sit under the Word. We must pray for the Holy Spirit to plant and to weed the gardens of our hearts. This spiritual growth is not optional; it is vital, because spiritual growth indicates life. Things that are truly alive, grow.

What If We Don’t Grow?
Finally, what if we don’t grow spiritually? What about Rob? Why was Rob apparently not growing in his Christian life? Was Rob perhaps not a Christian at all?
You may think, *Now, that’s a little harsh. Maybe Rob’s just one of those “carnal” Christians that Paul talks about somewhere in the Bible.*

Yes, in 1 Corinthians Paul refers to “carnal Christians.” He writes, “Brothers, I could not address you as spiritual but as worldly [“carnal,” kjv]—mere infants in Christ” (1 Cor. 3:1). But who are these people? Are these carnal Christians a “middle category” of people who have Jesus in their lives but not on the throne of their lives? It sounds like a strange idea, doesn’t it? On the one hand, you’ve got Christians who have Christ as Lord, with him on the throne. Then, on the other side, you have non-Christians. But, some argue, there is an interesting middle category where Christ really is in the person’s life but he’s not on the throne. These are the “carnal” Christians. I think a more natural way to read the verse is that Paul is shaming his readers by speaking of these self-confessed Christians as worldly. In calling them “worldly” or “carnal,” Paul is intentionally using an oxymoron. An oxymoron is the joining of two contradictory words. In that sense, a carnal Christian would be like hot ice. It’s just not supposed to make any sense. By writing in these terms, Paul is basically telling his readers, “Get off the fence! You are living differently than you are professing. You cannot do that. Those horses go in opposite directions—so jump on one or the other!”

Many people, by a wrong use of this verse, have been convinced that they are some kind of truly saved person, some kind of real Christian, even though they have not really repented and believed. It’s no wonder that the lives of many professing Christians are such messes, when the churches of which they’re a part are so confused on such a basic matter.

Consider what it means to be a Christian. It does not mean that you’re perfect, but that your heart does intend to seek the Lord. If you are a Christian, it is because God, by his own gracious action in your life, has grown a desire in you to live a life that pleases him more and more. Such growth is a sign of true spiritual life, and another mark of a healthy church.
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The Relationship of Church Leadership to God’s Nature and Character
“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.” With that line in the last chapter of his tale Animal Farm, George Orwell delivered his summary critique of Karl Marx and the Soviet Russian government.¹ The story is a well-known one: animals rise up, organize, displace the Joneses (the human owners of the farm), and begin to run the farm for their own benefit—thus the name Animal Farm—run by animals, for animals.

Of course, being after the fall, this utopian experiment is bound to fail, and it does. In the end, a new ruling class emerges—the pigs—and by the book’s conclusion, they’re putting up signs: “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others.”

Rather than abuse of authority being merely a part of a pre-Communist economy as Marx had taught, Orwell said that the problem was really deeper—in the nature of human relationships, of reality, of the human heart.

Orwell’s critique of authority seemed penetrating and biting when it first appeared more than fifty years ago. Today it seems obvious. We’ve become accustomed to thinking about abuse and power in the same sentence, and about authoritarianism whenever we think about authority.
Whatever the reason, there is a pervasive and inherent suspicion of authority in our society. Perhaps it has to do with the fact that our national government was established in revolt against the claims and demands of the parliament in London. Perhaps it has to do with the fact that for many Americans, the government that now works to ensure their equal opportunity was the same government that in the past worked to make sure they had none. Perhaps it has to do with a vision of human nobility—the American optimism that believes people are so good that, if left to ourselves, “we, the people” will be the best we can possibly be.

Or perhaps the explanation for our anti-authoritarianism is simpler. Perhaps it has to do with selfishness.

Christianity has always recognized the need for authority in society, in the home, and also in the church, and that last one is our topic for this chapter: biblical church leadership. This is our last mark of a healthy church. It is particularly important, given the increasingly poor models of authority we seem to have all around us today.

What does the Bible say about authority and leadership in the church? In answering that question, we’ll focus on five aspects of church leadership:

1. Its congregational context;
2. Its biblical qualifications;
3. Its charismatic nature;
4. Its Christlikeness;
5. Its relationship to God’s nature and character.

The Congregational Context of Church Leadership
The first topic we need to consider when discussing biblical church leadership is the role of the members, the congregation. The Bible’s discussion of church leadership always assumes a congregational context.

Previous decades and centuries of the church’s life have been spent in controversy over exactly whom God has intended to have
the final say in what is taught and done in churches. Some have said it is to be the bishops. Others have said it should be one bishop in particular. Still others have said it is to be the ministers or somebody representing them. Still others have said it should be the local pastor or some specially gifted leader whom God raises up.

We can understand the confusion. If you start looking in the New Testament for how we should organize as a church, you won’t find a straightforward manual of church government; there is no ideal constitution for a church. But that doesn’t mean that the Bible has nothing to say about how we are to organize ourselves. One of the most important passages about church life is Matthew 18:15–17, where Jesus said,

If your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between the two of you. If he listens to you, you have won your brother over. But if he will not listen, take one or two others along, so that “every matter may be established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.” If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he refuses to listen even to the church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector.

Notice to whom one finally appeals in such situations. What court has the final word? It is not a bishop, a pope, or a presbytery; it is not an assembly, a synod, a convention, or a conference. It is not even a pastor, a board of elders, a board of deacons, or a church committee. It is, quite simply, the church—that is, the assembly of those individual believers who are the church.

In Acts 6:2–5 we read of an event in the life of the early church that is important to this discussion. There was a problem, apparently, over the distribution of the church’s resources, and this problem was evidently requiring a good bit of the apostles’ attention:

So the Twelve gathered all the disciples together and said, “It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry of the Word of God in order to wait on tables. Brothers, choose seven men from
among you who are known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this responsibility over to them and will give our attention to prayer and the ministry of the Word.”

This proposal pleased the whole group.

Luke goes on to name those whom the church chose for this ministry.

One of the complexities of using the New Testament as a guide for how we are to structure our church life is the presence of the apostles in these churches. How much can we later, postapostolic elders, pastors, and overseers assume the apostles’ practice as a guide for our own? Can we define doctrine, delineate error, or recall the words of Christ as these who had been with Jesus throughout his earthly ministry, who were taught by him and instructed by him, and who were specially commissioned by him to be the foundation of his church could? Will the names of those of us who are elders today be inscribed on the foundations of the New Jerusalem, as are the names of the apostles (Rev. 21:14)? The answer to all of these questions is obviously no.

Our problem with the model of the apostles is that, in following it, we present-day church leaders might ascribe too much authority to ourselves, without deserving such authority. Yet here in Acts 6, we see these very apostles handing over responsibility to the congregation; it almost seems that they were recognizing in the church assembly the same kind of ultimate authority, under God, that Jesus recognized in his statement in Matthew 18:15–17.

Finally, to learn more from the New Testament about church life, we turn to the letters of Paul. Here we find a continuation of Christ’s teaching and of the practice of the apostles. In Paul’s letters we see that the discipline and doctrine of a local church is ultimately held in trust, under God, by the congregation. The discipline and doctrine is finally the responsibility of the congregation under God.

On the question of the responsibility for discipline, for in-
stance, look at how Paul exhorts the *whole congregation* at Corinth in 1 Corinthians 5:4–5:

> When you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus and I am with you in spirit, and the power of our Lord Jesus is present, hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature may be destroyed and his spirit saved on the day of the Lord.

Paul instructs the whole church—not just the leaders—to take action. Indeed, he is upset with the whole church—not just the leaders—that they haven’t already taken action and had been tolerating such sin.

In 2 Corinthians 2:6 we see something of how this church responded to Paul’s directives. Apparently the man who was in such heinous sin (presumably the same man referred to in 1 Corinthians) had repented. But notice how Paul described the decision the church had made: “The punishment inflicted on him by the majority is sufficient for him” (2 Cor. 2:6). The word in Greek for “majority” seems to presume there would have been some definite number of people and that the greater part of that set number of people would have made the decision. Perhaps you’ve heard people say there are no church votes recorded in the New Testament. Yet here in this passage, there does seem to be a vote (a “majority”) in view. Paul knew that this congregation in Corinth was competent to discipline itself.

Paul believed that individual congregations had the final responsibility even for the teaching they heard. In Galatians, Paul basically says hello, offers a brief prayer for his readers (vv. 1–5), and then says,

> I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you by the grace of Christ and are turning to a different gospel—which is really no gospel at all. Evidently some people are throwing you into confusion and are trying to pervert the gospel of Christ. But even if we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one we preached to you, let him
be eternally condemned! As we have already said, so now I say again: If anybody is preaching to you a gospel other than what you accepted, let him be eternally condemned! (Gal. 1:6–9)

Throughout this whole letter to the Galatians, Paul tells the church that they are responsible for judging the correctness of the message being presented to them by others. Paul says that the message they have been hearing is not really the gospel. Therefore, they must assume the responsibility of rejecting both that message and those who are delivering it.

It is significant that, in combating this false gospel, Paul didn’t simply write to the pastor or the elders, to the presbytery, to the bishop, to the conference, to the convention, or to the seminary. No, Paul wrote to the churches. He wrote to the Christians who comprised the churches and who knew in their own lives the power of the gospel. This is why the congregation’s members must be those who are born again. Christ’s Spirit is needed to indwell Christ’s body. The Spirit guides the church, but only as the church is composed of those in whom the Spirit dwells.

Paul appealed to these Galatian Christians and made it quite clear that not only were they competent to sit in judgment of a message presented as the gospel, but they were required to do so. Anytime someone came and presented something else and called it “the gospel,” the congregation would have to make a decision. They had an inescapable duty to judge even those who claimed to be apostles.

Paul made this point even more clearly in 2 Timothy, where he counseled Timothy, the pastor of the church in Ephesus, on how to deal with false teachers. As Paul described the coming tide of false teachers in the church, he didn’t just mention the teachers themselves. He particularly blamed those who, “to suit their own desires . . . gather around them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears want to hear” (2 Tim. 4:3). If you are in a church where the gospel is not being preached, I hope you gain from this verse a strong sense of the responsibility you have. Whether in selecting teachers or paying for them, in approving
their teaching, or in simply consenting to listen to them repeatedly and happily, the congregation that Paul envisioned here was culpable for the false teaching that they endured and sponsored. They were to be held as guilty as those who actually did the false teaching. Once again we see that final responsibility rested with the congregation itself.

Have you ever listened to a sermon that was so bad you wanted to walk out? I walked out on a sermon once, and I walked out loudly, because I thought what was being said was so terribly destructive of the gospel that it should not be tolerated. I didn’t want my bodily presence, sitting there with my mouth shut, to encourage anyone to listen to the speaker. (The speaker was directly contradicting the doctrine of original sin.)

If you sit and listen to trash being presented as the Word of God, you will be held responsible. Indeed, if you sit and listen to my teaching, you will bear some responsibility for it.

Every local church in Christendom, from Greek Orthodox to Pentecostal, from Roman Catholic to Baptist, from Episcopalian to Lutheran, from Presbyterian to Methodist, is congregational in nature. They exist only as the people continue to participate in their activities. When the people vote—whether at a congregational meeting or (where that’s not allowed) with their funds or their feet—the leaders of the congregation must listen. They don’t have to agree, but they must listen. The congregation will have their say. That’s a simple fact.

Beyond the simple inevitability of congregationalism, however, the congregation has a wonderful responsibility that should be recognized and encouraged and cultivated. As a congregation, we are responsible to see that we have sound teaching. In our church covenant at Capitol Hill Baptist, we pledge that we will work to make sure that a faithful, evangelical ministry continues in our midst. We have a responsibility to make sure that God is honored among us by having his Word rightly preached, his commands obeyed, and his character reflected in our lives together. This is
the responsibility of our church and of every other local church around the world.

Congregations today must make decisions together about discipline and doctrine even as the early disciples did. Does this mean that congregationalism is democracy? Perhaps in some ways, in that the *demos*, the people, make decisions. But there are dissimilarities, too. A church is not just straightforward democracy, for churches recognize our fallen state, our tendency to err, as well as the inerrancy of God’s Word. So the members of a local church are democratic, perhaps, only in the sense that they work together as a congregation to try to understand God’s Word.

I certainly do not believe in the inerrancy of congregational votes. Before I became this congregation’s pastor, I told them that if I were to be their pastor, we all needed to understand that I would ultimately be working for God, not the people. The congregation could instruct the pastor to do this or that, but the pastor must not mistake such congregational input as, necessarily, divine guidance.

As leaders and congregation, we strive for the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace; we work together for what we believe would be best for the church. And we work together so long as our understanding of God’s Word and his will are sufficiently in line—“in sync” with each other—in order for us to do so.

Is congregationalism democracy? Though congregationalism and democracy have some important similarities and common principles, the simple answer must be no, not entirely. Perhaps the Cambridge Platform of 1648 put it best:

This Government of the church, is a mixt Government (and so hath been acknowledged long before the term of Independency was heard of): In respect of Christ, the head and King of the church, and the Sovereaigne power residing in him, and exercised by him, it is a Monarchy: In respect of the body, or Brotherhood of the church, and power from Christ graunted unto them, it resembles a Democracy: In respect of the Presbytery and power committed to them, it is an Aristocracy (X.3).²
Individuals should take an active part in their churches not simply by attending, praying, and giving (though they should do all those things), but by actively getting to know the church family. You should be praying through the list of those other people with whom you have covenanted to serve God. You should listen as other members of the body tell about what God is doing in their lives or about their concerns—and then pray with them. You must realize that part of your obligation and privilege as a member of the church is to get to know other believers and to make yourself known to them. Study God’s Word together. Learn to think as a church about God’s Word. You should be growing in grace yourself, and in the knowledge of God’s Word, in the knowledge of your own heart and of the hearts of your brothers and sisters, and in awareness of the opportunities God is putting in front of your church.

God does not, however, want us to always function as a “committee of the whole.” We need to trust that God gives particular people gifts to serve as church leaders. We should therefore desire to see in our church the right balance of authority and trust. It is a serious spiritual deficiency in a church either to have leaders who are untrustworthy or to have members who are incapable of trusting. As individual members, we must be able to thank God for the leaders he puts among us, to recognize those so gifted, and to trust them. In Ephesians 4, Paul speaks of such leaders as God’s gifts to his church. We should cultivate a church culture in which such leaders are honored and esteemed.

The end of Hebrews 13 sounds strange to our modern ears. Pray that God will help us understand it and to apply it well to our own hearts: “Obey your leaders and submit to their authority. They keep watch over you as men who must give an account. Obey them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, for that would be of no advantage to you” (Heb. 13:17).

Think of the pastors you have had in your church. Have you worked in such a way that you have made their leadership of you
and their charge of your soul a joy to them? Or have you made it a burden?

This passage contains some words we aren’t used to hearing today: obey and submit. Though we don’t hear them very often, they are part of God’s Word. And they require from us a certain amount of trust.

It is often said that trust must be earned, and I understand what that means. When a new government administration comes in, when we get a new boss at work, or even when a new friendship begins, we want to see by experience how the person or people will weather the difficulties, how they will persevere, and whether they will contribute to the well-being of all concerned. And so, we say, trust is earned. “Show me your competence to lead, and I will give you my trust by following.”

But that attitude is at best only half true. Of course, we want to see that leaders in the church, as in any other sphere of life, are capable of holding such responsibilities. Paul himself lays out some qualifications for elders and deacons when he writes to Timothy and Titus.

At the same time, however, the kind of trust that we are called to give to our fellow imperfect humans in this life, be they family or friends, employers or government officials, or even leaders in a church, can never finally be earned. It must be given as a gift—a gift in faith, in trust more of the God who gives than of the leaders he has given (Eph. 4:11–13).

That’s the congregational context of biblical church leadership. Now we’ll consider the leaders themselves.

The Biblical Qualifications for Church Leadership

As a pastor, I pray regularly that God will provide us with good leaders in our own local church. I pray particularly that God will place within our fellowship men whose spiritual gifts and pastoral concern indicate that God has called them to be elders or overseers (the words are used interchangeably in the Bible; see, for example,
Acts 20). If it becomes clear that God has so gifted a certain man in the church, and if, after prayer, the church recognizes his gifts, then he should be set apart as an elder.

All churches have had individuals who performed the functions of elders even if they haven’t used that word for them. The two most common New Testament names for this office are episcopos (overseer) and presbuteros (elder). When evangelicals today hear the word elder many immediately think “Presbyterian,” yet when Congregationalists first arose back in the sixteenth century, they stressed eldership as well. Elders could be found in Baptist churches in America throughout the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century. W. B. Johnson, the first president of the Southern Baptist Convention, wrote a book on church life in which he strongly advocated the idea of a plurality of elders in the local church.

Somehow that practice fell out of use almost entirely among Baptists (it had never been universal). Whether through inattention to Scripture or the pressures of life on the frontier (where churches were springing up at an amazing rate), the practice of cultivating such congregational leadership stopped among Baptist churches. But discussion of reviving this biblical office continued in Baptist publications. As late as the early twentieth century, Baptist publications were referring to leaders by the title of elder; but as the twentieth century wore on, the idea seemed to vanish, until today it has become very unusual for a Baptist church to have elders.

There is a growing trend, however, to go back to this biblical office—and for good reason. It was needed in New Testament times, and it is needed now.

The Bible clearly models a plurality of elders in each local church. Though it never suggests a specific number of elders for a particular congregation, the New Testament refers to “elders” in the plural in local churches (e.g., Acts 14:23; 16:4; 20:17; 21:18; Titus 1:5; James 5:14).

Probably the single most useful thing for me in my pastoral ministry has been the recognition of a group of men in our church
as elders. Knowing that these are men that the congregation has recognized as gifted and godly has helped me immensely in my pastoral work. We meet and pray and talk over matters and, by so doing, they greatly supplement my wisdom. So my own experience attests to the usefulness of following the New Testament practice of having, where possible, more elders in a local church than simply a lone pastor—and of their being people rooted in the congregation, not simply church staff hired from outside.

This does not mean that I don’t have any distinctive role as the pastor, but I am fundamentally an elder, one of the people God has gifted to lead the church together. How do we find such leaders in our church? We pray for wisdom. We study God’s Word, especially 1 Timothy and Titus. We see who meets those qualifications. We don’t just look for people who are influential in the local community.

In the New Testament, we find hints of the main preacher being distinct from the rest of the elders. There are a number of references in the New Testament to preaching and preachers that would not apply to all the elders in a congregation. For example, in Corinth Paul gave himself exclusively to preaching in a way that nonstaff elders in a church could not. Probably the church could only support a limited number of elders full-time (cf. Acts 18:5; 1 Cor. 9:14; 1 Tim. 4:13; 5:17). Preachers seemed to move to an area expressly to preach (Rom. 10:14–15), whereas elders seemed to be already part of the local community (Titus 1:5).

We must remember, however, that the preacher (or pastor) is also fundamentally one of the elders of his congregation. This means that many decisions involving the church yet not requiring the attention of all the members should fall not to the pastor alone but to the elders as a whole. While this is sometimes cumbersome, it has the immense benefits of rounding out the pastor’s gifts, making up for some of his deficiencies, supplementing his judgment, and creating congregational support for decisions, leaving leaders less exposed to unjust criticism. It also makes leadership
more rooted and permanent and allows for more mature continuity. It encourages the church to take more responsibility for the spiritual growth of its own members and helps make the church less dependent on its employees.

Many modern churches have tended to confuse elders with either the church staff or the deacons. Deacons, too, fill a New Testament office, one rooted in Acts 6. While any absolute distinction between the two offices is difficult, the concerns of the deacons are the practical details of church life: administration, maintenance, and the care of church members with physical needs. In many churches today, deacons have taken some spiritual role, but much has simply been left to the pastor. It would be to the benefit of such churches to again distinguish the role of elder from that of deacon.

When you think of a church leader today, what comes to mind? Os Guinness, in *Dining with the Devil*, laments over so many churches that have fallen prey to secularizing influences in the way they choose their leaders. He writes,

In distinct contrast to the widespread conservative fallacy of the eighties, the sharpest challenge of modernity is not secularism, but secularization. Secularism is a philosophy; secularization is a process. Whereas the philosophy is obviously hostile and touches only a few, the process is largely invisible and touches many. Being openly hostile, secularism rarely deceives Christians. Being much more subtle, secularization often deceives Christians before they are aware of it, including those in the church-growth movement. How else can one explain the comment of a Japanese businessman to a visiting Australian? “Whenever I meet a Buddhist leader, I meet a holy man. Whenever I meet a Christian leader, I meet a manager.”

Instead of searching for leaders with secular qualifications, we are to search for people of character, reputation, ability to handle the Word, and demonstration of the fruit of the Spirit in their lives.

Part of finding good church leaders is finding those whom we can trust and who can trust us as a congregation—who can have
enough faith in the congregation’s decisions and commitments that they feel that they can work with us and with each other.

That, I think, is why Paul in 1 Timothy 3 emphasizes how the elder deals with his family—because that reveals so much about him and how he would actually work as an elder. It is also interesting to note how many of these qualifications have to do with giving oneself in service for others. Elders are to be other-centered. They are to be irreproachable, particularly in their observable conduct. They are to have an exemplary marriage and family life, to be temperate in all things, “self-controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to teach,” not violent or quarrelsome or greedy, not a recent convert, and well respected by those outside the church.

Such must be the case of those who would be shepherds of the church of God. As good shepherds, they are not to fleece the flock in self-interest but to tend and care for each one of the sheep.

One other qualification for pastors or elders is that they be men (1 Tim 2:12; 3:1–7; Titus 1:6–9). This statement shouldn’t be misunderstood. Certainly all Christians are gifted by God for the building up of the body (1 Peter 4 and 1 Corinthians 14). All Christians teach each other by their singing, and in relationships that Paul lays out in Titus 2.

But what about the question of gender in church leadership roles? Do we by our practice run the risk of making our doctrine seem arbitrary? That is, do we assiduously guard ordination of elders (because of 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1), but obscure the divine pedagogy in the consistent symbol that we present by men being the teachers in small groups and Sunday school classes?

Women are highly honored in Scripture. Men and women both are made in the image of God. Furthermore, God has used women singularly in expressing truth about him. Miriam sang (Exodus 15); Hannah prayed (1 Samuel 2); and Mary glorified the Lord (Luke 1:46–51). Deborah was raised up as a judge in Old Testament Israel (Judges 5) (though that was not a normal appointment for a woman). Elizabeth and Anna both prophesied publicly about
the coming of Christ (Luke 1:42–45; 2:38). (It is interesting how many of these instances have to do with childbirth, part of God’s special role for women; cf. 1 Tim. 2:15.) Scripture presents no bar to women teaching men through occasional prayer and prophesy (1 Corinthians 12), nor in personal conversation (as with Aquila and Priscilla and Apollos in Acts 18:26).

But the choice of men as public preachers of God’s Word is consistent with the role God has assigned men in bearing his image as elders and husbands. Most men are not elders. Many men (like Paul, and even Jesus himself) are not married. But husbands and elders both are to model something of God’s own authority, and this is echoed rather than contradicted when the adult teaching ministry of a church is conducted by qualified and gifted men.

In our egalitarian age, we must unashamedly embrace gender as a gift from God, as Genesis 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate. Furthermore, the two genders in their interrelated roles are a signpost and a clue about the larger meaning of life. That’s what Paul is saying in Ephesians 5. Indeed, he seems to be saying that God didn’t give us the church to teach us about marriage, he gave us marriage to teach us about Christ’s love for the church.

Egalitarianism today is often so closely allied with anti-authoritarianism that authority itself is condemned. But Scripture presents authority as coming from God. He alone is the sovereign Lord, and all sovereignty is entrusted by him (cf. Eph. 3:15). The abuse of something good does not show the thing itself to be bad. Authority itself, as God intends it to be, is good, even life-giving. And proper, biblical submission can also be life-giving. The submission of children to parents, wives to husbands, members to elders, all point to the submission of humans to God. And, ultimately, we have life because of the eternal Son’s submission to his heavenly Father’s will. It is a lie of Satan to say that submission is inherently demeaning.

It is therefore appropriate that churches limit the role of public teaching to men, symbolizing something of the authority that God has called men normally to bear. And, according to 1 Timo-
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th 2:12, it is especially important that men demonstrate their authority in the church in the public teaching of the Word: “I do not permit a woman to teach or to have authority over a man; she must be silent.”

The question of whether only men should be pastors or elders is increasingly becoming a watershed issue, distinguishing those who accommodate Scripture to culture, and those who attempt to shape their lives according to Scripture.

I contrast the error of egalitarianism (the idea that there are no gender distinctions in the biblical offices of the church) with what I, as a Baptist, take to be another error—infant baptism. Infant baptism is not a new idea. If it is, in fact, an error, it’s a very old one! It has a long track record. For over five hundred years, many evangelical Christians who have believed the Bible to teach the baptism of infants have continued to be otherwise faithful. In fact, many times their faithfulness has put to shame those of us who may have a better doctrine of baptism!

Egalitarianism is not like that. It is a new idea. It does not have such a long track record. And the record that it has amassed in the last few decades is not encouraging.

Of course, other issues are more central to the gospel than gender. However, few (if any) undermine the authority of Scripture in evangelical churches today as much as egalitarianism. And when the authority of Scripture is undermined, the gospel will not long be acknowledged. Therefore, love for God, the gospel, and future generations demands that we carefully present the Bible’s teaching that the leadership of the local church—pastors, elders—be men.

The Charismatic Nature of Church Leadership

Third, we should note the charismatic nature of biblical church leadership. By “charismatic” I do not mean a particular supernatural experience such as speaking in tongues. The Greek word charisma (plural charismata) simply means a gift of grace—a gift of God’s grace. In the Bible, it is clear that God’s Spirit gives his
church gifts in order to build his people up in the faith. Even our salvation as Christians is referred to as a *charisma*, a grace gift. The gifts of the Holy Spirit are specific examples of God’s grace, whether our very salvation or any of God’s other gifts to his children. Paul speaks of the gift of Christ’s righteousness (Rom. 5:17) and the gift of eternal life in Christ (6:23). The righteousness of Christ is God’s *charisma* to us.

But we also read of more specific examples of God’s gifts. In Romans 11 Paul speaks of the gifts God gave specifically to his people Israel (v. 29; cf. 9:4–5). In Romans 12:6–8 he mentions some specific gifts of God to the church:

> We have different gifts, according to the grace given us. If a man’s gift is prophesying, let him use it in proportion to his faith. If it is serving, let him serve; if it is teaching, let him teach; if it is encouraging, let him encourage; if it is contributing to the needs of others, let him give generously; if it is leadership, let him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully.

(Notice that all of these gifts are for the benefit of *others*.)

In 1 Corinthians Paul refers to teaching, encouraging, giving generously, leadership, and showing mercy as grace gifts. He addresses the Corinthian Christians as those who have been “enriched in every way” and who “do not lack any spiritual gift” (1 Cor. 1:5, 7). When we read through this letter, we find a number of these spiritual gifts mentioned. In 7:7 Paul even calls celibacy and marriage spiritual gifts.

In fact, one of the reasons Paul wrote this letter was to instruct these Christians on “spiritual gifts” (12:1). He goes on in this chapter (beginning at v. 7) to list “extraordinary gifts,” as the seventeenth-century Puritan writer John Owen called them. Paul says, “He [the Spirit] gives them to each one, just as he determines” (v. 11). In verses 27–31 Paul gives another list of spiritual gifts, then concludes by instructing the Corinthians to “eagerly desire the greater gifts.”
In 2 Corinthians 1:11 Paul refers to his physical deliverance as a *charisma*, a grace gift. In 1 Timothy 4:14 and 2 Timothy 1:6 he refers to Timothy’s calling to the ministry as a gift. As he said to the Ephesians, we have “every spiritual blessing in Christ” (1:3).

All of these gifts have a shared goal. Paul understood spiritual gifts to be given for encouraging each other and building each other up (Rom. 1:11–12). In 1 Corinthians 12:4–7 we see clearly that these gifts are given “for the common good.”

First Corinthians 14 provides the most obvious teaching on the purpose of spiritual gifts. Note verse 4, which is often misunderstood: “He who speaks in a tongue edifies himself, but he who prophesies edifies the church.” Some think this is a neutral statement, as if Paul were merely commenting that there are two different kinds of good edification: if you want self-edification, you should seek to speak in tongues or pray in tongues; if you want church edification, then you should seek to prophesy. But I don’t think that’s what Paul means here. In verse 1 he encourages these Christians to desire especially the gift of prophecy. Then in verse 12, he says, “Since you are eager to have spiritual gifts, try to excel in gifts that build up the church.” In verse 19 he says, “But in the church I would rather speak five intelligible words to instruct others than ten thousand words in a tongue.” Paul says that you have to be able to understand something in order to be edified by it. Intelligibility is necessary for edifying the church! And that, he says, is the goal of spiritual gifts.

Every time *charisma* is used in the New Testament, the context is that of using gifts for building up the body. From Paul’s survival of a shipwreck to the list in 1 Corinthians 14, all *charismata* are always for building up the church in some way.

The goal of all of these spiritual gifts, Paul states clearly, is the “strengthening” of the church (1 Cor. 14:26). That’s why the Spirit gives these gifts in the church. So in 1 Corinthians 14:4, Paul isn’t mentioning two different kinds of edification. He is criticizing any kind of self-serving use of gifts, and he is redefining the goals for
these gifts, realigning the Corinthians’ purposes with the Spirit’s purpose, which is the building up of the church.

Commenting on 1 Corinthians 14:12, John Calvin wrote: “The more anxious a person is to devote himself to upbuilding, the more highly Paul wishes him to be regarded.” As Peter writes, “Each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, faithfully administering God’s grace” (1 Pet. 4:10).

If edification is the goal of the spiritual gifts Christ has given to his church, what does that mean for us and our churches? It means that we are especially to value the gifts that clearly build up the churches. Furthermore, we must realize how important a part of our Christian life the upbuilding of the church is to be—not merely organizationally, but building up one another in our love and concern and prayers. We are all called to initiate involvement in each other’s lives. As I have mentioned, at Capitol Hill Baptist we covenant together to work and pray for unity, to walk together in love, to exercise care and watchfulness over each other, to faithfully admonish and entreat one another as occasion may require, to assemble together, to pray for each other, to rejoice and to bear with each other, and to pray for God’s help in all things.

Imagine two congregations, one with many people speaking in tongues, the other with scores of young people attending the funeral of an older man whom they had come to know as a fellow church member. That second church seems to me to be more “charismatic” in the biblical sense. That second church looks more like what I understand the New Testament to be calling a church to be—a community in which people have learned to love and to care for each other. That’s the new society that God is calling us as Christians to be a part of.

Christianity isn’t a merely individualistic decision to come to church to see what I can get out of it. “I’ll use the preacher as a public lecturer, as my own personal spiritual trainer, and insofar as he benefits me, I’ll have a better life.” That’s not Christianity. Christianity in the New Testament has very much to do with our
relationships with the people sitting around us in our churches. The care and the concern we take as a covenanted group, our willingness to make a commitment to God fleshed out in our commitments to each other—that defines a healthy church according to the New Testament.

The charismatic nature of the church means God’s Holy Spirit is working among us so that we will love and care for each other. It is a grace gift (a *charisma*) for some to get up and lead worship. It is a grace gift for others to read Scripture to those in the hospital. It is a grace gift to take minutes at church meetings. It is a grace gift to teach Greek. It is a grace gift to phone your pastor and tell him that you’re praying for him. Those things, according to the New Testament, are charismatic gifts. Paul never intended to give an exhaustive list of *charismata* in the seventeen gifts listed. Whenever the church is working by the power of the Spirit for the upbuilding of the body, the Spirit’s gifts are present. Any understanding we have of biblical church leadership must be seen in that context.

As a church, leadership is exercised in a covenanted congregational context that is specially equipped by God. That is the charismatic nature of biblical church leadership.

**The Christlikeness of Church Leadership**

Of course, Christ himself is “the head of the body, the church” (Col. 1:18; cf. Eph. 1:22–23). He alone is the cornerstone and the capstone (1 Pet. 2:6–7). Jesus Christ is ultimately the leader of the church universal, and every particular local congregation.

It’s no surprise then, that inside local congregations, the leaders are to reflect the character of Christ, something of his roles and responsibilities. I’ve developed a mnemonic device to help remember four aspects of Christ’s leadership. I call it “BOSS”; it can be illustrated by four triangles pointed in different directions. BOSS represents four roles that Jesus filled as a leader and that he calls today’s church leaders to fill.
While these aspects of leadership may apply to many walks of life, I discuss them in the context of being a Christian and exercising leadership in a congregational context.

Boss

Christ himself commanded many things. For instance, he commanded us to instruct others (Matt. 28:20). Paul, too, commanded. He told Christians to tell others what to do. He instructed elders to decide what should be taught, though to do this with gentleness (2 Tim. 2:24–25) and with patience and endurance (2 Tim. 4:2). Elders must teach carefully, because God will hold us responsible
for how faithful we have been to his Word (see James 3:1). Clearly, church leaders—like any leaders—must sometimes command, making decisions and taking responsibility for them.

Some today are uncomfortable with this. But Jesus clearly instructed his followers (and that includes us) to do the same—to teach, to give instructions, to be willing to exercise authority when he calls us to do so. This kind of leadership should not be avoided. Though such authority may be abused, authority itself is a good thing, and we can help to recover a godly respect for authority by exercising it carefully.

Out Front
The figure marked “Out Front” has a triangle pointing to the right, with the right-most tip circled. This represents another part of leadership—being out front, taking the initiative and setting the example. Much of leadership is example-setting and initiative-taking. In John Keegan’s classic work, The Mask of Command, Alexander the Great is presented as great basically because he personally and fearlessly led his troops into the most dangerous parts of the battle. Probably the most feared general in all of World War II followed Alexander’s example. The German tank commander Rommel, the “Desert Fox,” was often out in front of his troops, which was unusual for generals in World War II. When a battle involving his forces began, the word went out, “Rommel in the lead!” That message galvanized the troops to follow him. Good leaders take the initiative.

Another part of biblical leadership is that of setting an example. Jesus said in John 13:34, “As I have loved you, so you must love one another.” Paul wrote, “Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus” (Phil. 2:5). Peter exhorted some early Christians to remember that “Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should follow in his steps” (1 Pet. 2:21). To the Corinthian Christians, Paul wrote, “Follow my example, as I follow the example of Christ” (1 Cor. 11:1). And Paul specifically told the
Thessalonian believers that he labored to make himself a model that they could follow (2 Thess. 3:7–9). He deliberately worked to live a model life—not a perfect life, but still an exemplary one. Paul offered his own life as the example, leading out in front to show how it is to be done.

And this is what leaders in the church today are to do. As part of our leadership, we’re to be examples (see John 13:15; Phil. 3:17; 1 Tim. 4:12; Titus 2:7; James 5:10).

Supply
The figure marked “Supply” points to the left, with the left-most tip circled. This figure reminds us that another part of leadership is supply.

Consider an army with a vital supply line stretching out to the front line troops. Good leadership strategically works to give shape and focus and freedom to the work that others are called to do. Leaders direct the traffic of the church, cutting up ministry into bite-sized bits that others will be able to do.

If we are called to be suppliers, we go back behind the lines and give people the tools they need to go out themselves. Having prepared his disciples, Jesus sent them out (Luke 9–10). They failed in Luke 9, but Jesus sent them out again in Luke 10, and they succeeded. Jesus, in this example, was back behind the lines, supplying and equipping others.

Of course we can’t go with the people we send out, as Jesus can by his Spirit. Our situation is more like Paul’s when, in his last letter, he instructed Timothy to teach those who can teach others (2 Tim. 2:2). Paul understood that he could greatly multiply his ministry as he supplied the resources for others to do their own ministries.

Serve
In the figure titled “Serve,” the triangle is pointing down, with the lowest tip circled. This represents the role of service. This is the
second S in BOSS, and is perhaps the most distinctly Christian kind of leadership. We see it in Christ most fully as he gave himself for us on the cross, dying for us so that we might live to him. Moving descriptions of this self-sacrificial service are found in each of the Gospels, with further reflections throughout the New Testament. Philippians 2 and 1 Peter 2 are particularly clear and moving.

This is the example of leadership that Christ has left us. And this is especially the case if we are called to be leaders in a congregation. Peter writes,

To the elders among you, I appeal as a fellow elder, a witness of Christ's sufferings and one who also will share in the glory to be revealed: Be shepherds of God's flock that is under your care, serving as overseers—not because you must, but because you are willing, as God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager to serve; not lording it over those entrusted to you, but being examples to the flock. And when the Chief Shepherd appears, you will receive the crown of glory that will never fade away. (1 Pet. 5:1–4)

All four of these different aspects of leadership—the boss commanding, the out-front example, the supplying of what's needed, and the serving—will be part of biblical church leadership.

The Relationship of Church Leadership to God's Nature and Character

As we conclude our look at church leadership, we should consider how the exercise of such leadership relates to God's nature and character.

Leadership is not finally just a matter of church politics. One time while I was in Cambridge, a friend I was dining with expressed anger at a recent decision of the city council to sell off some land beside a school near his house. As he talked, I recalled how typical this was of my friend. He was always expressing anger about this or that thing that some authority had done. So I asked him a simple, direct, unqualified question: “Do you think author-
ity is bad?” I thought he would give me a carefully crafted answer, shaded with subtle meanings. But I was shocked by his unnuanced, simple, direct, unqualified answer: “Yes. Authority is bad.”

Recognizing the fallen nature of human authority and the fact that authority can be abused is a good and healthy thing. Of course, power apart from God’s purposes is always demonic. But a suspicion of all authority is also very bad. It often reveals more of the person questioning than of the authority being questioned. To live as God meant us to live, we must be able to trust him, and we must be able to trust those made in his image.

This is not to say that godliness is gullibility, but it is to say that the capacity to trust is a crucial component of reflecting the image of God and of operating within the relationships of life in which that image is played out and expressed.

In Ephesians 3:14, as he prays for the Christians in Ephesus, Paul tells them that he prayed to “the Father, from whom his whole family in heaven and on earth derives its name.” Paul’s point is not simply that God is the Father of his church family, the church universal (though that’s certainly true), but that God is the Creator who has made us in his image, and that even the very social structures of authority that we have in our families derive from him and from his authority. So authority and leadership are not matters of indifference to us as Christians; they are matters of great concern, because they are part of the image of God that we are to reflect in our lives.

A world without authority would be like desires with no restraints, a car with no controls, an intersection with no traffic lights, a game with no rules, a home with no parents. It might go on for a little while, but before long it would seem pointless, then cruel and unutterably tragic.

In their book Authority: The Most Misunderstood Idea in America, Eugene Kennedy and Sara Charles argue that “the stabilizing character of healthy authority is what has been missing. Its return is what will make us more confident and less anxious in managing
our lives.” They suggest that “healthy authority matches the needs and goals of serious intimate relationships, because its concern is not to overcome others but to fuel the growth of people who feel safe with each other.”

According to these authors, in movies such as Pleasantville,

Greater sexual freedom, in and of itself, is viewed as the fruit of a noble rebellion against inhuman and repressive forces. Such a thing is validated in popular culture as an end in itself. Unqualified sexual liberation, that is, sex detached from human relationships, becomes a central tenet of the popular wisdom.

And yet to take that intimacy outside of the structure of commitment, authority, submission, and covenant love is to uproot some of the most important lessons we can learn as creatures made in God’s image—how we are to relate both to each other and to God.

I remember once preaching through 1 and 2 Samuel, and finding David’s last words in 1 Samuel 23. I was struck by these words, and wondered why I hadn’t noticed them more before: “When one rules over men in righteousness, when he rules in the fear of God, he is like the light of morning at sunrise on a cloudless morning, like the brightness after rain that brings the grass from the earth” (2 Sam. 23:3–4). What a beautiful description of healthy authority and its fruit!

I think I noticed David’s words more at that time because I was now a man exercising growing authority, both in my family and in my church. This made the truth of them more obvious to me, and more important and precious.

The family is supposed to be our training ground in loving authority. It is a “ramping-up” place that God has given us to learn love, respect, honor, obedience, and trust, in order to prepare us for relating to others and ultimately to God himself.

When we exercise authority in a good and proper way—through the law, around the family table, in our jobs, in the scout troop, in our homes, and especially in the church—we help to display God’s image to his creation.
Our conduct in the church in regard to this matter of leadership is to be such that the gospel is not brought into disrepute but rather is held up to be the glorious light of hope and truth in the world. Our lives together are to be as pure as can be, so that God’s heart of love for the world will shine clearly through us.

This is a tremendous call that God gives us, to recognize and respect godly authority in the church. This is a sign of a healthy church and of healthy Christians. This is our call. This is our privilege. And there is a world that needs to see people made in the image of God living out that image in this way. Let’s pray that we can do that together in our churches—for our churches’ health and for God’s glory.

OTHER RESOURCES

• For group study: *Leading One Another: Church Leadership*, a six-week inductive Bible study from 9Marks
• For pastoral application: *Finding Faithful Elders and Deacons*, by Thabiti Anyabwile
The Healthy Direction

When we can rightly assume that most of those within a church are regenerated and that they are committed to the church, then the New Testament image of the church as a body and as a family can become a living, vital reality.

In his goodness, God has called us to live out the Christian life together. In being part of a church I have grown as a Christian because of God’s work through my brothers and sisters. I think that’s normal. I don’t think that’s meant to be unusual. God intends to work on us by his Spirit through each other. Relationships imply commitment in the world; surely they imply no less in the church.

In the third commandment (Ex. 20:7; Deut. 5:11), God warned his people not to take his name in vain. By this he does not mean just avoiding profanity. More than that, he is saying, “Don’t take my name upon yourself, don’t claim to be my follower, if you’re not going to live like one of mine.” That, no less than profanity, would be taking God’s name in vain.

That command is for us as a church as well. Many churches
today mistake selfish gain for spiritual growth. We mistake mere excitement for true worship. We treasure worldly acceptance rather than living in a way that will incur worldly opposition (see 2 Tim. 3:12). Regardless of their statistical profiles, too many churches today seem unconcerned about the very biblical marks that should distinguish a vital, growing church.

The health of the church should be the concern of all Christians, because it does involve the spiritual life of everyone who is a Christian and a member of a church, especially of those called to be leaders in the church. Our churches are to display the glorious gospel of God to his creation in an amazing variety by all the different personalities he puts in the church and the ways he allows them to relate together and to show his glory. That’s what we’re called to—we’re called to display God and his character in a glorious way to his creation (Eph. 3:10). We are to bring him glory by our lives together.

**Tips for Leading**

I had thought of writing a book for pastors called *How to Get Fired . . . And Fast!*. I could sum up the basic idea of this unwritten book in one sentence of Pauline proportions: A pastor could go into a church members’ meeting questioning the salvation of some of the church members, refusing to baptize children, advocating a priority of congregational singing over performed music, asking to remove the Christian and national flags and to stop any kind of altar calls, replacing committees (even the nominating committee) with elders, ignoring the secular rotation of Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Labor Day, Halloween, Veterans Day, New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday, Valentine’s Day, Memorial Day, the local high school graduation, and the Fourth of July, begin practicing church discipline, removing women from elder-like positions in the church, and stating that he had theological opposition to multiple services on Sunday morning. Such a pastor might not get much farther than his next members’ meeting.

While I could write such a book, I think that first I should
take a more constructive approach. I fear that some may read this book and immediately go into their churches impatient for radical change. But with a little wisdom, patience, prayer, careful instruction, and love, we might be surprised how far we can get with our churches. The story of the persistent tortoise and the hurrying hare becomes a parable for pastors.

Here are four characteristics that you as a pastor should cultivate to help implement the changes you feel are needed in your church.

1. Be Truthful
Ask God to keep you faithful to his written Word. Never underestimate the power of teaching truth. Pray that you will have integrity within yourself, in your own thinking. Pray that you will be honest with all—in responding to questions, but even more actively, in working to help people get to know you.

2. Be Trustful
Rely on God rather than on your own gifts and abilities. Spend time in prayer privately, with others, and with the congregation. Be patient. Recall Paul’s words to Timothy in 2 Timothy 4:2: “Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season; correct, rebuke and encourage—with great patience and careful instruction.”

Give your ambitions to the Lord. Be willing to trust him with your life; be willing to pray that God may leave you in your present place of ministry for the rest of your life. Longevity was factored in by God in bringing children to adulthood; such longevity has also characterized many fruitful ministries. The Puritan pastor William Gouge often said that the height of his ambition was to go from Blackfriars (his church) to heaven. Gouge was pastor of that same church from June 1608 until his death on December 12, 1653. He was pastor of the same church for forty-six years. Pray that God will increase your faith and help you see that his concern for his church is even greater than your own.
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3. Be Positive
Pray that you neither be nor be perceived to be fundamentally a critic. Set forth a positive agenda. Clarify God’s vision for his church, and your particular plans, in terms of both long-term goals and more immediate goals. Pray that God will help you to build solid personal relationships. Pray particularly that God will help you to develop more leaders within the church (2 Tim. 2:2). Pray that God will make you a personal example of and a chief advocate for evangelism and missions. Pray that God will increase your zeal—and your church’s zeal—for his glory.

4. Be Particular
Contextualize God’s concern for his church. Use the good resources of your church’s own history. Learn from older members about the history of your church. Be an ecclesiastical dendrologist (a person who studies trees). At Lincoln Cathedral, one tour guide told me that dendrologists had taken core samples from the forty-six-foot oak beams that have held up the cathedral’s roof for centuries and figure out when the tree was planted and when it was harvested. The ones he showed us had been more than 150 years old when harvested, many having been planted in the 900s and harvested in the 1100s.

Become the chief student of your church’s history. By doing this you show respect, and you learn.

May you become the agent for recovering what has been the best in your church’s past and the agent for leading your church into the great things God has for it in the future, as your church displays the character of God to his creation. This burden of display is our awesome responsibility and our tremendous privilege. May God make your church a healthy church, and may he pour out his Spirit on churches across our land and around the world to do the same, for his own glory. And may God bless you in the attempt.
“Don’t do it.” That’s the first thing I tell pastors when they discover church discipline is in the Bible. I say, “Don’t do it, at least not yet.” Why this advice?

Let’s think about what happens in the process of discovery. When pastors first hear of church discipline, they often think the idea is ridiculous. It sounds unloving, counterevangelistic, weird, controlling, legalistic, and judgmental. It certainly seems unworkable. They even wonder if it’s illegal.

**They Open Their Bibles**

Perhaps when no one is looking, these pastors look back at their Bible. They come across passages like 2 Thessalonians 3:6, or Galatians 6:1, or the classic text on discipline, 1 Corinthians 5. They consider the Old Testament background of excommunication, and they recall that God has always purposed for his people to be a picture of his own holiness (Deut. 17:7; Lev. 19:2; Isa. 52:11; 1 Peter 1:16).

Then, they turn to Jesus’s own teaching, and discover that, in the same chapter in which Jesus condemns judgmentalism (see
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Matt. 7:1), he also warns the disciples to be on their guard against false prophets and against those who claim to follow him but do not obey his Word (Matt. 7:15–20; 21–23). Finally, they get to Matthew 18, where Jesus instructs his followers to exclude the unrepentant sinner in certain situations (v. 17). Maybe churches should practice discipline?

What finally sends these otherwise nice, normal, well-adjusted, previously popular pastors over the edge is their discovery that some churches do, in fact, practice church discipline. Not strange, maladjusted churches, but happy, growing, large, grace-oriented churches like Grace Community in Sun Valley, California, or Tenth Presbyterian in Philadelphia, or First Baptist in Durham, North Carolina, or the Village Church near Dallas.

Now these pastors are in trouble. They realize they need to be obedient. They feel compelled by the biblical picture of a holy, loving, united church, a church that reflects the one, holy, loving God. They understand their failure to practice discipline hurts their church and its witness to the world.

It's at this point that a sullen resolve often seems to set in. “I will lead this congregation to be biblical at this point if it's the last thing I do!” And, too often, it is.

**Like a Bolt Out of a Clear Blue Sky**

Into the peaceful, well-meaning life of an innocent, Bible-believing congregation, the lightning bolt of church discipline strikes! It may be in a sermon. It may be in a conversation between the pastor and a deacon. It may be in a hastily arranged motion at a members’ meeting. But somewhere it hits, usually accompanied by great earnestness and a torrent of scriptural citations.

Then, the sincere action is taken.

The response comes. Misunderstanding and hurt feelings result. Counter charges are made. Sin is attacked and defended. Names are called. Acrimony abounds! The symphony of the local congregation transposes into a cacophony of arguments and ac
cusations. People cry out, “Where will this stop?” and “So do you think you’re perfect?”

What’s the pastor to do? My advice would be, “Don’t get yourself into this situation in the first place. Once you’ve discovered that corrective church discipline is biblical, hold off on practicing it for a while.” (Church discipline is both corrective and formative, the latter referring to the church’s work of teaching or forming Christians.)

Now at this point maybe you’re thinking, “Mark, are you telling us to disobey the Bible?”

In fact, I’m not. I’m trying to help you do what Jesus instructed his disciples to do (see Luke 14:25–33): count the cost before you begin. Make sure your congregation sufficiently understands and accepts this biblical teaching. Your goal is not immediate compliance followed by an explosion, but rather a congregation being reformed by the Word of God. You want them going in the right direction. And that requires patient shepherding.

How to Shepherd Your Church toward Discipline

First, encourage humility. Help people to see that they may be mistaken about their own spiritual state. Consider the example of the man in 1 Corinthians 5 as well as Paul’s exhortation to the Corinthian Christians more broadly in 2 Corinthians 13:5. Paul charges us to examine ourselves to see if we’re in the faith. Do your church members recognize that they are to help one another do that?

Second, make sure that your congregation has a biblical understanding of church membership. People don’t understand discipline because they don’t understand membership. Membership is a congregational relationship. It is not created, sustained, or ended merely by the act of an individual; an individual cannot join a church unilaterally without the congregation’s consent. Likewise, an individual cannot continue in membership, or leave the membership of a particular congregation without the congregation’s explicit or implicit approval (except by death). That’s a mouthful, but what
I’m basically saying is that it is a church’s business to decide who its members are. And members cannot simply leave when they’re in unrepentant sin.¹

Such a vision of membership, however, must first be positively presented. Understand what the Bible teaches about church membership. Make sure that you’ve familiarized yourself with several crucial points and passages that you can remind members of when they ask. Look for opportunities in your sermons to teach on the distinction between the church and the world, and how that distinction is important for the nature and mission of the church. Help your congregation to assemble such a picture of God’s plan for his church that the outlines of discipline begin to become conspicuous by their absence from your church’s practice. Remember that the members must understand membership and discipline because they’re the ones who must carry it out.

Third, pray that God would help you to model ministry to other Christians in your church by your public teaching and your private work with families and individuals. Work toward creating a “culture of discipleship” and accountability in your church, where Christians understand that a basic part of their following Jesus is helping others to follow Jesus (both through evangelism and discipling other Christians). Help them to understand the special responsibilities they have toward other members of their particular congregation. Teach them that the Christian life is personal, but not private.

Fourth, prepare your congregation’s written constitution and covenant. Consult Ken Sande’s article on the 9Marks website, for some general legal advice. Begin teaching premembership classes in which matters touching membership and discipline are explicitly taught.

Fifth, and finally, in your pulpit ministry, never tire of teaching what a Christian is. Regularly define the gospel and conversion. Explicitly teach that a church is intended to be composed of repenting sinners who are trusting in Christ alone, and who give credible professions of that trust. Pray that you would be centered
on the gospel. Resolve that, with God’s help, you will slowly but steadily lead your congregation to change. Pray that, rather than being a church where it’s strange to ask people how they’re doing spiritually, you would become a church where it would begin to seem strange if someone didn’t ask about your life.

**You Know You’re Ready When . . .**

You know your congregation is ready to practice church discipline when:

- Your leaders understand it, agree with it, and perceive its importance. (Mature leadership shared among several elders is the leadership model most consistent with Scripture and very helpful for leading a church through potentially volatile discussions).
- Your congregation is united in understanding that such discipline is biblical.
- Your membership consists largely of people who regularly hear your sermons.
- A particularly clear case comes along in which your members would fairly unitedly perceive that excommunication is the correct action. (For example, excommunication for adultery is more likely to yield agreement among your members than excommunication for nonattendance.)

So, my pastor friend, though you may have once thought that the idea of church discipline was ridiculous, I pray that God will help you to lead your congregation to see that it is a loving, provocative, attractive, distinct, respectful, gracious act of obedience and mercy, and that it helps to build a church that brings glory to God.

But remember, when you first become convinced of the biblical case for church discipline, your first step in an established congregation is probably to begin by not practicing discipline, so that someday you can.
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The Original 9 Marks Letter

This is the letter I wrote to the elders of a church I had planted and pastored years earlier in Massachusetts, which was now searching for a pastor. It is in this letter that I first laid out “nine marks of a healthy church.”

Dear brothers and sisters, 30 October 1991

I have for some time been thinking and praying about writing a letter to you. I will address this letter to the elders, since biblically you are the ones who are responsible for the spiritual well-being of the flock; but I have no qualms about it being shared more generally.

I am delighted at the stability and growth God has graciously given you as a church over the last five years. That has in no small part, I feel, been given through a faithful and committed eldership, and particularly through Zane’s commitment to sound, biblical preaching. As you approach this difficult time of transition, I have a few thoughts about what you should look for in a pastor. Note, adherence to the nine items I intend to outline here will not insure that the person is a good pastor, but I feel that the lack of any of them would be an inadequacy which would slowly but cumulatively affect the church in a negative way. So, I would take all of
these to be essential, but not in and of themselves sufficient. For instance, you could have someone who held to all of these interrelated points, and yet was simply not gifted or called to be a pastor. Indeed, I trust such is the case with the vast majority of members at New Meadows currently. On the other hand, let a man be never so gifted in personal relationships and communications, even a strong adherent to the authority of Scripture and to the practice of personal prayer, and yet miss any one or two of the matters below, and, given time, I’m convinced that New Meadows would become the leaking bucket that too many churches are today—holding no more living water than the world around them. I point these out after much thought and prayer, because, unfortunately, they are rarely prized among those who profess themselves called to be pastors and shepherds today. So, to summarize, I am not here giving you an exhaustive check list of what I think you should look for in a pastor. There are many more issues which will play into that choice. I am, however, giving you a list of qualifications that are both needed and sadly, rare, which I pray God you will trust him to have for you in the pastor he intends.

The first quality I would tell you to make sure is present in anyone you would ever consider calling to the eldership, but particularly to the pastorate, is a commitment to *expositional preaching*. This presumes a belief in the authority of Scripture, but it says something more. I’m convinced that a commitment to expositional preaching is a commitment to hearing God’s Word. If you have someone who happily accepts the authority of God’s Word, yet who in practice (whether intending to or not) does not preach expositionally, he will never preach more than he already knows. When one takes a piece of Scripture and simply exhorts the congregation on a topic that is important, but doesn’t really preach the point of that passage, one is limited to hearing in Scripture only what one already knew upon coming to the text. It is in being committed to preaching Scripture in context, expositionally, having as the point of the message the point of the passage, that
we hear from God those things which we do not already intend to hear when we set out. And, from the initial call to repentance to the latest thing the Spirit has convicted you about, our whole salvation consists in hearing God in ways that we, before we heard him, would never have guessed. To charge someone with the responsibility of the spiritual oversight of the flock who does not in practice show a commitment to hearing and to teaching God’s Word, is to at least put a drag on, and at most put a cap on, the growth of the church at the level of the pastor. The church will slowly be conformed to his mind, rather than to God’s mind.

The second quality I would hope you to require in anyone whom you would call to the eldership would be that he be sound in his full theological system—and that means being what has come to be called reformed. To misunderstand doctrines as fundamental as election (Does our salvation issue ultimately from God or us?); human nature (Are people basically bad or good? Do they merely need encouragement and enhanced self-esteem, or do they need forgiveness and new life?); the nature of Christ’s work on the cross (Did he make possible an option for us? Or was he our substitute?); the nature of conversion (more on that particularly below); and the certainty we can have of God’s continuing care based fundamentally on his character rather than ours, is no simple matter of lunchroom humor at the seminary, but rather is of real importance for faithfulness to Scripture and for real pastoral issues which constantly arise. For any Christian, but particularly for an elder, to resist the fundamental idea of God’s sovereignty over all of life while practicing Christianity is really to play with pious paganism. It is to baptize a heart which is in some ways still unbelieving, and to set up as an example a person who may well be deeply unwilling to trust God. In a day when our culture demands us to turn evangelism into advertising and explains the Spirit’s work as marketing, in which God in churches is so often made over in the image of man, I would be especially careful to find a man who had a biblical and experiential grasp of the sovereignty of God.
The third quality that any elder who is to be active in leading the church should have is a **biblical understanding of the gospel**. J. I. Packer lays out beautifully the relation of the last point to this one in his introduction to John Owen’s *The Death of Death in the Death of Christ*. If you haven’t read that recently, reread it now while you’re in the process of praying and looking for a new pastor. A heart for the gospel means having a heart for the truth—God’s presentation of himself, of our need, of Christ’s provision, and of our responsibility. To present the gospel as simply an additive to give non-Christians something they naturally want anyway (joy, peace, happiness, fulfillment, self-esteem, love) is partially true, but only partially true. And, as Packer says, “A half-truth masquerading as the whole truth makes it a complete untruth.” Fundamentally, we need forgiveness, we need spiritual life. To present the gospel less radically than this is to ask for false conversions and increasingly meaningless church membership, both of which will make the evangelization of the world around us all the more difficult.

The fourth quality that any elder should be required to have is a **biblical understanding of conversion**. If conversion is basically presented as something we do, rather than something God does, then we misunderstand it. Although conversion certainly includes our making a *sincere commitment, a self-conscious decision*, it is more than that. Scripture is clear in teaching that we are not all journeying to God, some having found the way, others still looking. Instead, it presents us as needing to have our hearts replaced, our minds transformed, our spirits given life. None of this we can do. We can make a commitment, but we must be saved. The change each human needs, regardless of how we appear externally, is so radical, so near the root of us, that only God can do it. We need God to convert us. I’m reminded of Spurgeon’s story of how as he was walking in London, a drunk came up to him, leaned on the lamppost near him and said, “Hey, Mr. Spurgeon, I’m one of your converts.” Spurgeon’s response was, “Well, you must be one of mine—you’re certainly not one of the Lord’s!” American churches, Southern Baptist
churches, are full of people who have made sincere commitments at one point in their lives, but who evidently have not experienced the radical change which the Bible presents as conversion. The result, according to one recent study, is a divorce rate that is 50 percent above the national average. The cause, at least in part, must be the unbiblical preaching about conversion by thousands of Southern Baptist pastors. Again, if you’ve not held to the first three things mentioned above, it’s hardly surprising that this one would go wrong as well. [Please don’t misunderstand me as insisting on an emotionally heated conversion experience at a particular point. I’m insisting on the theological truth underlying conversion, not a particular experience of it. You know the tree by its fruit.]

The fifth quality that anyone you ever entrust with the spiritual responsibility of teaching (of which all elders are to be capable, 2 Tim. 2:2) should have is a biblical understanding of evangelism. If your mind has been shaped by the Bible on God and the gospel, on human need and conversion, then a right understanding of evangelism will naturally follow. Biblically, evangelism is presenting the good news freely and trusting God to bring conversions. Any way in which we try to force births will be as effective as Ezekiel trying to stitch the dry bones together. And the result will be similar. Again, if conversion is understood as merely a sincere commitment at any given point, then we simply need to get everyone to that point any way possible. Biblically though, while we’re to care, to plead, to persuade, our first duty is to be faithful to the obligation we have from God, which is to present the good news he’s given us. He will bring conversion from that. If there is a sizable discrepancy between the membership of a pastor’s church and the attendance, I would naturally wonder about what they understood conversion to be and what kind of evangelism they had practiced in order to create such a large number of people uninvolved in the life of the church, yet certain of their own salvation, with the blessing of the church. I could give you bibliographies on each of these points, but I won’t, assuming you already know the books I
would suggest. In a series of evangelistic addresses I did this past February in the university here, I concluded that the three things which I must convey to people about the decision they must make about the gospel (God, man, Christ, response), is that the decision is costly (and therefore must be carefully considered), and urgent (and therefore must be made), and worth it (and therefore should be made). That’s the balance I should strive for in my evangelism.

Sixth, following from what I just said, I would require a biblical understanding of church membership. Sadly, if it were the case, my guess is that most Southern Baptist pastors would be more proud of the six thousand members their church had than they would be ashamed that only eight hundred attended. Written numbers can be idols as easily—perhaps more easily—than carved figures. But it is God who will assess our work, and he will weigh it, I think, rather than count. If the church is a building, then we must be bricks in it; if the church is a body, then we are its members; if we are the household of faith, it presumes we are part of that household. Sheep are in a flock, and branches on a vine. Forget the particular cultural ephemera for a moment—white cards with names on them, lists on a computer—biblically, if we are Christians, we must be members of a church. We must not forsake the assembling together of ourselves (Heb. 10:25). It is not simply a record of a statement we must make; it is a reflection of a living, vital commitment.

Seventh, and perhaps most initially difficult in your situation, I would require that the person understand and be convinced of the New Testament practice of having a plurality of elders (see Acts 14:23, Paul’s regular practice of referring to a number of elders in any one local church). I am completely convinced of this as the New Testament practice, and as particularly needful in churches then and now without an apostolic presence. That does not mean that the pastor has no distinct role (look up in a concordance references to “preaching” and “preachers”), but that he is also and fundamentally part of the eldership. This means that decisions
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involving the church, yet which do not come to the attention of the whole church, should not so much fall to the pastor alone as to the elders as a whole. While this is cumbersome at points (as I’m sure you know only too well), it has immense benefits in rounding out the pastor’s gifts, in giving him good support in the church, and in too many other ways to mention now. Anyway, this would have to be made quite clear when calling a pastor. If he is a typical Southern Baptist, he will assume that the elders are either deacons or that they are there simply to help him do what he wants to do. He may well not have a good appreciation for the fact that you are inviting him fundamentally to be one of the elders, and, among you, the pastor, the primary teaching elder. I’m convinced that if most pastors understood this idea, they would leap at the idea, given the weight it removes from their shoulders. And, I’m also worried that many of those who wouldn’t, wouldn’t do so because of un-biblical understandings of their own role, or, worse, unsanctified self-centeredness.

The eighth issue I would want to have clearly understood and affirmed by any new elder in the church is the issue of church discipline. This is one of the things which gives meaning to being a member of the church, which has been universally practiced by the church, and yet which has almost entirely faded out of Southern Baptist church life in the last three generations. Jesus’s words in Matthew 18 and Paul’s in 1 Corinthians 5:4–13 (along with other passages) clearly show that the church is to exercise judgment within itself, and that this is for redemptive, not revengeful purposes. If we cannot say what a Christian does not live like, we cannot very well say what she or he does live like. One of my concerns with churches’ discipleship programs is that they are, again, like pouring water into a leaking bucket. While this issue is fraught with problems in pastoral application, the whole Christian life is, and that should never be used as an excuse to leave either unpracticed. It should mean something to be a member of the church, not for our pride’s sake, but for God’s name’s sake.
Finally, the ninth issue which I would require an elder to understand is the role of the church in promoting Christian discipleship and growth. As I mentioned above, when the church does not exercise discipline, one of the unintended consequences is the increased difficulty in that church growing disciples. Examples are unclear, models are confused. The church has an obligation to be a means of God’s growing people in grace. Yet if they are places in which only the pastor’s thoughts are taught, in which God is more questioned than worshiped, in which the gospel is diluted and evangelism perverted, in which church membership is made meaningless and a worldly cult of personality is allowed to grow up around the pastor, then one can hardly expect to find such a group being either cohesive or edifying to each other, let alone glorifying to God. When we can honestly assume that those within the church are regenerated, and that those who are regenerated are committed to the church, then the corporate New Testament images of the church can become not merely good sermons, but thrilling lives together. Relationships imply commitment in the world; surely we wouldn’t think it would be any less the case in the church?

Well, friends, I could go on for much longer. You’ve been patient to read this far. I don’t mean to suggest that you don’t already know all of the above and are not committed to it yourself, but I do care deeply for New Meadows. I feel some sense of obligation in my heart and in prayer. I thought it right to express that on paper. I do not have a vote in the eldership or in the church (nor should I!) but I wanted to write this with the hopes that it might be helpful in some of your discussions, prayers, and evaluations. Know that more importantly than sending this letter, I’ll be daily joining with you in prayer for the church, especially during this crucial time,

as your brother in Christ,

Mark
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Medicines from the Cabinet

In the years since I first wrote this book, a wide variety of resources have become available, a number with the help of 9Marks (an organization dedicated to helping pastors and church leaders think biblically about the church). Two new resources we hope will be especially useful in churches are the Healthy Church Study Guides and the Church Essentials: What Is a Healthy Church video series. The Healthy Church Study Guides (Crossway, 2012) are ten short (sixty-page) booklets, each containing one of my sermons and questions for group discussion (written by Bobby Jamieson). These books can be used as a series or as individual studies on any of these nine marks. Church Essentials is a DVD series of interviews with me, accompanied by a study guide (Lifeway, 2012). Three other books that I’ve written on the church since the previous edition of Nine Marks of a Healthy Church appeared are The Church: The Gospel Made Visible (B&H Academic, 2012), What Is a Healthy Church? (Crossway, 2007), and 12 Challenges Churches Face (Crossway, 2008).

While I do not agree with everything in every book listed below, the following are a few suggestions in each of the areas addressed in this book.
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**Mark One: Expositional Preaching**
Graeme Goldsworthy, *Preaching the Whole Bible as Christian Scripture* (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2000).

**Mark Two: Biblical Theology**

**Mark Three: The Gospel**
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**Mark Four: A Biblical Understanding of Conversion**
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Donald S. Whitney, Ten Questions to Diagnose Your Spiritual Life (Colorado Springs, CO: NavPress, 2002).

Mark Five: A Biblical Understanding of Evangelism

Will Metzger, Tell the Truth (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, rev. 2002).

Iain Murray, Revival and Revivalism (Carlisle, PA: Banner of Truth, 1994).
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Thabiti Anyabwile, What Is a Healthy Church Member? (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2008).


Josh Harris, Stop Dating the Church! (Portland, OR: Multnomah, 2004).
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Mark Seven: Biblical Church Discipline


Mark Eight: A Concern for Discipleship and Growth


One of the best contemporary resources for articles and books on biblical counseling is the website of the Christian Counseling and Educational Foundation, www.ccef.org.
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Mark Nine: Biblical Church Leadership

On Elders


Tom Ascol, ed., Dear Timothy (Cape Coral, FL: Founders, 2004).


Phil A. Newton, Elders in Congregational Life: A Model for Leadership in the Local Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel, 2005).

John Piper, Biblical Eldership (Minneapolis: Desiring God Ministries, 1999).

Alexander Strauch, Biblical Eldership (Littleton, CO: Lewis and Roth, 1995).
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<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10–14</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:14</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:7</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:16</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:17</td>
<td>18, 162, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:18–19</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:22</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:2</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:2–3</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:16</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:17</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:18</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:7–12</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:8</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10</td>
<td>77, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:19</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:20</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:20–21</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:5</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:5–9</td>
<td>96–97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–22</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:1–4</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:2</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:14</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:22–22:5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:15</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9Marks exists to equip church leaders with a biblical vision and practical resources for displaying God’s glory to the nations through healthy churches.

To that end, we want to see churches characterized by these nine marks of health:

1. Expositional Preaching
2. Biblical Theology
3. A Biblical Understanding of the Gospel
4. A Biblical Understanding of Conversion
5. A Biblical Understanding of Evangelism
6. Biblical Church Membership
7. Biblical Church Discipline
8. Biblical Discipleship
9. Biblical Church Leadership

Find all our Crossway titles and other resources at www.9Marks.org
Going Deeper with the Nine Marks

9Marks Healthy Church Study Guides

Designed as a companion to Mark Dever's *Nine Marks of a Healthy Church*, this series of 6–7 week studies explores the biblical foundations of key aspects of the church, helping Christians to live out those realities as members of a local body.

Conveniently packaged and accessibly written, this series contains guided, inductive discussion of Scripture passages and is ideal for use in Sunday school, church-wide studies, or small group contexts.

For more information, visit crossway.org or 9marks.org.
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WHAT MAKES FOR A HEALTHY CHURCH?
You may have read books on this topic before—but not like this one. Instead of an instruction manual for church growth, this classic text offers tried and true principles for assessing the health of your church from a biblical perspective. Whether you’re a pastor, ministry leader, or an involved member of your congregation, studying the nine marks of a healthy church will help you cultivate new life and well-being within your own church for God’s glory and the good of his people.

This classic guide now includes a new foreword as well as updated content, illustrations, and appendices.

“Be careful of the work you are now holding in your hand: it may change your life and ministry.”
D. A. CARSON

“One of the very best, most readable, and useful books for learning how to lead a church into spiritual change.”
PHILIP GRAHAM RYKEN

“Few people today have thought more or better about what makes a church biblical and healthy.”
JOHN PIPER

“It belongs in the hands of every faithful pastor and all those who pray for reformation in this age.”
R. ALBERT MOHLER JR.

“A foundational work that I highly recommend.”
JOHN MACARTHUR

“A powerful call for congregations to take seriously their responsibilities.”
TIMOTHY GEORGE

“This is the best book I have read on this topic of critical importance.”
C. J. MAHANEY

“Required reading for my students in ecclesiology. Also, a great book for pastors to share with their congregations.”
PAIGE PATTERSON

“A biblical prescription for faithfulness.”
J. LIGON DUNCAN

MARK DEVER (PhD, Cambridge University) is senior pastor of Capitol Hill Baptist Church in Washington, DC, and president of 9Marks. He has written several books on church health and church leadership.